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Brighton

tattle

Market.

Horton, Ti ksma V, Jan. 4.
Amount <*f live stock at market—Cattle, 1*47;
Miccp ami Lambs, 770.'*; Swine, 10,313, Veals, 00;
li«*rses, 144 ; niiinlicr of Western Cattle. 343, Nortlieni Cattle,
100 II* live weight—KxPrices i»t Beef Cattle
#<* 7'*; tlrst quality, s?0 «h> vp> r»0;
ira
second quality, $$00g55u; third quality, $4 00g
4 ;>o, poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, Ax.,
$3 00*3 37S
^ lb; Brighton Tallow,
Brighton Hides, 7S
2S -3 t* tt», ( ountry Hides, 7g7Sc V 3*; Country
tallow. I‘a3“ic 4? N>: Calf Skins, HglOc
ft.; Lamb
skins, K~>c>i$l 40 each Dairv Skins, 25 g 50c each.
The trade opened dull ami inactive, with a light
guppl\ “t Western Cattle in market for sale. Prices
have not varied any to speak of from those noted
one week ago. There were but a few buyers around
the yards, and the supply although very light, was
full’as large as the demands require, butchers* Cattle ranging from #4 25g5 30 * loo It* live weight.
Those suitable for the export trade are costing
fully up to our highest quotations for the best lots.
Swine—Western Fat Hogs are costing from 5‘4 §
5 ijc ^ It* live weight landed at the slaughterhouses.
In our number we give ail the Western Fat Hogs
brought in over the several railroads for the week,
all being owned by butchers.
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West were all
owned by butchers, and taken direct to the slaughter houses from the cars, costing from 4g!l%c # lb
live weight.

quality,

You can't afford to laugh, dear girls,
Unless your teeth are w bite as pearls—
Unless your mouth is pink and sweet,
And your two lips in rosebuds meet;
And you cannot supply this want,
Hut through the use of SOZODONT!

Laughter Leads a Sew Chain
Ijeauty, when it discloses a pretty set of teeth.
Whiteness, when uature haft supplied this element
of loveliness, may 1h* retained through life, by
using the fragrant BOZODONT

To

Commissioner Coleman, of the Agricultural
Bureau, complains that there has been dereliction in the matter of lighting pleuropneumonia
at

Total.dl
The oldest member is Senator fob* of Cumberland, win* is 7S; tile next oldest is Senator
Marblt of Lincoln, who is (10. The youngest
mi mher i* Senator Weymouth of York, who i*
2S; the next youngest are Senator Simpson of
IVuohseot. an l Senator done* of York, w ho are
each dl.
Only one of the members is between
20 and thirty, nine between do and 40, eleven
betw een 40 and 7*0. *i\ between 7>0 aild <*0. thive
between <>o and 7o. and one betw een To and so.
len were born in the towns where they now
reside ; only one wa* horn out of the Stater: live
received a collegiate education, tiflccn an academical education: li\«• were engaged in the
( i\ iI war; twenty-three have had
legislative
experience; all are married but two. other
fact* are compiled a* follows :

day.

rapt. Thomas Robinson, of Greenville, for
many years a popular steamboat commander
on Moo-chead Lake, and known all over tin*
t'nited States, died suddenly Thursday, of
pneumonia, lie was about As years of age, and
leaves a widow and live children.
The first consignment of Tennessee quail
1T:<
ssi. x nit om rvnoN.
Merchants, were
received at Portland 'Thursday morning.
0; 'awvers. 4; fanner*, d; physieans, d: nierThey were '•hipped from Shclhyvillc the 2oth.
ehanl* and lumberman. 2: farmer and i»tit«*h«*r.
But three out of one hundred and sixteen birds
t inner and lumberman, lumber dealer, 'hip
arrived dead. All the others were in splendid
owner,
manufacturer. miller, maeiiinist and
condition.
merchant. pharmacist. iustiramv ajetit. R. R.
Governor Rohie has been invited by ex-Gov.
pre*i It nt. treasurer of *a\ mg* hank, ship brok- I iu iii-1 airchild. National < ominandcr-in-Chicf
er and
eoinmission merchant. payma*t*. r. I
of the <.. A. !L to accept a position on his stall’
eaeh.
Gen. Fairchild writes that
a*
Rl-I
('onurega’ionalist. 0; Methodist, he aide-de-camp.
expects to meet Gov. Bobie at the Depart7i; Luivei salist. 4: Kree Rapti*t.d: no religious
at Bath in January next.
ment
Fncampniciit
preference*. d; no religious preferem es r« portOut ot twenty-nine stage drivers employed
e.1.2: l»aptist.2: Liberal. 2: I'nitarian. 1.
in Maine before railroads came in. only live are
The Maine House of Representatives j- emunow living.
These arc 'Thomas Chamberlain
posed of !7d members. We tin*I the political and Mr. Hobbs of Portland; Gideon I leering
complexion of tin present House as follows;
of Durham: John Marshall of Steep Falls and
Republican.122
Hiram Reed of Augusta. < hamherlain and
I 'eiiioi-rat* .2d
Ilohhs were for many years conductors on the
1
N itioiial Prohibit ion
(.rand Trunk railroad.
Lldependelits. 2
On the railway po*t otliees running between
Boston and Portland and Boston and Bangor,
PI
there has bten handled from Dee.
Nineteen of tin* above hav furnished ii- m> exclusively,
2oth to 2Ath. inclusive. 714.2*» 1 letter*. J.bTb
• lata for
biographical notes, but their names sack- of merchandise and
papers, and .‘5.22b reand polities appear iu the proper place* in these
gistered packages. 'This i- exclusive of the
sketches. (»t ilie members who have kindly
mail.
funi*lled 11- eoiupiete statistics, llie following through
The Comity Commissioners of Androscoggin
The oldest member is ibm.
facts are collated :
County have derided to make the bridge at
Wm. Ui.kev of I'ort Kent. who is 7»i. He. with
Livermore Falls free. The amount of damages
Hon. John < Talbot of Fast Maehias. have the
awarded the owners is so.imni. The towns of
iu -t legislative experience. The next old< *t
Fast Livermore and Livermore pay s7o0 each
member is Isaac < arlcton. esq., of < olumbia
and the county s:5.o<><>. 'Tin* prosperity and
Falls, who is 7t. The younue-t members are
business prospects of the towns are greatly enKale tali .1. < ondon. esq.. «-f Friendship and
hanced by this change.
Austin W. York, esq., of I tamari-rotta. who
A stock company has lately been formed unare eu'-li J4.
Four of t he member* are between
der the title of "Sehastieook Granite Company,"
•JO and 4o years of a ire, thirty-live are between
to operate on St. Albans mountain, in Harmony.
4n and 4n.’fifty between 4o and ho. thirty-four
G. J. Shaw is president of the company. J. O.
between ho ami 00. six between (»o and 7o, and
Bradbury treasurer and solicitor; other gentletwo bet ween 70 and so. Tin- show * an unusualmen of tin* association are A. Linn. C. Blake
ly larvrc number of middle aired men in the and D. II. Bartlett. Operations will be combody. >ix were born in tin towns they repre- menced next summer.
sent : four were born out < f the state and four
Dr. Horatio M. small, for a long time one of
out id the country ; fourteen received a collegithe leading phy sicians of Portland.died Dee.211
ate education, forty two academical education:
of
brain disease. lie bad been out of practice
jwt ntv-eLht were eiuraued in the < ivil War:
for two or three years on account of this trouble.
but sixteen have had legislative experience:
He was a member of the Maine Medical Assoeighteen are not married. All the multitudinous
ciation and was formerly one of the physicians
oei upations and many of the reliirion* are emHis age was
at the Maine General Hospital.
braeed in our iist. < »ther interesting statistics
about At years.
are uiv eii a- follows, the farmers, as usual. I
of
From
the
State
the
reports
prison it apleading the !i*t of oeeiipatiotis :
Farmers. 40; pears that the proportion ot the population of
Tiiei' sstuN ui: orct I
Maine in penal institutions i« less than in any
farmers and teachers. 4: farmers and m. rother State. In other words, there i> no State
eha.nts. 4: farmers and physicians, j; fanners si
tree from crime. There will be a ditTereiice
and cattle brokers. J: farmers and mechanic-.
of opinion as t»» whether ibis condition of
J: farmers and lumbenm n. J; farmer and ship
to the prohibitory law. but what(milder. 1: farmer and collector. 1: m< reliant*. things i> due
ever the cause, the facts show that Maineisthe
Jo: lawyers. 14 ; physicians, .*>; mamifaetun r*.
best
State ill tin* Cnion.
4: mereliants, 4: journalist. J: contractor* and
Gardiner and Pittstoii celebrated Jan. 1 the
builders. J; merchant* and manufacturers. J;
of the toil bridge across the Kennebec
clergyman, teacher, teacher and aeeouutant. freeing
river,
connecting the two places, by tiring one
dentist, insurance aiient. station a^ert. drm;hundred guns and general rejoicing. 'This happy
«ri*t. photographer. carpenter, ship carpenter,
result was brought about by earnest agitation
lumhernian. •rrauite cutter, wood turner, suband
active work of numerous prominent eitimarine engineer, keeper of lively stable. I
zeiis for several years past.
It is expected to
eaeii.
have a most beiu tieial etleet oil the trade of the
Kki.k.u »n.—( oiejreiratioiialist. J7 : 1 nivertwo
towns.
salist.JO: Methodist. 14: Fret liap!i-t. in: bapKoniati < atholie. h; Liberal. •'»: Fnitatist.
“Dr. Pierre's “Favorite Prescription” perfectly
tian. 4: Orthodox. 4: < liri-tian. 4: Fpisedpalian. J: Spiritualist. I : Adveiiti*t.l: no reli-hm- ami | ennanently cure.- those disra-cs peculiar to
females.
It is tonic and nervine, efl’ectually allayprepereiiees. J4: no religious preferences re- ing ami
curing those si<4 ening sensations that a fleet
ported. T.
the stomach and heart, through reflex action.
The
backache and “dragging-dow n" sensation- all disI V ISTKS.
SUIT I’d II.ldNo
the
this
under
eflectsof
great
appear
strengthening
restorative. By druggists.
The smallest amount of *»liiplmildin_r in
Maine for ten years lias been done the past
of
Lawrence.
Mich.,
started
a
Fait
hanks,
Henry
year, iu 1*77 the net tonnage of tin* ve--.|> toboggan slid* on the roof of hi- father’s barn.
In*
11v\
that
the
season
will
over
iu
.Maim*
amounted
to
11c
tears
eonstrueted
toboggan
shipyard*
7u.4os.44 tons. From 1*77 to 1**1 there was
by th<- time tin- bones knit in Ids fractured leg.
lar^e deej'i-a-e in the amount of wink done,
I lie lenrou- ilistilmcnt, whose e fleet
but in JSSJ the number of tolls eollstrueted
ll-*!d' -i;c!i an enmity with blood of man,
amounted to 7*».o*44M.
*inee then each year
That, -wifi a- quicksilver, it courses through
has witnessed the total suspension of work in
The natural gates and alleys of the body,”
ami cuti-cs 11n- -kin to become “barked about, most
an increasing number of yard*, until only lola/ar ;k«*. with vile ami loathsome crust." Such
Oi»4.7n ton* lets been constructed thi* year. At
an* th*
cfl’i cts of disease*! and morbid bile, the
tin* present time tin* only demand for v.-sel*
antidote for which is to cleanse and regulate
only
is for tishin;: purposes and the coasting trade.
Hu* liver—an oflicc admiraldy perfonued by Dr.
There has not been a brirr built in a Maine
Pierce -“».olden Medical Discovery."
shipyard for three years, and during tin past
‘•Why, Nora," exclaimed Mrs. Reynolds, aghast,
year not a ship ha* been launched or even
without removing
framed, which indicate- an nd of shipbuilding “why did von boil the potatoes
tin* eyes“sure, mi-s,” r«• plit** 1 Nora, w itli a -mile,
fortlie foreign trade, and the yielding of the
“ami if I cut out the potniocs* eves how will thev
carrying trade across the Atlantic t<> foreign -eet.iln.il?"
vessels.
Freights for all classes of -hipping
Young men or middle aged ones, stifle ring from
11111 s( 1 io\v that va sscl property is considered
nervous debility and kindred weakness -hotihi semi
a-* of little value, and it Would be impossible
1<» cents in stamps for illustrated book suggesting
for lmi' h more than one-half of the actual
-ure mean- of run*. Address, World's Dispt n-ary
value ot such property to he realized on a
Medical Association, OY.', Main Street. Bulla In, N. Y.
forced sale.
'The number of four-masted
The -i/c of her -mile—“Well, Algernon, sin*
schooner* constructed tin* past year is lanrer
greeted you with a -mile, did she?*’ "Yes,” said
than in !**4 or 1*>*>. as that has been proved to
\ benign one?" “Oh a seven-by-nine
Algernon.
be the most economical kind of Vessel for Use
• me.”
\s a rule there has been
at tin present time.
a decrease in tin* average size ot vessels from
Tlio-c unhappy persons w In* suffer from nervousm*s- .in*! dy -pep-ia should use • 'artcr's Little Ner\ e
1**7). and mor«* schooners under inn tons have
Pill-, w hich are made expn*—ly for sleepless, nerbe. n built than for any year except ls'<>. durvous.
_’'*
all druging tin* past decade, as will appear from state- gists. dvspeptie sutl'erers. Price cents,
ments below.
The following is a recapitulation :
What On?—In Ocrmany teachers are very poor1 **•;.
ly paid. At a teacher's festival somebody proposed
issi.
l*.*t.
I*s;,.
Hi-strict-.
tin* toast: "Long live our school-teachers!" “What
ttath ..1 17-2 -i.".,u.Chjr..::i 11.11-:;.72
*»n?" asked a cadaverous-looking specimen, rising
J »l -I
l>a 11 a
1.V...V4
172.7I
l,ss*a..V.i
I tel fa *t. a.mis.:;:*
2,41*7.4«'» I ,1C»4.2 a in his scat.
**

ea>

«

•>

Anti-Monopo!ist>..1

■

m.a'

Mr. C. H. Kirby of Oldtown, who for 10
Sketches for the Boys.
has been a miner and prospector in the
BY REV. T. GERRISII.
Itlack Mills of Colorado, has returned home
and will not go West again.
THE COWBOY.
NO. 5.
This State now lias 4JK registered druggists
and qualified assistants, according to the report ^
The cowboy is an institution peculiar to the
made by the Commissioners of Pharmacy to the west. IIis
tribe though youthful in history is
Governor and < 'oiincil.
Prof. Charles li. Benjamin, who for the past both mi me rous ami important. Its growth, like
six years has ably tilled the chair of Mechanical all else in the west, has no parallel elsewhere,
Engineering at the Maine State College, lias re- lie must be seen and known in order to be apsigned to go into business in Boston.
preciated. Not seen in the straggling, long
Some lawers are of the opinion that more
Superior Courts will Ik* established ill Maine. haired medical or circus tramps which are ocAt present there are three in Aroostook, in
casionally seen upon our streets, but seen in
Cumberland and in Kennebec counties.
'I'lie Bangor Loan and Building Association their native clement—the great ranges of the
lias been in operation ten months, and is now west.
paying dividends at tin* rate of ’> per cent. The
Printers ink (all powerful though it be in
third series of its shares is to be issued in a
other directions) cannot reproduce the cowboy
few days.
The petitioners for the pardon of John F.
around the firesides of New England, in this,
Lawrence. Melville Bodwcll, Benjamin and j as in
many other cases, those who know the
Benjamin W. Chadhournc, the Parkmau murderers: Lewis F. Hopkins, the Richmond mttr- I least about them have written the most and
derer, and James MeCune, were given leave to thus the confusion of ignorance lias become
withdraw by the Governor and Council Thurs- confounded. And these
pen and ink artists
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< Mi account of the
depressed condition of the
shipbuilding interests of the State a careful canvass ha« been made among the shipbuilders to
learn all possible regarding the prospects for
lss7.
The information obtained shows the outlook to be even more discouraging than it appeared to In-one year ago. At Hath the New
F.ngland Shipbuilding Company has partially
completed a large steamer for the Maim* Steamship < ompany to ply between Portland and New
York, and have recently closed a contract with
Norman I.. Munroe of New York for a light
draft excursion steamer. H. W.A II. F. .Morse
arc bnildinga four-masted schooner of 215 feet
keel, 17 feet beam and 21 feet depth, with a capacity of about 14oo tons. Messrs. Arthur Sewall A < o. are at work on a schooner of about
m>o ton-, which
they will launch about the la-t
of March.
Hey olid the above there is no work
contracted for by Hath shipbuilders, although
there have been iinpiirie- for terms on several
steamers and sailing vessels.
At Thomustnu
three vessels at least will he built during lss7,
including one about half done, ilium A Flliott
will build a 1 hree-masteddouble* decked scliooncrof about 7(H) ton-: N. C. Meiian a four-masted schooner of about S50 tons, Samuel W atts a
four-masted s<*hooner and W’ashburn A Co.
will finish a schooner of about 050 tons, which
is now framed in their yard. One small schooner will probably be built in liockland during
the year. H. M. Hean of Camden i» talking of
building one and may possibly build two schooners during the year.
At Wiseassett. .1. Manchester Haynes is now building a four-masted,
double decked schooner of about son tons,
which will be launched in March or April.
The steamer Lincoln, owned by I. T. Hobson,
is being transformed from a side wheel to a
double screw steamer. At Last Hoothbav. C.
A J. P. llodgdoii will probably build a coasting
vessel of about 200 toils, and have had some talk
with another party regarding the construction
of.a fishing schooner for the (iulf of St. Lawrence.
At Millbridge a centre-board schooner
of about 100 toils will be built bv (rilbei t Kelley,
and it (.’berry field a schooner of about 75 tons
will be built by .Joel lliukley.
In the balance
*>f the Passanunpioddy District the only information obtained is that several old vessels may
be repaired or built over.
[<’. L. M. in Boston
.Journal.
HANMliAL

At

HAMLIN'S TRI BETH

TO

LOGAN.

regular meeting of B. A. Beale post, (..
A. It., of Bangor Thursday night,(ien. < liarles
llamlin introduced resolutions eulogistic of
hen. Logan's military career, his loyalty to
a

his country, and devotion to his comrades.
Comrade ex-Vice-President Hannihal Hamlin
seconded the resolutions, making a most eloquent and touching speech. “For 30 years," he
said, “my relations with (ien. Logan were close
and intimate, and 'tis a consolation to know
that we stood together, shoulder to shoulder, in
the days that tried men’s souls, without difference in our views as to the duties of the
day.
In him w’ere combined two qualities in excess
of any other American, lie being both a general
ami a statesman, lie was underestimated. He
stood high both in the held and in the council,
but he was justly entitled to stand higher. He
was a
man of conviction as well as con
rage.
Never was there a more honest man. He always
sought to find out what was just and right. We
raise monuments of granite to our heroic dead,
but the heroic acts oif John A. Logan will outlive them all long after these monuments shall
have been dissolved. They will live as long as
love and liberty spring in the human breast, as
long as men prefer nobility of character ami
noble deeds.”

Oct tin* bc>t. Dr. Soule’s Pills
all liver and bilious derangement.

the best for

It is a physician who says that a sealskin sacque
is not a healthful garment. Can it be that he lias
been subsidized by some horrid man. It certainly
looks like it.
Women with pale, colorless faces w ho feel weak
ami *li-courage*I. will receive both mental and
bodily ig**r by using ( al ter s Iron Pills, which are
made for the blood, nerves ami eomplexio i.
Mr. Burnett says the modern pig is about a century old. We -aw him hi tin* car the other day occupy ing. a- usual, tour time- his legitimate space;
bin lie certainly did mu look nearly so old as Mr.
Burnett would ’have u- believe.

Excitement in

Texas.

liivat excitement let•* Ihcii cau-cd in tin* vicinity
»f Pari-. Tc\., by tin- ivi
kaldc recovery of Mr.
J E. ( orlcy w In* wah« Iplc— he could* not turn
in bed, or raise hi- head; cv.rybody said he was
dy ing o| < oii-mnption. \ trial bottle of Dr. King's
New Discovery wa- -cut him. finding relief, lie
bought a large bottle and a box of Dr. King’s New
Lite Pill.-; by the time lie had taken two boxes of
Pii!- and two bottle- of the Discovery, lie was well
and had gained in llc-h thirty-six pounds.
Trial Bottles of this t.reat Discovery for Consumption free at U. II. Moody's.
•

...

If the
tobacco

of the Enited states would quit using
they would, by reducing the amount of the
revenue tax. do something toward reducing the
surplus revenue. Put that in t our pipe, and smoke
it.
men

Very Remarkable Recovery.
Mr. < .eo. V. Willing, of .Manchester, Mich., writes :
‘My wife has been almost helpless for live years,
‘o helpless that she could not turn over in bed
slone. >he used two Bottles of Electric Bitters,
and i< so much improved, tiiat she is aide now todo

her own work.”
Electric Bitters will do all that is claimed for
them. Hundreds of testimonials attest their great
curative powers. Onlv ."10 cents a bottle at H. II.

Moody’s.
A Cincinnati girl has heen saved from a watery
grave on four different occasions. It seems to lie
great fun for her, hut it’s hard on the .Sunday suits
of the heroes w ho jump in after her.
If

Sufferers

(he

Scrofula, and (General
Emulsion of Pure Cod

phites, they

w

from

Consumption,
Debility, will try Scott’s
Liver Oil, with Ilypophos-

ill find immediate relief and

manent benefit.

a

per-

Dr. H. V.

Mutt, Brentwood,Cal.,
writes; ‘J have used Scott's Emulsion with great
in
cases
of
advantage
Phthisis, Scrofula and Wasting Diseases generally. It is very palatable.”
4wl
“1><» you tike mo for an idiot ?" said an irate lmsl»aml to In- sarcastic wife. “No, love,” she replied,
sweetly. “What has any poor idiot ever done to
me that 1 should libel it that way.”

Much Married Woman.
Mrs. Fowler, of tiiis city, was married last January to her sixth husband, and stiangc as it may
A

seem, live of them died exao4i> two years from
their marriage day. Her present husband lias been
sick for the last four months with chronic jaundice,
and was given up by four of our liest physicians;
as a last resort lie began using .Sulphur Bitters, and
yesterday told our reporter that they had saved his
life, smilingly saying that he guessed Mrs. Fowler
would be unable to take a seventh better half for
some time to come.—Exchange.
“is it correct to say, ‘1 put up at the XHotel?’
inquired one traveling man of another.
“No.” “What ought 1 to say?” “I put up witli the
X-Hotel, would lie about the tiling.”

Bn(klei’» Arnica Salve.
Cuts, Bruises,
Sores, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price 33 cents per box.
For sale by Richard 11. Moody.
The Best Salve in the world for
Sores, Ulcers, Sait Rheum, lever

“I’m afraid it’s not

genuine.”

said

a

lady

to

a

shopman. “Oh, yes, it is, madam,” replied the
polite gentleman. “All our camel’s hair shawls are
made of pure silk direct from the worm.”

IN GENERAL.

It cost the State, the past year, $9,500 for the
support of Shite paupers.
Voluey Cushing of Bangor is in Wisconsin,
stumping for the prohibition party.
Allistou Webber, a farmer of Clinton, lias
been fined $100 and costs of $23 for selling elderberry wine.
Tbe New Gloucester Packing Co., put up
152,000 cans of sweet corn and succotash the
past season.
Residents of Newcastle and Damariscotta are
to petition the Legislature for a charter to convey water from Damariscotta Lake to supply
tbe two villages.

an*

Mrs.

Alvlce to Mothers.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup for children

teething is the prescription of oneof the best female
nurses and physicians in the United states, and has
been used for forty years with never-failing success
by millions of mothers for their children. During
the process of teething its value is incalculable. It
relieves the child from pain, cures dysentery aud
diarrhwa, grilling in the bowels, anil wind-colic.
By giving health to the child it rests the mother.
Price *J$c. a bottle.
Iy48
A wedding reception, my son, is an occasion
where young people assemble to congratulate the
happy pair prior to remarking, “Well, for my part
I cairt understand what she saw’ in
tnore good times for poor Tom.”

him,” and “No

have succeeded in creating the impression that
tin* cowboys are a desperate, brutal, drunken,
murderous lot of fellows who live upon the
plains simply because they are outlawed in
civilized localities.
To all of which, in behalf of those to whom 1
write. I plead “not guilty." Judging from observation I am convinced that as a class their
intelligence will average with almost any
other class of men in the country. Some of
them it is true have always lived upon the
frontier and arc destitute of the graces of polished society, but in the matter of good sound
common sense they have no superiors and but
few equals.
Many others have enjoyed all the
advantages of the schools and are well litted
for positions in any business or society, and
are following their present adventurous life
simply because they prefer it to the more conservative callings.
The cowboys dress is as unique ns the profession be follows, linck^kin jacket and pants,
often trimmed with leather tassels, quill work
and beads in true Indian style, flannel shirt, a
broad brimmed white or brown sombrero with
brown leathern band and buckle of same color,
a stout belt at the waist in which is carried a
knife and revolver, good thick boots armed at
the heel with big Mexican spurs. Their steeds
are the small, fleet, strong limbed, hardy Mexican ponies. At the saddle bow is carried the
trusty lariat, coiled tip in n neat roll, in feats
of horsemanship they will excel the Indians
themselves.
Whe n our express train rolled into the depot
at .Mandan. there was a big crowd of cowboys
around the station. One of them was mounted
on a licry, unbroken pony, which was terrified
b\ the approaching train. The untamed blood
of his ance stors boiled in his veins, and. maddened with fright ami rage, he undertook to
liberate himself from the master’s rein. Plunging, rearing and kicking, lie- dashed at a breakneck rate back and forth across the Helds,
while the rider freely used whip and spur to
maintain lii> authority. It was a trial of science
against strength. When the struggle
ended the cowboy was the victor. The pony,
with recking, bleeding flanks, stood with bowed I
bead within six fed of the passing train, con|

quered.

Thcx* mm) spend the most of their time upon
the range, looking after tile stock committed
to their care.
Hut few persons are aware of
the immense financial interests of which they
are custodians and protectors.
Hundreds of
thousands of dollars invested in cattle are turned loose upon the ranges; half a dozen cowboys
is the only protection they have from the
depredations of Indians and all other thieves
who roam upon the plains:' also from the
thousand other dangers whi*-h may environ
them. With but few exceptions they are true
to their trusts, and in the midst of raging
storms, piercing cold, tierce winds and the !
burning heat of summer they toil on, faithful |
to their employers. Their fare i< of tile coars- ;
est kind: they spend their nights either in
little tents or upon the ground in the open air.
During the day they are a larger part of the
time m the saddle, racing across the plains,
ever on the alert to detect any danger that may
threaten their stock.
Tlie outrages which they commit are generally inspired by liipior. Alcohol works in a
similar way the world over. It inspires men
to lie. steal, shoot and murder on the plains just
as it does in New England.
Its universal custom everywhere is to make men foolish and
brutal. So when the cowboys take a vacation
and ride into town to celebrate the occasion on
poor whiskey, you had better look out, and if
you have a cycloift; cellar you will do well to
occupy it, for the most dangerous cyclone that
ever existed west of the Mississippi river is a
band of rum crazed cowboys riding around the
town, who for harmless amusement are shooting the cigars from your mouth or trimming
your mustache with their revolvers. At such
times there is mischief in the air, and you will
want to retire from the public gaze.
If under
such conditions they would only practice these
pranks upon those who sold them the liipior
the custom should be encouraged for the public good; and then when the target material in
the west is exhausted we would invite one or
two

brigades

of

cowboys

to

come

east each year

annual vacation, and practice their
gifts upon our eastern ruinsellers until their
tribe should become extinct.
Hoys, what do you think of my proposition?
Tile cow boy does not propose to be outdone
by any person, in any way. Even in story telling they tower above all competitors. One day
I entered a variety store in a small village in
Washington Territory. A crowd of men wen;
lounging upon boxes and barrels spinning
yarns, and some of those stories were tough,to
say the least. A tall, lank, lean, verdant looking cowboy was stretched out over three or
four barrels, while his legs wen* coiled upon
one end of the counter.
He listened silently
until his turn came. Then he began like this.
“You see two year age* I was grazing on tother
side of Prickly Pear. One night 1 was desprut
tired and slept so sound that the Keds run otl
my pony and stole my hull outfit. I twisted a
grass rope and started hoping that I might find
a stray C'ayusc.
Down in a little loolie thar
was a spring of water and when 1 was about
ten feet away from it I seed a big mule deer
drinking. Thar was no time to lose, 1 thru one
end of my rope and got a turn round his hind
leg, then tin; deer started to run, and do you
believe it I had to follow that deer ten miles*before 1 would gain enough on him to get hold of
his throat so I could use my knife.” The crowd
was all silent, and the innocent
cowboy laid his
head out over another barrel and went to sleep.
It has been my privilege to meet the cowboys
under various circumstances. | have shared
the hospitality of their homes, slept in their
tents, ate at their tables, ridden in the baggage
wagon and undertaken to ride their ponies. I
have in every ease found them kind hearted,
brave, generous, intelligent men, always ready
to confer a favor upon a pilgrim by either sharing with him their dinner, or to act as his guide
and escort across the plains to some point which
he wished to reach. My associations with them
will always awaken the most pleasant memories.
t. <;.
upon

an

Mt.

Deseit

Correspondence.

Shi -rim kstIIaiidhk, Mk. Ilusinoss at this
resort lias seemed to have been on tin* wane
the past year. Some little change has taken
place in real estate where a few desirable house
lots have been sold to out of town parties as
others have done probably with the view of a
chance to speculate, should some of the wealthy
western people visit this harbor with its unsurpassed scenery with the view of building as
they have done at liar and North Hast harbors.
The hotel season was rather short and a few
of the hotels were not full during the season.
Hotels Claremont and Island House did a good
business and were obliged to turn away many
applications for board. The latter hotel was
reni(>4lei led and enlarged a year ago and is now
the largest and tinest hotel here, and with its
veteran proprietor, II. II. Clark it is sure of
success.
A tourist who visited tin; different
hotels on the Island rated them according
to the class of guests they got. liar 11 arbor
and No. Hast, first class. So. W. Harbor (Clarks
side) second class, (south sale) third class.
The rehearsals of the South West Harbor
dramatic company are about at a close and
everything is in readiness to put tlle pieces on
the stage in first class style Thursday and Saturday evenings of this week at Centennial Hall.
A good time is expected as this is the first
entertainment of anv kind that has been given
at this place this fall and winter, and all those
who are fond of a goo4i time should turn out
and give them a full house as the
proceeds are
to finish paying for the piano for the hall.
J. L. Stanley will begin tilling his ice house
when the ice on the Stanley pond is a foot
thick and it is about 11 inches now.
The smelt fishermen of this place report
them very scarce.

A Good Word.
A good word is always in order to celebrate
tin* virtues of a good thing. Dr. O. G. C'illey,
of Boston, is one of the most esteemed physicians of that metropolis. His professional, as
well as his social standing, is of the best, while
his practice is one of the most extensive. He
remarks concerning Lactnrt and Honey, the
new remedy for the cure of coughs and
colds,
as follows; “I recommend Lactnrt and
Honey
as a safe and very efficient
for
remedy
coughs,
colds, croup, etc.” And Mrs. ,1. I. Brooks, an
esteemed
of the Boston Highlands, writes
lady,
us: “I tried Lactnrt anil Honey for a cough of
three months standing, and am happy to sav
that it disappeared in less than a week’s time.”
This is
certainly strong evidence as to the value
of Lactnrt and Honey as a remedy for coughs,
colds, etc. Lactnrt is the pure "acid of milk,
and compounded in certain proportions with
honey, is found to possess remarkable curative
power. The whole secret of its efficiency is,
that the honey is soothing and healing to the
inflamed surfaces, while the lactnrt lias a wonderful dissolving power with the thickened
mucus of a sore throat. The demand for it is
rapidly on the increase wherever it liecomes
known.
Lac-tart and Honey is exceedingly
pleasant to take, which makes it peculiarly nice
for children.
Governor Hill of New York devotes a large
part of his message to the interests of workiiig
people, ad vocating shorter hours, better pay and
more holidays. He urges the aliolition of certain
unnecessary .State offices, suggests reforms in
the New Y'ork city charter and advocates the
taxation of personal property.
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which seems to have left little to invite or reward others who may follow them, especially

good State.

novices like

It has been without any
thought of making discoveries or adding anytiling to the literature of this subject that I
have, for a year or two past, made a point of

Men and women, boys and girls, have been,
and still are, addicted to its use. Many who
claim to believe in temperance and total abstiand who are undoubtedly honest at
heart, drink cider and think they are doing no
harm to themselves or to others. Forgetful of
the fact that all our actions exert an influence
either for right or wrong, we are apt to do that
which, even though it harm not us, may, by
reason of its influence, he the means of doing
an untold amount of injury to those with whom
we associate.
Kind reader, it may be possible for you to
use the juice of the apple as a beverage \vithout
any immediate injury to yourself; yet, some
one else by following your example* may end
his career by tilling the grave of a drunkard.
Meiyfcldom begin with strong drink, but their
appetite gradually leads them on from weak to
strong, from strong to stronger, until at last
they reach the end of the road of life and—are
gone.
Could we know of the vast multitude of
drunkards in our land to-day; could we ask
them, “My friend, what was the first step
toward drunkenness, what the starting point
in your awful race?” and could we gain from
them an honest reply, thousands upon thousands would answer, “The first step was a glass
of cider; the starting point was beneath my
father’s roof in my childhood home.”
It is a fact that the use of cider leads to the
use of something stronger.
It is also a fact—
and my heart aches with sorrow when I ponder
it—that parents are often responsible for their
children being drunkards. Parents, you have
cider in your cellar, you have sons and you allow them free access to the blighting contents
of that barrel: (which of itself is harmless, but
the use to which it is put renders it deadly;)
look then in a few short years to see them
treading the pathway of lifel not as prosperous
and happy men contented with their lot. but as
poor, wretched, miserable and degraded beings,
rendered so by the love of strong drink. And
that love begotten by father's cider.
Dear
friends, to whom does the responsibility belong,
who is to receive the greater condemnation, the
child or the parent?
Parents, beware. Place not temptation in
the way of your children. Teach them that
eider instead of being harmless is one of the
very worst of intoxicants in itself, ami may he
the means of making them habitual drunkards.
Precept is good, example is better. While
teaching to those under your care that cider is
harmful and must he let alone, look well to
your life and be sure that your example is a coworker with your words.
Dear reader, teach a life of abstinence to
those with whom you come in contact. Abstain
from all that can intoxicate or lead to intoxication. Above all tilings, remember that your
office and mine is not simply to point out the
road of temperance, but to walk that path with
no uncertain step.
We are not to be as the
guide-board which stands at the corner and
points the way to the traveler, but cannot walk
therein; we arc to show the way to those who
know it not and keep them company on the
road. We who tind no temptation in the allurements of Bacchus, are to lend a helping
hand to those who may be tempted to turn
aside and pluck the flowers that bloom in the
fields of this god of the wine.
(iood Templars of Maine, what is your position on this subject? Are we standing squarely by the principles of our order? Are the
sneers and slurs thrown at us as a temperance
people without foundation? Often they are
unmerited, but not always.
Alas! that any member of our noble order
should prove false to their vows! And yet,
there are some failures in all departments of
life; do they occur more frequently among us
than in other orders?
Brethren, let us be careful how we conduct
ourselves! We should remember that much,
very much depends on us in the tight for temperance. We are banded together to overcome, by all honorable means, the demon
drink. On us depends largely the teaching of
those principles of temperance to tin* young,
that are to exert so great an influence in the
future. Let us give out no uncertain sound
on this subject!
We are to remember that,
••this obligation is binding in effect and life
long in its duration." More than this we are
to remember that the obligation includes cider.
Actr rider /ends tn old‘ old rider lends In
rum; rum lends to ruin. Kind reader are
you a slave to cider? If so break the chains of
bondage and stand a free man and your own
master.
Brother Templars, ‘‘keep that vow
sacred till the end of life." And again, “lie
that is faithful in little will be faithful in
much." Let us cadi and all remember our
E.
Dow.
obligation.
Monroe, Ale.
nence,

they
my notice tile
superstitions once, and, to a certain extent,
now current in this section. My collection now

TO

thirty days.

Sec. o. If any person shall represent that
lie wishes to purchase cider for the purpose of
making vinegar and shall purchase it under
such representations, and shall afterwards furnish the cider so purchased, or any portion
thereof, or cause the same to he furnished, to
any person, or persons, either direct I v or indirectly, for drinking purposes. In* shall he punished by a tine of not less than fifty dollars,
and. in addition thereto, by imprisonment for
a term

not

exceeding thirty days.

Sec. (». All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby

repealed.

Congressman McAdoo, (Dem.) member of
the House Naval Committee, does not believe
in free ships. Among other tilings he said to a
New York Herald correspondent:
Free ships will not solve the problem. Under restrictive maritime laws and higher wages

you could not run the Cunard line if you got it
free. On laud or water an American wants to
live better and get more pay than any other nationality. lint even if this argument can be
successfully disputed, free ships mean death to
American shipbuilding. What you can cheaply buy you seldom try to build yourself.
The W. C.T. U. is circulatinga woman’s suffrage petition to be presented to the Maine
Legislature this winter, which reads as following: The undersigned, citizens of Maine and
residents of —-, earnestly pray that you will
submit to the voters of the State at the next

gubernatorial

election,

a

constitutional amend-

giving to the women of the state the right
of suffrage, subject only to the limitation imposed upon men.
ment.

Tlie report that Mr. Maine intended to visit
Europe arrived in England by the same cable
which brought its contradiction, but Englishmen generally express the hope that he may
cross the Atlantic.
Says the New Yol k Trib-

There is

no living American whom they
eager to see, no matter what they'
think of his “anti-English” policy. The personal welcome given to him would be cordial.
une:

are

more

A number of the wholesale liquor dealers of
Cincinnati have taken joint action in employ-

ing counsel to bring action in the United States
Supreme Court to test the constitutionality of
the Dow liquor tax law. They propose to
deny the right of the State of Ohio to tax
dealers on produce of other States. They will
he joined by saloon keepers who have paid
their taxes under protest.
The Doston Record recently published some
significant statistics concerning the men who
to levy taxes in that city this year. Of the
Aldermen 24 are lawyers while nine are set
down as liquor dealers. Of the 83 councilmen,

are

majority, 45, of whom 30 are
Democrats, pay nothing save a poll tax. The
average wealth of the’ aldermen is $11,275,

more

than

a

while the councilmen

only average $4748.

The New York Herald refers to Col. Wattcrson’s Star Eyed Goddess of ICeform as a dyspeptic. divinity. This will make the gallant
Colonel’s blood ‘.‘bile.”

to

Rev. T. F. T. Dyer, and limited to the consideration of tile superstitious beliefs and peculiar customs now, or at one time prevalent in
tile British Isles. 11 used to lie a fancy of mine
that most of the popular “whims” existing in
this vicinity were coined by some weazened
fortune-teller of my grandfather's day, with
occasional addition to the list by
the medicine man of some tribe of native Indians. The great faith our grand parents had

perhaps

an

in signs and omens would seem to strengthen
this idea. I was sorry when I learned that my
fancy was hut a fancy.—that there was in New
England hut little of that variety of folk-lore
termed “proverbial savings” and superstitions
which we might call our own. The great hulk
of our folk-lore seems to have fallen to us byway of England. There is a morsel of comfort, however, in the fact that England does
appear to be very much better off in the
matter of proprietorship than ourselves. Very
many of the superstitions which we have inherited from tier are traceable to the oldest
countries of the world and hack to the early
not

of the human

days

race.

It is hardly necessary for me to say that belief in the things that smack of the supernatural is rapidly on the decline. Even our grandparents seem to have had a faith in such things
which may excite our wonder when we consider that life to the most of them was a handto-hand conflict with the bread and butter
phase of existence in what we are wont to re-

gard as a most matter-of-fact period, and that
they have left behind them abundant evidence,
in deeds if not in descendants, that they were
sensible people. In arranging for your colthe matter I have collected on this subI shall, for convenience, mostly follow the

umns

ject

plan adopted by Mr. Dyer, and may occasionally quote from his work. First let us con-

About

the

Police Judge.

Newspaper Notes.

To the Editor of the Joi rnal In answer to
my statement in your columns last week, to the effect that 1 applied to him for a warrant to search a
notorious rumseller’s premises, under See. 40, (’hap.
*27, It. S., and ho refused to grant it, the Police
Judge of llelfast hurls half a column ot “legal
lore” at me through his organ this week. I have
no time or desire, and 1 presume you have no space
to allow of a personal discussion on this matter,
hut there seem to he a few points “your honor”
makes which require answers.
1st. You say I have held a Justice’s commission
for years but have never issued a warrant in liquor
cases and none have been returned to me for trial.
In answer 1 wish to say 1 received a Justice’s commission at the time I was register of deeds for the
purpose of being qualified to acknowledge deeds,
conveyances, Ac., and not for the purnose of conducting criminal business of any kino, as I make
no
to sufficient legal acquirements for
such duties or position.
‘2nd. You also say : “He has never issued a warrant in such cases although applications have been
made to him,” Ac. This is an error. 1 do not recall that ever an application was made to me for a
warrant in a liquor case. If it had been I presume
I should have referred the parties to the Police
Judge, or some trial justice who attended to criminal business, for the reason above assigned.
3d. You further say: “lie has never before made
complaint in a liquor Vase.” Thi> is another error
on your part. In 188*2 1 made complaint before you,
against several rum sellers, under the same statute
as recently, and you refused a warrant.
These

pretensions

complaints

are on

Vile.

4th. Your assertion that 1 am entitled to be called a “railroad man” because of “a transaction with
a crippled I’nion soldier,” “at about the time of the
last municipal election,” Ac., is too vague to admit
of an answer. Please be definite.
nth.
Your proposition to myself with others
who have made application to you for search
warrants, of your willingness to’ issue, “if the
statute prevail” and you are compelled so to do by
mandamus from the S. J. Court, smacks a little of
“hedging.” We trust your “lack of confidence”
in the Judges of said Court will not seriously interfere with your official action should such mandamus issue.*
Your reference to a card from a former sheriff
who was so severely criticised by the temperance
community for neglecting his sworn duty to
enforce the law in 1882, has a decidedly chestnuty
flavor.
As it was evidently not considered of
sufficient importance then to answer it can hardly
have improved with age.
Hut really I think you and 1 have no personal
disagreement. 1 ask for a warrant under Sec. 40
of Chap. *27. I presume you do not refuse it for
personal reasons but because you claim that section
of the law is unconstitutional. So all there is of
it is that you are in opposition to that specific law ;
to Judge (ioddard who included it in the Revised
Statutes; to the Judges of the Supreme Court who
have so often allowed warrants to hold under it,
and to the legislature which passed it,—that’s all.
It is your quarrel with the law, which you insist on
butting against. I admire your courage, but it recalls the answer of Stephenson of England, tin
inventor of steam rail carriages, who when asked
before a committee what would be the result if a
cow should get on the track in the way of the
train answered “NVeel my Lords, it ’oo‘d be bad
for the coo.”
There is one thing which myself, in common
with all others win* have af heart a wish to see
rumsclling and its attendant evils lessened in our
city, most earnestly desire, which is that this
movement towards aiding in enforcing the law
shall not be dragged or forced into, or connected
with, any local quarrel on railroad or any other
matters.
The Executive Com. is composed of
those who hold different individual opinions on
local questions which they claim a right to express
as individuals, but their united action is solely for
tin* one purpose to aid in carrying out a specific
object, and they do not thank anyone for attempt
the results
ing to impugn their motives or
of their labors by false and spurious presumptions
and arguments.
k. It.
llelfast, Jan. 4, 1887.

to‘injure

Fishing.

and

A number of Knglish soles have been presented
to riie Knifed States Fish Commission and will Inplanted along the coast from Maine to the capes of
the Delaware.

Perhaps one of the first, tilings our grandparents did when a child was born was to get
down the old family Bible and turn to the
verse in the last chapter of Proverbs corre-

The past year was an unprofitable as well as
disastrous one to the fishermen of Gloucester.
The figures
The losses exceeded tin* average.
comprise a total loss of jt; vessels valued at
$hV2,30Uand insured for :*! P.*,J31. Number of lives
lost i:n».

to

the

day

birth occurred for

a

of the month on which the
forecast of its destiny.

The day of the week on which a child is
born is believed by some to have something to
do with shaping its future. The following is a
rhyme which is often heard here with varia-

Tin- mackerel fleet of Portland numbers l.'»o
vessels. The season is over and the larger number
of vessels have lost money, in some instances as
mum as
while the remainder have barely
paid expenses. The total catch is only lo.unii
barrels, against so,nun last year.
Portland owners of fishing vessels which have
su111*red any loss by being denied ordinary com
mercial privileges in Canadian ports have their
claims for damages against the Dominion Government almost completed.
They are confident that
more stringent measures will he taken with the

tions, and which, according to Mr. Dyer, is
still current in Cornwall:
“Sunday’s child is full of grace,
Canadians.
Monday’s child is fair in the face,
Tuesday’s child is solemn and sail,
The Boothby Register sav s of theonee profitable
Wednesday’s child is merry and glad,
I porgie interest: At one time it was not unusual to
Thursday’s child is inclined to thieving,
see from 10 to JO steamers, including live belong
Friday’s child is free in giving,
ing to the Kastern Steamboat Co., at the wharves
Saturday’s child works hard for a living.” of our harbor. The much sought for olengimoiis
I have heard it said that “Friday’s child w ill porgie has forsaken the shores of Maine entirely
and the shining mackerel made himself very
scarce the past year.
It is hoped both the porgie
never want;” also that a child born on Friday
and mackerel may visit our waters in great numwould be unlucky, an apparent eonfliction of bers at no distant
day.
auguries which must have been very disturbThe Commissioner of Sea and shore Fisheries,
ing to believers. It is generally considered Mr. Coulice, says in his annual report, that the
to catch
Damariseotta river alovvives at
lucky to have boon born on Sunday. The right
Damariscotta mills, which was -old in lss-1 for
month in which a child is born is supposed to £3,.Vm, in lJSSn brought but .*J,."do and in lss»; onlv
These fish once so plentiful are disappearhave an influence on its future. A child born
ing. Th»‘ greed ot man has shut them from their
in March is said to be destined to live a stormy
spawning grounds bv vveirs, and, denied a breedhave ceased to multiply as ot old.
lib
The belief that a child born on the first ing place, they

day of April will be of weak intellect seems to
be quite common among those inclined to be
superstition-. This foolish notion has doubtless rendered many persons who were born on
that day sensitive on the subject of birthdays.
Some ascribe to each month of the year an influence of its own in

shaping

the lives of its
children, but the two above are the most
popular instances. The sex of the first-born is
supposed by some to have an important bear-

j

ing

the fortunes of its parents.
“First a daughter and then a son.
And the world is well begun;
First a son and then a daughter.
Trouble and sorrow w ill follow’ after,”

John Mead of North Kridgtoii, artist, angler,ami
naturalist, comes to the defence of the white perch,
which, with the black bass, some dude sportsmen
would like to have exterminated,
lie quotes
Thaddeus Norris as saving that in season the
White Perch is tin- pan fish, excelled bv none in
the Philadelphia, Washington. Norfolk and Richmond markets, and he might have added, says Mr.
Mead, had he been writing at the present time, of
New York market also, as there is probably, no
fish of its size which is more universally popular
throughout the Kastern states than the \N bite
Perch.
Pooh-ltah

Another

In

Stephen, N.

Ml.

B.

on

is a rhyme often heard. There are still believers in the old superstition that “the seventh
son of a seventh son” will possess remarkable
healing powers, if we may judge from the frequency with which we meet with the flaming
advertisements of these “seventh sons.” The
notion that a child with a blue vein across its
nose will not live
long has had its believers
hereabouts. A baby born with open hands
will be free-hearted, it is said. If born with
its hands closed it will be stingy. There is a

saying that a baby which keeps its
closed will be of weak intellect. There
other that if you tickle the feet of an
you will make it foolish. To rock the

hands
is

an-

infant

baby’s
empty cradle is an omen of its death—a belief
which prevails in Scotland and many parts of
continental Europe as well as here. In Sweden it is believed to make the child
“noisy and
given to crying.” Again, we often near the
remark
“Koc tile cradle empty.
Ami you shall have liable* plenty.”
It i* said to bring ill-luck to a child to weigh
it—a

proceeding most

babies have to suffer the
Some old ladies profess to

consequences of.
believe that a baby and a kitten cannot thrive
in the same house. There are many who believe that a cat will “suck the breath” of a

child—a belief which is said to be without a
particle of foundation in fact.
Some maintain that the cast teeth of children
should never be thrown away; if they are, and
an animal finds them, the new teeth will lie

We have
town.

something of

In his official

a

Pooh-Bah

capacity

as

even

in this

Town Clerk he

works for the interest of the town and is glad to
see the fines of the liquor sellers rolling into the
treasury, and gets $l."»o a year for it. In his capacity as aw attorney-at-law he takes up the defence of
the liquor seller’s in the police court and does his
level best to pr vent the town’s Inspector sustaining a conviction against them. In his capacity as
a Son of Temperance he poses before the public as
a temperance man, and is in bouiuteii opposition to
the liquor traffic. In his capacity as a law ver he
In
exerts all his ability to perpetuate the trafile.
his capacity as editor he is not vet very decided,
hut leans v ery strongly in opposition to liis temperIn his capacity as a Justice ot the
ance brethren.
Peace he may he cailcd on to sit in trial of Scott
Act cases, and this is why he is demonstrating his
lack of prejudice on either side. [Calais Times.
Another

Pillar

is

The President lias

appointed the other man again.

two

in Belfast; “twelve of the sixteen member* of the
Democratic committee; ten of the twelve delegates
national convention; all the
to the Democratic
Democratic, candidates for Presidential electors,
and more than a score of other of the most promilie * lid all the ornent Democrats of the state.”
ganizing and was a pillar of the Democracy in
was
appointed.
bleeding Waldo. But Kilgore
It will be interesting to note, in the next campaign,
especially if Cleveland is nominated, if those organizing “pillars” of the Democracy who are being knocked over so unceremoniously, w ill get up
and tear around to any pernicious extent to reelect him.
It is rather “agin” human nature to expec t it,
Democrats though they are.
| Biddeford Journal.

Pedagogues

and

Mr. Walter Allen, formerly of tin* Portland
Press, and recently of the Boston Advertiser, has
retired from that paper.

design in the

A floral

shape

in

Brunswick

composing-stick,

a

appropriately laid on the bier of the late KdiHiggins, by the Port land Typograph-

was

tor Melvin W.
ical Union.

Tryon, formerly of the Portland
time city editor of the Bangor
Commercial, succeeds the late Mr. Higgins as
Mr. James T.

Press but for

night

some

Argus.

editor of the Portland

Mrs. F. G. Parker has sold the North Star

editor of the Rockland

Courier-Gazette, says
lie has not only the brain for the work, but also
the muscle and physique requisite for self-defence.
The Aroostook Herald has entered upon the 2.Sth
year of its publication, enlarged by the addition of
one column to a page,—making an eight-column
folio.

enlargement since

This is the third

the pa-

started in ls<JO.

was

per

The Portland

Kveiling K\press began with the
public alien of a scries of papers repart borne by many of the sturdy
sons of Maine in the late war for the Union, to be
written by participants.
year the
lating to the
new

Kngland Farmer, of Boston, which has
greatly improved of late, has celebrated the
completion of its doth volume by an enlargement
and appears in eight page form, pasted and
The New

been

trimmed.

It is

excellent newspaper.

an

The Portland Press is entitled to the medal for
the brightest, handsomest and best New

issuing

pamphlet form, illustrated,

Year’s address. It is in

and the iirst page of the
of a page of the lMily

cover

has

reproduction

a

Press, and
printing in colors and raised gilt.

ornamental

Among the “compliments of the season none
acceptable than those from the Boston
Herald. First came a neat note book, bearing in
gilt on one cover the Herald’s well known new s
boy, and this was followed by a calendar which,
like that issued by the Herald last year, i> an ornament to any sanctum. The iiew sbo) shown last year
is reproduced on a smaller scale, and is also show n
in larger proportions counting up his gains after
tiie days work is over.
were more

The Marine Journal of New York has been

en-

larged in form and changed from eight to sixteen
pages. The change is one that will be commended

by

its readers.

outlining

In

its work the Marine

Journal says: “Our usefulness will
gun when our eoiitrilmtive labor

only have beresuscitate

to

shipping

shall prove fruitful in sending
hundreds of the dear oht Mag of the 1 nion at the
American

heads of our own ships into foreign ports,
profit to alt concerned."

The

proprietors

ed Jan. 1st

to

the Boston Herald

of

their

employes

a

them for the

current year a
ness, after receiving the interest of the value' of
the property, the employes to share in proportion

the wages during the war. They also suggest
their employes the formation of a mutual hem-,

to
to

society, promising

tit

equal

the

to

ployes.

The

to

contribute

amount

an

aggregate contribution of the

proprietors

em-

say in their circular
**\\ e hope that this

an-

exnouncing tin* proposition
periment ma\ be so successful, that the profitsharing may be adopted 1»\ us as a permanent

policy.”
Transfers
following

The

Ural

In

Ksiatr.

transters

Waldo county, for the week
Man I.. A rev, San Francisco, t<. Corilla W.

Arey,

Winterport. Daniel Dyer, Burnham, to James
Libby, Jr., Fnity. Josiah 11. Fmerson, swanvillc,
II. Fclker,

Searsport. Win. Fernald,
Fineolnville, to Fvcline Kichards, same town.
Lewis A. Froboek A als., Fineolnville, to su-an
A. Young, same tow n. Herbert IF l lker, Sear<port, t>* Josiah II. Fmerson. same town. I'. W.
Hendricks, Vermont, to Jennie F. Dillon, the
same.
Walter F. Hodges. le. guardian. .Medway,
Mass., to ( orilla W. Arc\, Winterport. Mark F.
Hills. Fineoln\ille, to Fxcrett F. Hills, sametown.
Harry D. Hodges, Boston, to c. W Any Winter
pint. Fmma J. Marshall, Belfast, to Kiniiia V.
Frost, Boston. Mary F. Nickerson. Searsniont, to
John Patterson, Northport. liardner Philbriek.
Thorndike, to Nicholas (
Varney, Jackson. Ftate Benj. Bowe, Brooks, t>* Wellington I*. senelair, same town. Irene M. Small, l-le-boro, to
surah C. Dodge, same town. Nicholas (
Varney
Jackson, to Deorgc B. Bobcrt-, Brook-. Mar\
Wadsworth, Fineolnville, to -itsaii A. N ouug.
Herbert

to

tow

same

hoc. 30th.

President

Tash delivered his annual address and in the

even-

ing President Hyde of Bowdoin delivered a lecture.
After the evening session of the P. S. a meeting of
Chautauquans was held in Memorial Hall and the
State Chautauqua Reading I'nion organized with
the following officers: General Councillor, \V. \V.
Stetson, Auburn; President, hr. Win. I>. II. Hyde,
Brunswick; Vice President, Tims. Tash, Portland;
Recording Secretary, I. M. Noreross, Lewiston;
Treasurer, Miss Lord, Bangor; Members at Large
of Board of Control, Supt. N. A. Luce, Augusta;
Mr. Webber. Calais; Mr. Richardson, Krveburg;
Mr. Gould, Hulilefot-il; l’rnf. Small of Colliy I niversity.

similar to those of the animal which lias bitten
the old ones. It is a quite common saying that
a baby's linger nails should not be cut until it
is a year old, ami then they should he bitten
off', otherwise the child will’ be a thief. It is
supposed it will bring a child ill-luck to cut its
nails on Sunday,
“Better a child had ne’er been born,
Noted Maine Horses.
Than cut its nails oil a Sunday morn,”
is the way the old saying runs. This superJ. W. Thompson, of Canton, Me., the editor of
stition is current in Germany where it is be- The Horse Breeder’s
Monthly, has just completed
lieved that if it is not heeded’thc child will be
liable to stammer as it grows up. There is a the second volume of Noted Maine Horses. It is a
work of 348 pages, well bound and handsomely ilsuperstition that if a child is allowed to look in lustrated.
No one who pretends to keep posted on
a mirror before it is a year old it will die. There
Maine bred horses could afl'ord to be without
are still believers in the notion that among the
this valuable book if it cost twice what it does.
certainties which await an infant is the experi- Mr. Thompson is acknowledged authority and his
ence of fulling out of bed three times, no mutword is law not only ill this State but bevond its
ter how closely it may lie watched. There is
borders. The book*is sent bv mail on receipt of
on old and still popular notion that an infant
will always cry for the moon when it sees it.
Our Buys Know which way to Slide.
The following are a few superstitious con•liected with birth and infancy mentioned hv
The City Marshal has set apart a street for the
Mr. Dyer which I think must have gained a boys to siide upon. It is from the top or Jail hill
foothold on this side of the water, though l down Spring street to Chureh, hut not below the
am not able to discover that they
have ever latter street. [ Belfast Journal.
been current hereabouts.
The Bee is glad to learn that Belfast youngsters
The faculty of seeing much that is hidden are slitting from jail to chureh- Their progress is
from others is said to lie granted to children far more satisfactory' titan that of certain older
born at the “chime hours,” i. e., the hours of people whom wccould mention, w ho have recently
three, six, nine, or twelve —a superstition slid from church to jail. [Richmond Bee.
found in many parts of Europe. There is an
Senator Hale's Boston Speerh.
idea prevalent in England and Germany that
when a child is born in leap year either it or
The address of Senator llale at the banquet of
its mother will die within the course of the
tile Merchants' Association calls forth commendayear. Ou leaving its mother’s room for the
first time a chihl should lie carried upstairs tion. He took up a subject of first importance and
before it goes downstairs, otherwise it will treated it witli ability. Our defenceless cities are
of the country, and Congress
ea menace to the
always keep low in the world, and never rise ought to lie ablepeace
to see that it is so.' [ Boston Jourin after-life either to riches or distinction. nal.
Many consider it a bad sign when the first
tootn makes it appearance on the upper jaw,
The Lewiston Gazette announces that it lias
denoting that the child will not survive its in- taken oft' its coat to
tight protection, which it
when
come
In
Scotland
the
first
teeth
fancy.
out sundry precautions are tuken to make sure “knows to be erroneous in theory and inimical
that the fresh ones may be sound. One of to tiie public welfare in practice.” The Gathese consists in filling the cavity with salt,
zette
has the courage of its convicafter which the tooth must be burned, while tions certainly
anti we have always regarded it as conthe following formula is repeated:
scientious in its beliefs. We think it is wrong,
“Fire! Fire! bum bone,
but it is an able and manly opponent.
God send me my tooth again.”
A Canadian schooner has been seized hy the
A Northumberland belief affirms that if the
first parings of a child’s nails are buried under Dominion cutter Gen, Mobile tan on a charge
of having an American master and crew. The
an ash tree, it will turn out in after-life a
capital singer. In Scotland great attention is real crime charged against the vessel is smugto which hand a child uses when tak* gling sardiues puchasctl in Canadian waters to
paid as for
the first time a spoon to eat. If it the Lastport factories.
tng up
should tic the left it is doomed to be unlucky
all through its life.
Foolish and wicked reports have been started
I might quote further on this sulyect, but to the effect that Gen, Logan's life might have
the
above
is
sufficient
been
saved if bis physicians had uot dosed him
to prove that, to
perhaps
the superstitious, at least, Infancy Is a most im- with morphia and aconite. Gen. Logan's fumportant period of life.
t|y.
ily pronounce the statement as utterly false.

rebuilding the sloop Annie May; he will make

nnd the sell. Ricnza brought a etirgo of merchandise for K. C. Cat to A .son.. ..A light fall of snow
last Sunday made excellent
Sell.

sleighing....The

up from Rockland to tin* Harbor last
night in 2‘* hours, with double reefed

came

Thursday

fore and mainsails and

single reefed jib. It is alunnecessary to say that the wind not only
blew, but it blew in the right direction_l)r.
Smith left for New York tin- day before * hristmas.
most

-The Rev. Mr. skinner leaves town this week.
...The winter term of school in Hist. No.

TIIK Wvl.no

UvlI.ltoAl*.

SoMKItSDT

A N t»

I, is

««rin<de.
A

correspondent of the Kennehee .l.mrnal writes
from Canaan

as follow s, under date of .Ian. .‘id
The interest manifested dining the past six
months in the proposed \\ aldo A Somerset railroad
lias increased, as indicated t
railroad meetings
and the efforts of many of il
citizens of Canaan
and Athens, Conn illc, l.iirnhai.i and solon, in promoting the progress of the enterprise. The loan'
of the credit ol the town ot t anaan in the sum of
3hi,.>ou to aid tiie road was followed last Thursday,
l»y a vote of tin for to 'i against, of the town ot
Athens, loaning the credit oi that town m the sum
of 3ls,;»(H», and it is confidently expected that
Cornvillc will vote the sum of 310,000, and Solon
31T,2oo, making a total loan by towns ot 3<;_\oon. A
very little elf-it will obtain a subscription by in
dividnals of 3;is,ouu more, making <100,000.
tion to the legislate ire signed b\ about l.">0 ol our
.substantial citizens all along tliis proposed route
w ill doubtless induce that body to»grant a charter
for the construction of a railway coiymencing :it
Rurnliam v illage and
Clinton,
Canaan, A then.-*, Solon, Unigham and other towns
to Moose River, and there connect with the Megan*
tic railroail, so called, it i> proposed to build this
road as far as ( arratunk falls m >,.lon during the
year Issn, and that, too, without anv mortgage of
the road.
■

A'peti-

extending'through

Mu. how's MltKltlAN Ml.ooiuioiM».
“Way.
farer" says, in ti»e Industrial Journal:
A good watoli-dog is a handy tiling to have
about one’s premises, lent sometimes they are dangerous brutes, to master and intruders alike
Midi an animal as this i- the- Siberian bloodhound
on brigadier’.- Island, at tin- entrance* t.*
>e*aisport
harbor, sometimes called .Vais' Island, for its
I. Montgomery sears oi bo-tem. Tin*
eiwner, Mr
dog is e»\vned by Mr. N'ai and i- in charge of Mr.
I.. A. Dow, who has a lease ed the- island and live s
there*, and he-is better than a l'>rt and garrison to
repel invaders. CaptC. M. sine-lair told me- a lit
tie story the- other day of how a man who did not
know about the- Invalid came* ne-ar getting chewed
up w bile- on a piite-ring trip to the- island. <»ne- day
about a ye-ar ago Mr. i><»w saw tracks on the soeitheru point of the* island, and attaching about fifty
fathoms of eeml to tile-1log'scoliar put him on se e-nt.
Tin* animal soon ran the thief down, and at the
feroe-mus that it was with
sight of Iniii becamegreat dillietilty that Mr. how could hold him back
and prevent him from making a uu-al o| the-adv dinner on the- spot,
said Mr. how to tile- terrified
w ill give- you an hour and a half to ge-t oil'
man,
tin- island, as your boat is left ashore by the tide—
alter that 1 shall le-t the- hound loose."
The fellow
best no time- in getting to the- beach, and as the*
time allowe-d him was not sullieie-nt lor the title- t«»
come in lie* w as obliged toelrag hi- licitv y boat tpiite
a distance* through tile* mud ami out into the* shoal
Witter in emler to e*.-e*ape- the savage bloodhound. It
was a tough job, Inn tear «*t the* dog lent him super
human strength, ami wlie*n Mr. how, at the* expiration o| the* allolte*d hour ;iml a half, h'oke*tl out
over the* water he*-aw the* woni« 1 be- robbe-r heading
up the bay in his craft, brigadier's Island is a
good place for trespasser.- to kce*p away from.
s,,

TlIKYl.Mi

I*i*int.

\T >ASI>Y

hur citizens have

look hack upon the* year just close| with
of pleasure*, and to e*\pe*cl e*ve*n greiite*r

reason to

feedings
hem-fit-

tor our little- hamlet during 1—7.
It istrange- that a place so richly e-mlovve-el with natural advantage-- has be-e-n see lightly e--tccmcd in the*
le.-i't. 'I'he- time- has come-, how e-ve-r, w hen the* at

traction- of

river, shore*, ami hill

fully grotipeel

know

are*

here*

—

so

grace-

cujoyd by

ami

u

sielerahle niimhcr

ce.n

a

he* Me rsey 1,V
ed’e-ity friemis.
treat. «m Samly Point prope-r, w;is opeme-'l and «le*«lie-ated July It.
During llie- <*oming season this

gift «»f <«e-m ral lle*r-e*y will be enje»ye**l

generems

by

a

us

ijiiite

1

greate r numbe r than he fore*, 'idee* estaldisli
inent of Pre-i.cb P.ro-. «et 1»«*-t«>n at this place gave*

in real estate, in
ending Jan. till

the

tire

repairing
.('apt. Warren Huthehiuson

schooner of her ...Last week the sell. Annie L.
IJreen, took another load of cellar sto:.e to Itoston,

announc-

proposition t*> give
portion of the busi

Viciuity.

a

news-

Presque Isle to George H. Collins of
Bridgewater. Under the new management the
paper will be independent politically.
An exchange in speaking of Mr. H. M. Lord, the

2.

Al. Webster is

under the instruction of li. \\

paper at

new

is

Motto
of

('apt.

Rkooksvii.i.k.

the sell. J. W. Lane...

n.

lit le* “be-eem."

a

ami varieel

Their extem-ive-

impre.vcim-at- will go

building
'luring the

on

new year.
<>cte»be-r 7 the* extension ed the ste am
boat wharf was comple ted, ami the liisl lamling
maele- by steame-r Pe lmb-e-ot. liy tile* general emleT

of die*

(

>amly

N«>ve*ml»er I-.

eeiupany

Point he-raim*

Hag siatioii. The* lamling has sim-e* pre»ve-<l sue
ce*-sful, eh'ing a gooe| busine-- for the* season.
:e

With e\e-elle*nt. e|iie*et e*ommuuieation bv -icanu-r
ith boston, bar Harbor, ami bangeu*, \\«• may ex
pce-t for the coming -ca-oii a large* increase in the

w

number
state

e

ol siiiniae-r

for sale',

s

number

giu*~i
idle the

w

altra* tiv

There-

~.

is

re

limit

a

-oUagc le»eati'>n-.
eommunieation will l»e* pnevhlcd -'.on.
aml

«>l

tight <*1

la

c

phne

the

t«>

Teleplmi-e-

e

of the*

eral line*

are* -e-v

handy

h the*

son-

wlm have-

pro-pcre-el
abreea'l will re turn with their frieml- to sjteml a
portieen ol the vacation se*a-<>n. tbe*y will make* tluk. i;.
promised prosperity sure.
•

Pi:m

»i!>'

s

Met be-rt

i.

*

I lute-lung- lias revciveil

an improv e-im-nt in tin' epiaelrant
patent ii
enables the* e-petator to take :iltitmle*s in
we* 11

a

liie-li

toggy
applicable* t-> a sextant or octant ;i~
epiadiain and e aii be* attae heel t• any of the*
It is

i-ather.

v\

vv

as

above* instruments e>f

ontinary

I; is

e»iistt m-tmn.

simple ami >.• e ilii ient for the purp* -e for w bicli
it is ele-igneel that it only m-e*e|- to be* seen, to be*
Walter J. Creame r iapproved by u;i *„at•
ids attorney lor having, -e-liing or transferring the*
rigid in tin- I'nitcd Mate's... l'ourtee'ii men art*
and the- se ll.
i-niploye*'l in tile- lle-retlle-s mil
Keguhitoi is taking a sei-oml load ol the- ore- for
Pe-rtlaml. It i- re-porte-«l that the- mine- i-paying
its running -xpi-nse
Walte-i •) f reatne-r hale-a-e-el the- low e-r hall in the tirange building ami
1111 a
title*'I
knitting fae tory. lie* i- running
twelve* machine*' ai piV'i-nt.I’he eli-content
set

of the

tirauges.

Orange of

t enter

News

-.

I nion Harvest

Moutville be-

The bail is paid for
gan the new year out of debt
and there is a small fund in tiie treasury. The
<

irange lias elected ollieers tor lss7 as follows M
F. Herriman; <>., IF 1*. Barker; I.., W. II.

M.

bureiiill; s., Sumner Poland: V. *».. I. V.Jack
bap., Mrs. M. M. Thompson: Treas.. N. P.

son; (

Bennett; See., Mrs. F. A. Herriman; t.. K J. F.
Dollof. Ceres., Mrs. A. F. Barker; Pm ma. Mrs.
Helen Cuslnnan; Flora. A. D Bam-a\ F. A
>..
F. T. Fdmunds.
The

following were installed oil.cm of Dirigo
Orange, Freedom, for the coming year, la-t saturday by W. P. Master, W. H. Beal. Master. J. IF
Vose; Overseer, J. F. Hall; Lecturer. Mr-. M. F.
Itusher; steward, M. F. Busher; ( bap., K. s.
Tucker; Treas., U. J. Wiggin; See., Mi-s M.
Mitchell; Asst. Steward, Fbeu Vose; Oatekeepcr,
W. M. Vose: Pomona, Annie Deane. Flora, Mr-.
Fmma Bailey: (ere-, Mrs. M. F. foster; l.ad>
Asst. Steward, Mrs. Ftta F. Poland.

Has any one cared well lor their hen-every day
since dan. 1st, .ss<;
If so, tell me if it has not paid vou well for your
labor.

I keep a small Hock of bens and
kept strict account concerning them.

have

eeipts for

lsS»;

follows

are as

usual

as

There

:

KggsOiW-'j do/., a I7‘ae.
Poultry lf.*2ia lbs. «i>e.
Increase in value

of

111.07
•in.-.’.")

Hock.

:;7.;>n

Total receipts.s 177.>2
Cost of feeding thick.
C.72
Prolit.

..s

i:J-2do

Ciikstkic I.. Pr.l:ki\>.

Me., dan. I, |ss7.

Pel fa st,

..

ti

a'lettit

tirorge

as

(ieorge was appointed poi-t for tin-coming
meetingof tin* Maine Pres.- Association at wigusta,
and w hen written to h\ tin* Presiilenr, w ho w i-hed
to know if he had performed Ids task and tin- title
lie had given his poem, lie sent the following reply, which was published in the Maine Farmer:
J)atr -: I can reply that my rhyme, plea-e
don’t, call it a poem,) is ready. Ini', was not named
when 1 got your notice. It is one ot those admir
aide effusions that can he named almo-t anything,
one name being as good as another.
How ever, as
it must lie called something, suppose we give it

this title, “Our Old Time dournali-t-. my idea of
them, and their opinion of me." Tru-ling that !
shall survive the meeting, I am, sineereh vours,
<»i:t». A. CM I MIA
The

Late

Daniel

Condon.

"ll'en-ive*
the

to

We*

e*.

:

Mr. Condon, we learn, made an open declaration
to Christianity some 4o years ago.
Something
ought to lie said respecting the virtues of Mr.
Condon. He was a burning and shining light in
the

cause

of

Christianity

;

he

w

as

also

a true

friend

of temperance, an abstainer, from childhood, he
early united with the temperance organization and

worker in the cause. He left upon everyone
the impression of genuine kindness of heart, lie
had no enemies, for he loved everyone and spoke
charitably of all. He was a man till! of kindne-s,
devoted to his family, affectionate in hi- intercourse with his children and friends.
w as a

Ships

Shipping.

and

The total arrivals at

New

York in

lssi; from

foreign ports were 51*77, a slight increase over
1885, hut a tailing oil' from the previous four years.
In 1885 comparatively few vessels on the lakes
earned enough to pa\ actual running expenses,
while last year it is stated that the average earn
ings of the lake fleet will show a net profit of >o
per cent, on the capital invested. This splendid
show ing has so enhance*i the value of the vessels
that standard tonnage is held at a much higher
price than at the beginning of the season, and
recent sales have been made at an advance of to
to 15 per cent. This wave of prosperity can be
traced to several causes. It is chiclh due, however, to the sudden and almost unprecedented revival of the iron industry.

e>llie

e

wa'

In

our

local column last week

one or

two items

friends

kindly handed in to us were accidentally mislaid, and did not appear. We trust the
oversight will not be repeated, and hope the omission w ill be excused. [Eastern State.
our

A

Business

The Newspapers are Proud of Such

Enemies.

two classes of peonle who are the nut
oral enemies of newspapers—the demagogues and

boodle officials.

[Dallas News.

for the Post

i.

y e-ar

ago

we

an

a-

i-

to

b«*

ivnmve

ascertain.

d

w

ithout

-tauinh

\

as

in-i*

ivpublie-an

le
y I*e*e• 11 appointe-d t• take Mr. M lit
violent bulitie n
plae-e*. ami tbi- cause's
of the* political waters-bag.i'lm-.* river edo-e-d

has .-lire*

e

e

navigation

to

mouth

a

lays earlie*r than last
I’nosti*

te

n

Jan. 1st, 1—7.

ITo-pf.t’- oi-| ,-ii j/eiis,

Oncol'

r.

later than u-ual. ami

-ea-oii,

:io\\

ay, has the hoin.r of huildnig the li*-»
wagon sled probably ever built in \m«rira. Mr.
l.li-ha Plant, without ever hearing oi one, Imilt

passed

av.

tin- llr.-t -led with
one -et "|

t.he -!i

were

Id mill

an

lour runner.-

about .77 > cars ago.

tight iron. : in- othe rMr. .John l.ibh;
now To

wile \\ r<

>«■-

-aw.

old, itoned tin- -1« d. 1 .uiubcrtneii In in New
Hampshire.
tiling here to work, had ncv* r heard

years
of

one.

ami

ini u

sonic

fr*>m thi— section

in M inma -lit he ring timber had
in that

one

-«

about

ncv er

Panic)

m.

;

<

employed

heard of

oi

rockett built the

ago, and the I'laeks

>rs

Point, Imilt

>andv

at

They soon
came into common use. being a great impr**v ement
in starting a -i»•«i on 'lamp -now and working ovf-r
rough road-.lTohaldv there is no place in tow n
w here tin* men and boys eujov an occasional eve
ning iimrc than a--cmbling around the ohl b. \
-tove in
around

tin-

*>n

c.a-ion.
as

We

After

vears ago.

«»f -I. b. I.’.bbv

happened

ever see

Here

the;, get the

in

once on

stowed
and

new

such

an

or

settling down the di-citssion began

A fellow

follow

you

-tore

two

boxes and barrel-

talk Imrse.

that

in the

**ver

big horse

at

*•<n ner

Hie

state

-av

s—“Pi*l

hairin Pan

gor tliat weighed 20 linndre* 1:" A farmer w ith a
T. P. pipe full of Poston t b in re-ponded w it It some
good sound talk about heavy and light lior-rs.
fellow with

a

neck t«d*l about

a

re*I handkerchief around his

good pulling be had done
light horses. Another fellow with light hair
In* was smoking, told about w bat be had -een and
some

with
w

done with horses, ami clinched up his storv without using the new version hv -heol. Ail old farma d«»g asleep in hi- lap, did not think horses
pull much, but *>\cn were sure every time.
Next was the owner of the best pulling pair **t

er

with

could

horses in town, who had a merry twinkle in his
eye. He knew where he stood in the company as.
scudded and his talk vva to the point. About that
time two

pretty girls came in to do some trading.
Kverybody looked around t*» -*•*• tin* girls and the
discussion changed to trotting horses. A short fcl
low we
posted in Imrse trotting told a good -tor\
about fast horses in general, and before ending his
Imrse

was never

beaten

by

anv common

horse

on

sandy whi-ker- »ol*l a good trotting
storv about horses on a long drive. Ked handkerchief told his experience w ith trotters. The T. 1».
pipe felh*w told a very reasonable story about fast
He thought fanners never got the big
horses.
prices for trotters and iiad better let them alone. A
fellow with a hunch on his check, probably Orinoco
broad leaf inside, told about some good trotting bin
\ boy then t*d*l bow bis father’s
horse had done.
horse had done some good stepping. A fellow over
in the corner told a remarkable story about bis old
plug, as he called it. going by everything he bail
the road,

the road,

corner

The

corner

down

came

Here all hands and the

handkerchief.
for the

gently

lied handkerchief

uated lie could not beat him.
opened out on his horse and
fellow’s horse.

could not hold Ids

own

so

The

insinfellow
on

boys

corner

red

went

fellow

he took his tea and

slipped out of the store and went home to see the
they went to bed. Anout that time

a

are

people

the

or

< >!li<V

children before

Change.

We hear that James B. Sawyer lias taken
up his
lobster traps and has decided to go out of the business.
He thinks a fortune awaits the hunter here.
So far he lias shot a whistler ami a mink and tired
at a fox. [Deer Isle Gazette.

There

|.pie

that

at

he-tlie*l* t111* P"'t

W

Po-t

personally

wlm el" busine--

ktmVV

To

m-arly

new

j.imin P. Went worth, I »e*im -rat. v\ ho
pointed Postmaster at >. IVimo.-emt h"

a|

than
far

be

....

seen on

We Move that he he Excused.

which

majority

a

Wail!

is ma*le for the

Next

Condon, of Dedham, a n; the of Penobscot, died Dee. 2dd of lung trouble, aged 71 years.
A correspondent of the Hueksport Clipper says of
Daniel

the deceased

a.-tine increa-e-

(

It ha- beam move-el

nia -ter,

-croud

Port.

a

North

at

mile- away from it- patron-, ami the*
without tvgard t•» party, is

a

-een one

Our

Post Otli.-e-

e

rathe-r than diminishes.

worth

Poultry.

Our

Chautuuquans.

The annual session of the Maine Pedagogical

Society began

might and main.

Fallen.

applicants for the Belfast postoffice—Mureh and Kilgore. Says the Age, Mureh
was the man wanted by a large majority of his party
were

direct

a

publish at Watcrville The

to

Pro IK able
There

News of Belfast aud

advocating

Col. Ben Bunker has christened the new'Democrntic organ he
Northern Light.

with

FULK-LOllK OF lllRTIl AND INFANCY.

sponding

The Aroostook Herald is
line of railroad with Hall its

mast

Fish

The Deer Isle Gazette reports that the scallop
fishermen arc doing quite a biisines?—good catches
and good prices. They receive *l.no per gallon,
free of expense.

sider the

Till'. SALK Of CHUCK FOR
tPIM.INO 1’MtroSKS.

l»e it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives in Legislature assembled, as
follows:
Sec. 1. Xo person except State Commissioners, and Agents of Cities and Towns, appointed as provided in Sections fifteen and twentyone* of Chapter twenty-seven of the Revised
Statutes, shall either by himself, clerk, servant, or agent sell any eider in this State after
such cider, or any portion of the same, has
been made, or manufactured, twenty days or
more, and during said twenty days, only in
quantities of not less than one barrel containing thirty-two, or more gallons, all to be delivered, and taken away, at the same time; except
as hereinafter provided.
See. 2. Cider may be sold in quantities of
not less than one barrel, each barrel containing
thirty-two or more gallons, to any person of
the age of twenty-one years or over, who
wishes it for the purpose of making vinegar,
and so states when he purchases the same, unless the seller knows, or has reason to believe,
such person to he of intemperate habits.
See.
Xo cider shall lie sold in this State
when mixed with any other intoxicating liquor.
Sec. 4.
Any person who shall violate any of
the provisions of the three preceding sections
of this Act shall he punished by a tine of not
less than fifty dollars, and in addition thereto,
of imprisonment for a term not exceeding

came

cation in your columns may serve to interest
some of your readers.
I have not the means
at hand to trace these superstitions to tiieir
origin except as I occasionally find it given in
a little volume I have liefore me entitled “Domestic Folk-Lore,” written by an Englishman,

IMM VKNT
I

when

numbers several hundred of these peculiar notions, and I have no doubt might lie extended
to an almost endless length.
Perhaps its publi-

correspondent**

AN ACT

myself.

jotting down

query as to the position
of the Hood Templars on the eider question is
answered by the text of the proposed eider
law adopted by the (i. T. committee at Augusta, and here given in full as follows:
Our

1.

The collecting ami tracing to their origin,
when possible, of the popular traditions, proverbial sayings, superstitions and customs of
tile people has grown to be au important
branch of literary work.
Able men have
gleaned ill this field with a thoroughness

to our homes.
Perhaps no kind of liquor has been, or is at
present, more universally used than cider. Es-

bring

More

Folk-Lore.

To THE KlHTOIt OK THE JOURNAL I Wc have
heard it said that eider is the curse of New Eng-

strongly

NUMBER

tall

man

called for
it.

The

with

some

a gray overcoat on
coffee and wanted the

boy began

came

in and

boy to grind

to turn the wheel and the noise

broke ui> the meeting fora short time and we left
liefore tne store keeper and a number of others had
a chance to tell anything, and so ends this report
of the fun and discussions in a country store.

Purify your blood, tone up the system, and regdigestive organs by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Sold by all druggists.
ulate the

all the papers of lie- siat.- which have permavalue.
As to the decline in the hipping inten d the

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

Letter

nent

from Augusta.

OlserrfiV

0*. ennions.

Supreme Judicial Court.

I Correspondence of the Journal.]
A'ci sta, Jan. 7, Ins;. The Republican members of the Waldo county delegation found themselves surrounded by decidedly t*>o many friends

To tjik Fiutor or Ti b Journal : In the Journal of Dec. 30th I stilted Sonic facts that Judge
Jioardman
does not seem to relish. He says the
Governor regrets that the remedy is not withBELFAST, TIH’BSI) a Y, JAM ABY 13, is,<7.
article shows “legal ignore Jiee.” One may well be
in the power of the State. As to the fishing
ignorant of the law that this court will dispense,
for there is no source, ancient or modern, where
interest it is said of the treatment of American at the organization of the Legislature, when It }
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
i!-'YvI*"’ge of it oau be »btai:iod save l.s hono.
fishermen in Canadian waters that the plain came to nominating a candidate for the Gover- 1 did not state on my own authority that Judge 15.
nor's Council from the sixth councillor district. has not this
I asked a lawyer in Belfast,
motive is to coerce the Cnited States into conThere were six delegates, and the following names “where does Judge 15. derive his authority to sushis mittimus in these cases?” He answered,
ceding trade relations which under the name
pend
were suggested by their friends to till the
< HABI.es a. PlLSBl'BY.Editor
place : “1 have searched long for it, but cannot find it.”
of ’‘reciprocity” are hostile to many interests
If not l»y letter, certainly by implication the li.
W. II. Fogler, Esq., of Belfast; lion. Fred AtBF""EI.L (. Id EB. I.oual Editor of our
and
if
is
a
that
suggested
people,
simple wood, of W interport; Hon. A. E. Nickerson, of S., Ch. 2l\ Sec. 40 as amended in 1SS5, takes this
from his hands, if he ever had it. No man
power
ami direct remedy would he to
such in- Swanville; Hon. X. F. Houston, of Belfast; Hon. can fail to see the intent of this law. In ltttfi
may
was stricken out of this section in all cases and
the fish which Canada sends to <>. Learned, of Burnham, and W. II. Hunt,
creased
qii
duty
Governor
Esq., shall inserted in its place and the punishment
the Cnited Suites as would stimulate our own of Liberty. With such names to choose from, any
changed from line to imprisonment. Nothing can
one of which would be
eminently fit to till the po- he plainer than that this Statute was intended for
The inaugural address of Governor Bodwell fishermen, and partially, if not wholly, exclude
sition with honor, and all warm personal friends use as a source of information against rumsellers.
The plain intent of the law is to take away the
is just what it was expected to he. He is a busi- Canadian fishermen from the advantages of of each
other, we found ourselves in a dilemma. very power which Judge Boardmnn exercises.
our market.
ness man and his message is a business
paper
At last, after long deliberations and numerous The intent- of the law is too plain to re-quire arguIn conclusion the Governor presents facts
ment.
B. suspends the mittimus always in
in which the affair* of the State are discussed
hallottings, the matter was brought to a close by case of Judge
first offence, and has done so ever since lie
ina practical way. and in the fewest possible showing the prosperity and progress of the the nomination of W. II. Hunt,
of
has
his
Esq.,
Liberty.
occupied
present position. In no case to
words. Brief as the message is the demands State, and after statistics of the fifty-four sav- This conclusion was arrived at by the considera- | my knowledge has he ever issued his mittimus
so
when
suspended. This is a practical remission
hanks, says:
tion that Mr. Hunt who has been a prominent
upon our space are suHi that wo must be eon- ings
of the imprisonment which the law says shall not
These
tell
their
own story and speak
business
be
figures
man
and
remitted
a
consistent
always
except upon the required oath. H’liat
tent with a summary, covering all its points
Republican ;
more eloquently and more persuasively that
had never asked furor held office, although sixty- man having ordinary intelligence can believe that
and including all its recommendations. Gov. any argument for the*
such
contrary
provisions exist in the same volume?
industrial
present
sys- eight years of
age. We also took into considera- Still Judge ft. says that he has this power, though
Bodwell first recommends the reduction of the tem of the Cnited States, which give* such
tion the ilattering future prospects of the other he does not state its source, and I will not dispute
facilities for the honest workingman to
State tax in the sum of $23(i.OOO. or about 30 per large
with him, for lie is a judge and 1 am only a school
secure an independence.
The saving* hanks candidates, who have held high and honorable teacher.
cent. Tin. State debt w hich exceeded eight mil- have done a faithful work for the
He says: “His observations, too, if he has made
people of the positions. Mr. Atwood’s friends, who are numerlion- in isos |,as by good management been State, and have encouraged a spirit ol thrift and ous all over the State, were much disappointed, any, must have been limited to an instance wherein
he*
all
he
classes
which
cannot
too
personally interceded with the court in behalf
as Ids sociability and
reduced to so,7ii;i,340. which it is proposed to economy among
sterling business qualities of such a prisoner, vouching for the fact that he
highlv praised. With the same general object
refund in 30-year 3 per cents. The public will in view, another form of combined effort is w ould have been appreciated by the Governor and was not an habitually intemperate person. Such
practices are too trufv contemptible for extended
tlm- i»i relieved and the burdens distributed now being made by the building associations of C ouncil. Mr. Learned was willing to yield for the remarks.”
tin* Mate, by which men of very moderate good of the party, although it was conceded that
I vouched for no such fact and Judge Boardman
over a longer period. For the ultimate redempmeans are enabh d to acquire eomforiable homes
lie w as second to no one mentioned as a sound, well knows it. The facts are these: A citizen
tion of these new bonds it i< recommended that on
from
the town of-came to Belfast, became
term*
and long time. If anything e:in careful, intelligent citizen.
easy
intoxicated in the streets, was arrested, arraigned,
he done by the legislative power to promote
a sinking fund be cstahli-ln-d amounting to one
several matters of interest will come up before and sentenced to
thirty days, i interceded in be1 he object of these new associations. 1 am sure
per cent, annually of the whole amount, and it
two reasons. (I) For the
will receive your most favorable consid- lb'* Legislature this winter, one of which has been half of the prisoner for
they
his family. (-2) 1 wished to
sake
of
himself
and
i- al-o suggested that the line of investments
started by the Republican members of the Senate
eration.
get his evidence. I stated, “1 know this man to be
for -ucli sinking fund should not he so closely
We are entrusted witii the government of a and House, who introduced an order the first day, a quiet citizen and a respectable farmer in-.
State whose affairs in the past !::iv»* been wise- which was adopted without
restricted as heretofore. Tin Governor -ays:
opposition, to create lie was never before a court of justice
to mv knowledge. He has only this failing, he trill
and prudently administered, cherishing a another joint
standing committee, to be called the
The suspension of the interest on the State ly
drunk." 1 did not vouch for the fact of his beof devotion to public duty, and invoking < ommittce «m
spirit
Labor, to which labor organizations get
bonds now held in the sinking-fund, together the
ing a temperate man, for it is notoriously other
blessing of God, without whose aid all
with the suspension of the sso.ouo annual conwise; though outside of this sin, he is a very
human effort is vain, let us turn t*» the work and wage earners can appeal and have a fair and | estimable
citizen. Neither did I ask for or wish
tribution to that fund and the termination of
that is set before us to do.
impartial hearing on any grievances they may fora
suspension of the mittimus. < >n the contrary,
the s.-jO.ihmj for direct payment of State debt,
have. Air. Looney, of Portland, the champion of 1 did not wish it suspended: but expected that the
form the groundwork for the reduction of the
labor, v ill be chairman of this committee, to Judge would require the oath that the law directs,
Mate tax, as 1 have recommended.
A Parallel Case.
Willi the
and then remit the imprisonment. He well knows
successful refunding of the State debt and the
| which will be referred such measures as abolish- I that I did not wish the mittimus suspended, for by
Tin*
1
of
Indiana
>einoerats
in
their
attempts ing imprisonment for debt and the
that means a piece of evidence was lost; and he
provision for a new sinking-fund of one per
tenproposed
doubtless felt highly pleased to exercise this
cent., as recommended, a further reduction of t«» >te:il tiie Legislature carried a contest o\er hour law.
if the ten-hour law is enacted, as now
autocratic power for that reason. If there is any
the State tax may he confidently expected b\
tie Lieutenant-tiovernorship up to the Supreme talked, and women are forbidden to labor over ten
thing “truly contemptible” about this affair, it is
the next Legislature.
< ourt.
relying upon the fact that a majority of hours, w e fear it will be looked upon as discrimi- Judge Board man’s own studious efforts to defeat
Tlie State tax to he levied this year, will
the law.
that tribunal is Democratic to secure a derision nating between the sexes. Our statute law now
Judge B. again says: “Observer well knows that
amount to two and three-quarters mills on the
agreeable* to them. The Boston Journal <ays defines a day’s labor for a man as ten hours and it he has the option of procuring the attendance of
dollar of state valuation, or tweiitv-seven and
should be the same for a woman, hut she-should the officer of his choice, or of having the warrant
put at once into the hands of the one most quickly
one-half cents on each hundred dollars. One editorially:
not be deprived of
working fifteen hours if she av ailable.”
The Supreme Court, howvwr, decided that
mill of the two and three-quarters i- not. how- the Democratic
"
ishcto
and
i.r
Judge B. pleads guilty to the charge that 1 made,
paid for the extra time.
contestant had no case. The
j
viz :
There is some grumbling over railroad matters.
ever, the ordinary State tax but i* specially
Democrats were thrown into a paroxysm of
He will not mail a warrant to an officer, he
levied for the school fund, and deducting this, fury, and their organ, the Indianapolis Senti- The various railroad managements have modi (led will not hold one for an officer, he will not give
nel, vented its rage upon tin* court in an edi- somewhat their
one
to the complainant, he w ill not send one to an
tin* State tax prop r for the ensuing year will
passenger rates and freight tartorial beginning: **-their cowardly souls!
officer whom the complainant desires. In short,
iil'. but not sulliriently. Tlic Maine Central has
be only one mill and thro* -quarter-, which is
he will do nothing that will make the warrant of
I he members of the Supreme (.ourt of Indiana
the lowest rate of State tax for the support of are afraid of their own shadows." American generated some good feeling in our Waldo county avail. Healways insists on semling at once for an
will be explored in vain fora delegation by putting on at large expense, and at officer who comes directly in, and in this manner,
the Government that ha- been levied within 1 political history
a practical notice is given that there is trouble
parallel to this attack upon a court for the per- a loss to the company of several thousand dollars ahead.
the last tilt} years, with the exception of tin- formance of a judicial act. The hrutalit) and
In this short paragraph he states his favorite
per annum, of the extra trains which accommotax levied respectively hv the legislatures of indeceiiex of it would ruin the political party
method of leaui/y warning the Belfast rumsellers
in whose interest it wa* made, in almost any date everybody and are of untold advantage to of his official actions. I will not say that Judge
l"4f>, lsbOand 1MJ1. Tin- r -duetion now recom"ur county on account of the
State in tile Ciiion.
improved mail ser- B. is in favor of perpetuating the rum curse in
mended relates to the "tale tax proper, and
vice and the advantage of going to Belfast and re- Belfast. 1 have not the least idea thathe^ould
So far as a parallel ease is concerned we are
directly notify a criminal of his action, in order
amounts to nearly thirty-sewn percent, of the
maining all day on court or other business and re- that the criminal
might escape. I do say. however,
sorry to sa\ that Belfast has furnished one.
whole amount levied.
in the evening. If they would cut down and Judge B. admits, that he does indirectly notify
turning
The language used l>\ the Indiana Democrats
in
cases.
If
all
an
officer comes with the complaint,
In the same line are <« >y-rnor Bodwell’s rectheir short haul freights from ten to twenty per
the whole case is given away. If one does not
was hardly so offensive or so sweeping as that
‘■cut., we should feel content to let them alone, esommendation- with regard to the equalizing of
come. Judge B. forthwith sends for one and thus
used by certain Democrats in this city when
tax burdens.
He would have the valuation
pecially ns we must give this company credit for practically says, “.Mr. Bumseller, I have granted a
warrant against you, and you had better be shy.”
the decision of the Supreme Court of .Maine in
developing our state, and with its superior service This is his invariable custom, and the rumsellers
taken once in live years instead of once in ten,
the contested ward two ease was made public, and successful advertising methods
brought many who watch his office at all hours, feel perfectly
and instead of a 1- cu d of commissioners
and their newspaper organ, with its police "trangers here to enjoy our cool sea breezes and sure that no warrant is out, if no officer goes into
chosen one from -aeh comity he recommend* a
the office.
court attachment, continues to war upon the
bracing health-giving mountain and lake air. This
After this confession, who wonders that the
smaller number representing the State rather
searches
have been attended with so little sucof
our state a summer resort for the sick
making
Supreme Court and the laws of the State.
than the counties, and chosen for a
cess? What plan could he contrive better calcu..ho wish to escape the heat and turmoil of the
lated to make his official acts known? So far as
period. He al-o recommends that in ease of a
The letter from Grand Seer: tary Rraekett on
dies and the burning sun of the south is no unim- the efleet is concerned, he might as well transact
his business on the street corner, or proclaim it by
serious calamity, a- the Fa-tport and Farming- the first page and the one from Observer on portant factor in Maine’s future
prosperity.
crier, or have out a red flag when he grants a warton tire*, the Governor with the advice of the this page will commend themselves to all
From various parts of the State we hear com- rant, and a blue one when he does not. It will be
of mourning among the rumsellers when he
( oum-il be authorized 1
-u-pend the collection friends of temperance and upholders of the plaints of the ravages of dogs on sheep and it is a dayout
of office.
of a certain amount of tie Slate tax in propor- laws of the Mate. Their disclaimers as to there -aid the legislature will be asked to repeal the goesno whom* trouiue is at
.imtge lioaruman s uoor.
law
and
So
as he continues his mal-administration of
present
enact
a more stringent measdog
tion to th'* loss incurred.
long
local
being any party animus in the
temperance
so
the
will
Belfast's
name he a hissing
ure for the
long
protection of sheep husbandry. The and law,
Ill regard to Mate institutions. lie recom- movement were lot needed. The police judgt
a
It with Bangor is used as a con•'ill. as ! understand it, has not been framed, but stunt reproach.
argument against prohibition. 1 judge that
mends segregation >1 the criminal insane, the i- simply endeavoring to becloud the point- at
will amount to a license on all male
dogs of $2, the administration of the law in Bangor is much
adoption of the cottage system at the lieform issue, and to hide, what is plain to every one. females So, to be paid to the tow n
same as here, as approving reference is made
the
treasury, the to it
by Judge Boardman. No city ran be found in
school, a woman's reformatory and an appro- that he alone i< guilty of that of which he ac- town to furnish collars. Two
hundred dollars of Maine’ with a better class of citizens than Belfast
the
mouex
so
in
is
to
remain in the hands of has, yet its reputation, or rather notoriety, is wide
paid
priation to providi the State college with a cuses others.
tin* treasurer to settle damages to
sheep when the as tlie nation ; and this because they who ,>ii in high
herd of cattle, 'l i
present establishment id’
'•uiprii cannot be proved, and the remainder of places are so grossly unfaithful. All temperance
No liquor indictment- at this term of court
ilie money to go into the school fund, thus
schools for the blind and deaf lie does not conmaking men in Waldo county should unite in a petition to
Democratic county attorney. Thirty-one in- the dogs educate the children. The penalty for have this court abolished. So long as ii exist.-' with
sider advisable. In referring to the complaint
or keeping a dog w ithout license
harboring,
feeding
its present incumbent, no progress in temperance
attorlast
dictments
term--Republican county
to be sou line, and for
concerning prison labor the (Jovcmor takes
non-payment of line thirty work can be possible. There should be a scourgin prison.
Same
grand
ney.
jury.
ing out, and a making place for worthy men.
the ground that t is of course necessary to
Numerous measures are coming before the LegisBy raising a false issue Judge Boardman is trylature. and those of interest to our
ke» p tlie prisoners employed, but recommends
county 1 will ing'to draw the public gaze from his own shortGov. Rodwell has made a good selection of
‘■omiiient
upon through the columns of vour comings. Nothing else so disturbs an unfaithful
that if the present mode of working the Generals and Colonels for hi1. C. J,IM*V.
military -tali'. valuable paper.
ollicial as the searching gaze of the public eye. lie
prisoners shall j»ro\c unfairly hurtful there We salute you. ( olonel Atwood.
hopes to save himself from the just consequences
of his acts by crying that the whole movement,
THK EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.
should lie such a division of tin* labor as to
while ostensibly in behalf of temperance, is really
Tin- new < on mil consists of the
following gentle- a political move in behalf of the “Reducers.”
'flic organization of the Republican State men
make interference in any special direction too
I ..< Rami. o.\lord ; Seth M. Carter, AndrosNever since man was made, has a movement been
Committee with lion. J. II. Manley as chair- coggin; Elliott Wood, Kennebec; (J. M. Warren,
small to he felt.
started with less regard to polities. The moveHancock ; A. It. Milliner, W ashington ; W. II. Hunt,
man
means
business.
ment
The hoard of health is commended and in
originated within the present committee and
Waldo; Tobias Lord, Cumberland. The Council
not prompted or suggested in any way or manis composed of entirely new material, but contains was
view of tiie large number of citizens of other
Murdered by a Democratic Administration excellent material for a well balanced advisory ner, directly or indirectly, by any person or persons in or out of Belfa-i.
No mention of the subMates who conn* lu re jor the slimmer season it
hoard. W illiam II. Hunt, of Liberty, the Waldo
i< the verdict on the death of dolm Roach.
in any way was ever made in the committee,
councillor, is one of the oldest men in the ject
is urged that they should he given “the most
Minty
and not for a moment was its bearings on the local
new
< ouneil.
a\s the
correspondent of question considered. Nothing could have more
Kv. rybody -ays of Go\ernor Robie—"w- ll tlie I’m tlaml Press. He Augusta
complete protection of our laws.” ;md that w«was born in Salem, Mass.,
the committee than tins charge that the
o,
March 11th, Isis, and is consequently 1*8 years surprised
should ‘‘provide Mich acts of liberal legislation done, good and faithful servant.”
movement was originated for political purposes.
"Id. lie was educated in the schools of CharlesIt is wholly and entirely what it professes to be, a
as may render their stay agreeable and healthtown. M;i".
Attheageof 14 he went into a leather movement* for morality* and the cause of temper•*A inode! Mate paper” i- the unanimous ver■■'tore in lioston, and has been in the leather busiful.” In tlii- connection the faithful enforceance.
Without regard to party the aid and help of
ne~- ever since.
In l>4o he catue to Liberty, Me.,
oil Gov. Rod Weil's address.
dict
law abiding citizen is desired. We know no
ment of our laws for the protection of tish and
and went into the tanning business. He has kept every
and no factiu:: in this work. No one save an
party
-t.
at
the
adily
business, and now has one of the
game is recommended, as otherwise we “shall
'flic bigge-t boodle will capture the Califor- largest tanning establishments in his part of the unfaithful ollicial desperately striving to escape
the consequences of his own acts, could be guilty
have no li-h in our waters and no
Mate,
lb- has never held office before, says lie
nia Scnatorsiiip.
of originating such a theory. We earnestly hope
has been so busy that*lie has never had time. Now,
game in our forests.” and i: is also suggested
that no good citizen will withdraw his aid or*refuse
having a little leisure, he looks forward to his his
support in this movement because of this false
that an enquiry be made, whether tin State
In Bitikk. Hon. Hannibal Hamlin i- a mem- term of office with pleasure. Mr. Hunt has been issue. It is
wholly and entirely baseless. It is dust
should not make some provision for the families ber ol' tin Maine Press Association, ami will I a Republican since the organization of the party. in your eyes.
l»ofore that he was one of the old Abolitionists,
To conclude his reply, the charge is made that
of the two men who lost their lives in the line attend the coininy meetiu" at Augusta. Tin- having been converted by Wendell Phillips'
the committee swear out* warrants and then straight
litcran exercise.** will occur on the afternoon brilliant
speech, after Lovejoy had been murdered. way send word to the rumsellers. IP*
of their duty while enforcing the laws of the
says:
of the *21-t.The German ship Fiizabcth.
Mr. Hunt has the appearanee'of a shrewd business
“That otlicer found in one of the cases that, during
State.
from Bremen t<» Baltimore, went ashore
man, and Mr. Ilodwell seemed much pleased when
the interim information came only at second hand
he
knew
he
were
was
to
him
Min
ami
all
hands
drownhave
for
an
adviser.
lay
Tie attention of the Legislature is called to Gape Henry
from one of the complainants to a person whose
ed, a> well as live men of the life savin" station (
THK UK1T15LH AN state committee.
premises were to lie Searched.”
tile necessity of ascertaining the best mode of in the
attempt to rescue them. Two of the lift
The Repui.lican state Committee met at the
Judge B. has repeated this so many times, that 1
\e--e!
have
no doubt he believes it.
our
Mate
-avers
survived.
The
and
are!
If f am the comauainst
the
ot
introduction
guarding
\ ngu-da House Wednesday afternoon Jan. a for
caryo
referred to, I shall be highly pleased to
Bodwell
was
in
vernor
plainant
lost.G<
Hon.
inaugurated
J.
II.
organization.
was
unanimously
the cattle disease, an I favorable action is n comManley
him
have
names.
he does so, I shall
I’util
publish
a dark Mu
-uit of clothe- made from Maim- ! re elected Chairman ; L. A. Noyes, Portland, Treasmended on tin? appropriation to he asked for woo. ami trimmed
not feel bound to give great weight to the charge,
thorouyhuiit with Maim urer: J. II. Manley, Augusta, George (.'. Wing, //e calls such evidence
“hearsay,’’ and refuses to
L. Cutler, liangor, Fred X. how,
by the State College to replace the herd of manufactures.Mr. Frye ha- introduced a Auhorn, John
Portland, >. w. Carr, liowdoinham, 11.11. Saund- take it; / will do the same. It is vastly easy to get
bill iii tin Senate to extend the time for liliny cr-.
such
a
from
some
cattle
to prevent the spreading of an
source, wheu'one earnestreport
Hancock. Executive Committee; W. 11. Wing,
claims under the Alabama award.Mr. Dili"- ! Manchester,
ly wishes to. As tilings are in Belfast, it is not a
infectious disease. The work of the State
.Secretary.
matter
in
the
of
Maine,
House
a
rcmoiithat
the
of
surprise
liquor seller had notice
ley.
presented
KEPI'HLI* AN .JOINT LEGISLATIVE CAUCUS.
of the intended search, but it is the judge himself
college is commended and it is sugu< <ted that
trance of the Philadelphia hoard of trade
The
who
the
Joint
not the committee.
gives
information,
Republican
Caucus
was
held
Legislative
it could be made still more elective by increased ayaiu-t the Dunn free ship hill.Win. P. W
cdm-s-lay, Jan. nth, in Representatives Hall. The They are not satisfied with information at second
"pear, a collector for B. II. W hite A * <>.. has old state officers were all
means.
I pon tins point the tiovernor says:
renominated as follows: hand when they can get authoritative information
disappeared from Boston. He -tood liiyh ill 1 or s-ccretary of State, Oramandcl Smith, of Litch- at tirst hand.
“Whatever the legislature can do to aid and reli"ious ciucles, hut was of low lm-im
In conclusion I will say that I bear Judge Boardprin- ticid; Attorney General, Orville l>. Raker, of Auencourage the agricultural interests of the ciples. lie took away £4-000 of the linn's mon- gu-ta : Treasurer, Edw in C. Rurleigh, of Augusta ; man no malice, but I consider him in the wav of
ev.\ strike of oO.ono miners in Northumber- Adjutant General, Samuel J. Gallagher, of Augus- the enforcement of the law in Belfast, and shall lie
Mate, should be
ud promptly done. land, Fny.. is imminent, owiny to a
thoroughly glad for that reason, and that alone,
dispute ta.Col. F. N.
oijskkvku.
Dow, of Portland, on behalf of Cum- when he is removed.
The agricultural resources of Maine are very about wayo-.Two a"ed misers were found
berland County and Eastern Maine, presented the
Belfast, Jan. f>, 1SS7.
great, and are as yet only partially developed, dead in their house in Philadelphia, Saturday, name of Hon. Eugene Hale, in an appropriate
frozen t«» death. So far £100,000 in
speech as nominee for I'nited States Senator.
The Water Company (barter.
mid whatever tends to make farming more probably
money and securities has been discover*!*.!. Lcwi> A. Darker, Esq., of liangor, in oehalf of the
profitable i- always worthy of attention and John S. Newhurv. of Detroit. Michigan, has Fourth Congressional District, seconded the nomThe following is a copy of the charter which the
The Hatch bill, now before left £4,230,000—si.ooii.ooo to hi- widow, sp.no ination. Mr. Hale when informed ol his nomina- water company will present to the legislature this
encouragement
tion appeared .a ml made a graceful
to local charities. £lu,000 each t<» tin* Boards of
speech of ac< 'ongross, for tiie establishment of
experiment- Home ami Foreiyu Missions of tin* Presbyterian ceptance, in the course of which he said: “Upon session
the tilings in w hich Maine is interested, that I with
Sect. 1. Charles J. Gilman, Charles F. Parks,
al stations in different States, will, if it becomes ehureh. ami to the trustees of rhe hoard of Pub- others
am to he called upon to consider, i
hope to William Wheeler, their associates and successors
lication for sabbath School work, besides smalla law, enlarge the power of the
represent the people of Maine’s interests, her la- are
Agricultural er
hereby made a corporation by the name of the
Ballantine.
the
wellamounts.Serjreant
boring population; the capital she has invested; Belfast Water Company, for the
purpose ol' furcollege, and. to a considerable extent, remove known Fnylish counsel, is dead.Turkey is tin- thousand
haunts and centres of her industries
to the people of Belfast a supply of pure
nishing
the cost of it^ maintenance from the treasury believed t»• have joined Germany and Uussia in that are making Maine a great and healthy Stale, water for domestic,
mechanical and iiianufacturunder the fostering care and protection of Cona common Balkan policy.Uev. Dr. .McGlynu
ing purposes, and to the city of Belfast, water for
of the State.
of N. w N ork now-ays In? will not re-pom! to the gress. In Maine and elsewhere the people of the the extinguishment of tires and other public uses,
l cited >tates
a good, sound enduring ci rOf education tin* Governor says: ‘-Ollieial
with all the rights, privileges, immunities, duties
Pope's call to Bonn*.Thomas Fdison, the in- rem-y ; that it require
shall not he lowered or weakened, and
obligations incident to similar corporations.
reports concerning our educational progress ventin', is seriously ill.Tin* final testimony and upon that 1 hope my attitude will suit the pet
Sect. 1. The capital stock of said corporation
in the ease of tin: seized schooner David .1.
oi
Maine and w ill be right.”
pie
will 1m* laid before you. Maine ha< always
shall not exceed
thousand dollars; it may
Adams was taken in Halifax Saturday.It
“Every honest man lias an interest in our rela- acquire and hold real and personal estate
necessary
maintained a high rank in the s<*ale of intelli- has been ordered
tions both home and abroad. Down
by the Maim* Senate and ern
upon the east- and convenient for the purpose aforesaid; audit
especially, we feel that a great interest, may issue bonds and other obligations, secured by a
gence,—the degree of her illiteracy, by the House, that the time for the reception of peti- that coast,
of
our fisheries, is one Unit
tions and hills for pri .ate and special legislation
Congress should mortgage of its franchise and tuber
census tables of the United Slates,
being very be limited to Monday, dan. 31. IssT, ami that take in hand and protect and stand by, and if our carry out the purposes for which it is created.*
1 anadiau neighbors are, as 1
fear, bent upon prosmall. It would, in fact, be diltirult to lind a all such
SECT. 3. Said corporation may take ami hold by
hills
and
after
that
petitions
presented
ceedings that shall be even harsher than those purchase, or may take as for public uses,
any real
native of Maine of adult years and sound date he referred to next legislature.lolm w hich made us so indignant last year, this Govern- estate
or easement therein, neeessary for
obtaining
mind who cannot read and write. It is our Boaeli. the well known shipbuilder.died in New ment will be found ready, not rashly and with pre- a sufficient supply of water, for the construction
York Monday. He had been in failiii" health cipitate retaliation, but w ith proper spirit, to pro- of reservoirs, and laying pipes; and
may erect
duty to maintain and 'till further advance our since Secretary Whitney and Attorney General tect our citizens. We are all interested, here, in and maintain all necessary dams, reservoirs,
educational standard, and I am sure the Legis- Garland destroyed his business because In* was what is essentially a free government, the right of -tand-pipes and hydrants; it may lay its pipes
‘“very citizen to east his ballot and to have it fairthrough the lands of persons and corporations,
lature will not neglect any needed action in this a Ucpuhlican and an advocate of protection to ly counted.”
and having first obtained the permission of the
American labor.
•We believe in that being a rule that should
apfield."
municipal officers of said city and under such reimportant
ply north, south, east and west—everywhere. strictions and regulations
may prescribe,
A Survey of Belfast Harbor.
The militia system of the state, now organGentlemen. I promise you for one, and 1 think I
along the streets and ways of said city; and niav
can promise for the entire
delegation from this lay its pipes under any railroad, water course, or
ized upon a very economical scale, the Gover.Jared A. Smith, of Portland, Major of engineers, >tate, that they will never
stay their hand upon private way, and
drain or sewer, or pipe
this subject until
nor thinks should be cheerfully maintained,
lias written Mr. Hiram e. Pierre in relation to t e
everything that can he done in for the distribution of gas; and it may enter upon
( ongress shall be done to establish
what is really a
and dig up any such real estate, railroad, street,
and that few wiser measures could he enacted $3,000 unexpended balance of the appropriat.on free
Republic.”
or way for the
|
purpose of laying pipes or erecting
by Congress than to unify the militia, give it for the improvement of Belfast harbor and say s he
FAREWELL WORDS.
hydrants or other fixtures and maintaining and rehas
that
it
in
recommended
be used up
pairing the same; and it may do any other act or
dredging.
a truly national character and create that
Wednesday the *>ttfc was the last day of Governor thing,
spirit
necessary, convenient and proper to earnK<il»a‘ s ( oiiueil, which had labored so
of pride and emulation between the several Major Smith has been requested by the l hief of
long and so out the purpose of providing a supply
of water
to report the commercial statistics for efficiently for the people, anil the Governor’s term and distributing the same to the inhabitants of
“dice expired at 12 o’clock that
States which would tend to make the whole engineers
At the said
city for the uses aforesaid.
the year isso of places where improvements of ••lo>e of its business the farewell night.
words
of
the
force one of patriotic usefulness, without inSec. 4. Said corporation shall file in the regisrivers or harbors are in progress that they may be ; members ot the board were said. .S|>eeehes were
try of deeds a certificate containing a description
volving any one of the many objections to a presented to Congress in order to show the necessity made by the councillors in which good wishes of
the land purchased or taken, or in w hich an
were expressed for the Governor and for each
casement is taken, under the provisions of this
standing army. The Governor suggests that, if forappropriations to continue these improvements. other, to which Gov. Kobie
feelingly responded. and a statement of the purposes for which itact,
is
The
Portland
Press
well
Mr.
of
He
asked
Pierce
for
information
as
to
the
Maine’s late chief
says
approved by the
Congress be
to be recorded by the register; and such
magistrate: “Few of the retiring Governors of taken,
land or easement shall be deemed to betaken upon
memoralized on the subject. Appropriate ac- number of steamboat lines and arrivals of steam- Maine have been able to
to
a
point
longer term of the filing of such certificate. But this .section shall
tion is recommended to mark tlie achievements ers during the year isytJ; the number of sailing service to their State. Beginning in the House of not apply to the pipes
leading from the main pipe
Representatives, he had worked ms way up to the for the
vessels arriving and departing during the year;
purpose of distributing the water.
of Maine soldiers at Gettysburg.
speakership as long as ten years ago; and since
Sect. 5. Said corporation snail pay all
class and draught of vessels employed in bringing then lie has served
damages
in
the
continuously
Of prohibition of the
legislative sustained
traffic the Govany person or corporation in property
ortakingout freight; principal articles and amount or Executive branches of the Shite government. by the taking
of any land, right of wav, water,
ernor says:
He came to (lie governor's chair after valuable exof same exported by water; principal articles of
water source, water right or easement, o‘r by the
perience as a legislator and as a
and erection of
Tlie situation in the State respecting the law ini port by water, such as coal, lumber, iron, lime, during the four years of his term councillor,
any dam, or bv any other tiling done by
has conducted said
corporation under the authority of this act.
himself
lie
anil
may
briefly
successfully in the light of that experi- Any person or
candidly stated. In from brick, plaster, grain and flour, and other articles of
corporation sustaining damages as
ence.
For the new Governor we can express no
three-fourths to four-tifths of the towns of the local
aforesaid may have the same determined in the
consumption or distributed ; benefit obtained happier wish than that the
State the law is well enforced and has practiyears of his adminis- manner
provided by law for the assessment of
from improvements made; in regard to ship build- tration may be as pleasant to the Executive and as
cally abolished the sale of spirituous and malt
damages for lands taken for railroads, upon applifortunate for the state as have been
liquors as a lieverage. In the larger cities and ing; in regard to the availability of the place as a Governor Robie’s administration.” the years of cation at any time within the period of three years
from the taking of such land or other property, or
towns, on the seaboard and at
centers, refuge for vessels using it for that purpose, and
INAUGURATION DAY.
the doing of other injury, under the authority of
it has been found more difficult to secure per- the number of vessels and tonnage owned.
Gov. Bodwell took the oatii of office this act; but if no application is made within three
Thursday
fect compliance with the law, but it can still I*
Mr. Pierce made the following estimate of the and delivered his
inaugural address, the reading years as aforesaid, the party claiming to have sufsaid that at very few points in the State is liquor
water only: 300,000 bushels of grain; of which occupied about fifty minutes. It was fered damages shall be deemed to have waived his
openly sold. The offences against the law are imports by
well received and loudly applauded. The election claim therefor.
in large part clandestine, and therefore difficult 13,500 barrels of flour; 13,000 tons of coal; lOuc of tin* officers then took
Sect. 6. Said corporation may distribute the
place, and the Republican
bids, plaster; 5,000 casks of lime; 5,000 tons of n. • minces w ere chosen. The new Council assembled water through said city of Belfast;
to detect and expose by legal testimony. Hut
may regulate
the
use of said water and tlx and collect water
it is a great moral
when the liquor seller is granite; 4,000 tons of iron; 4,000 tons of nails and and qualified. The two Houses adjourned until
rates to be paid for the same; but such rates shall
the 11th.
driven from the light of day to secret places
Tuesday
hardware; 3,000,000 feet of lumber; 1,000,000 shinnot exceed those in other towns and cities in
and to stealthy devices to carry on his hurtful
GOVERNOR HOD WELL’8 MILITARY STAFF.
Maine, of the general size and circumstances of
gles; 500,000 laths; 15,000 tons of merchandise: 250
and demoralizing traffic.
Governor Bodwell has appointed the
Belfast and similarly situated; and after it shall
following commence
trie
tons of fish; 20,000 bushels of salt; 300 tons of members of his
receiving pay for water supplied l»y it,
IS.
Farnmilitary-staff*:
Augustus
Governor Bodwell agrees with The more hides and
leather; 2000 tons of machinery; 500,000 hatn, Bangor, Inspector General with rank of said corporation shall he bound to furnish, at reasBrigadier General; Hampton E. Hill, Saco, Sur- onable rates as aforesaid, water to the inhabitants
prudent friends of the temperance cause, that dozens of eggs, besides many other articles.
geon-General with rank of Colonel;
C. of said city for said uses within a reasonable disincreased penalties would do more harm than
Kxports: 10,000 tons of hay; 10.000tons of granite, Wing, Auburn, Judge Advocate GeneralGeorge
with rank tance from the main pipe, and to said city in its
ol
Hollis
IS.
and
of
Colonel;
reason
increased
indifference
and
tons
of
corporate capacity for public uses.
finished;
Hill,
100,000
15,000
Portland,
Commissary
rough
brick;
good by
General with rank of Colonel; Fred Atwood,
And said city is hereby autliorizcd to contract w ith
to the law; and he
contends ice; 40,000 bushels potatoes; 10,000 barrels of Winterport, Assistant
Quartern! aster General, with said corporation for water for public uses on such
rank of Colonel; Fred E. JSoothbav, Portland, Mili- terms as the parties may agree, including the rethat a sound
opinion is needed to up- apples; 10,000 tons of merchandise.
mission of taxes upon the real estate, fixtures, and
Aides-deOf vessels arriving and departing in a year tary Secretary, with rank of Major.
hold and enforce the law, and that without
camp, with rank of Lieutenant-Colonels: Augustus plant of said corporation.
1200.
W. Ingcrsoll, Iloulton; Albert E. Neill,
Sect. 7. Any person who shall corrupt the watsuch support the law is of little use. He
Calais;
The number of vessels owned here 42, amount- George A. Phil brook, Augusta; Clara nee A. Leigh- ers of any of the sources of
or reservoirs of
maintains that even with an
ensaid corporation, or render them impure, or who
Thoniaston.
ton,
%
ing to 10,000 tons. The draught of loaded vessels
shall throw or leave any offensive matter or mateforcement at certain points, the law lias been from 11 to IT feet.
rials upon them when frozen oyer, or who shall
The Mafic Legislature.
of immeasurable value in reducing the liquor
w ilfully Injure any dam, reservoir, conduit,
The best water in Belfast harljor is between
pipe,
water w heel, or other property
On
the
and
has
of
increased
the Lewis wharf and the lower bridge, which is in the
the Legislature Tuesday hydrant, engine,
traffic,
reassembling
correspondingly
held, owned or used by said corporation for the
the committees were announced. The
following
inner harbor. The mean depth of water at high are the Waldo
wealtii of the State
the
of this act, shall pay three times the
county assignments: Joint stand- purposes
of the people and saving the fruits of indus- tide at Pierce’s ice wharf is thirteen feet, so that ing committee—Financial Affairs, Libby; Federal amount of damages to said corporation, to be rein any proper action; and every such perlarge vessels are unable to load there. The open- Relations, Nickels and Littlefield; Commerce, covered
try.”
ing of direct communication with the Canadian Nickels (chairman); Mcrchantile Affairs and In- son, on conviction of cither of said acts aforesaid,
shall be
by fine not exceeding five hunThe Governor recommends the repeal of the Paeitie railway must bring an increased amount of surance, Nickels: Agriculture, Libby; Military dred
dollars, and by imprisonment not exceeding
traffic to Belfast and will rail for the employment Affairs, Ayer; Fisheries and Game,
Wilson; In- one year.
law which permits of imprisonment for
of a larger class of vessels, so that the improve- dian Affairs. Rich and
Littlefield; Pensions, Ayer;
Sect. 8. If said
shall find it necesReform School, Wiggin; state
the abolishing of the trustee process so far as ment of our harbor will l»ecome a necessity.
Prison, Palmer; sary to lay its pipescorporation
over tide water, it may build
Last week Representative Millikcn succeeded in
Mines and Mining, Rich. Senate
commit- and maintain all
standing
it relates to the wages of a
an
item
to
l»e inserted in the river and tees:
necessary piers and other structBills on Second Reading, Rich. House
man, that clausing
ures, causing as little obstruction to navigation as
harbor bill providing for a survey of Belfast har- standing committees:
children shall not be admitted to work in facCounty
Estimates—Greer;
which
is
possible.
a
bor,
preliminary step in the right Ways and Means—Libby. The committees as a
Sect. 9. This act takes effect when approved.
tories before the age of fifteen years, that la- direction.
rule give satisfaction to the
member!!, and have
been made up with great care.
bor in all State
be
reIn
the
House
Mr.
introduced
a
lalior
letters from Portsmouth, N. H.f and Provibill
Brooksvili.e. There was a public installation
stricted
law to ten hours a
and sugembodying the recommendations of the Governor: of the officers of Rainbow Grange last Thursday
dence, R. I., from Dakota and from Mexico are on Mr. Noble presented a bill
for weekly night....School In Dlst. No.-2 closed last Saturday
providing
gests that a law be enacted making an Arbor hand for next week’s
paper. We have also a des- payments of wages, and numerous petitions for a after a successful term of ten weeks, under the inHay as a
monument were presented.
struction of H. F. Erskine. Thosefimt tardy or
cription of a visit to the National Capita), by Prof. Gettysburg
Tile Council met Tuesday aud the committees absent for the
As the past
has not seen lit to en- F. W. Cowen, ami a
term are: Maud Blodgett, Oscar
spicy letter from Prof. L. C. were announced. Unless the Legislature
acts on
Vesta Perkins, Lora Bickford, Jessie
the State
the Governor suggests Bateman which will »>e given in the same issue. Mrs. Harrows case it will be brought before the
Frank Green, Fred Haws, Cora Green,
Wessel,
Council. Her reprieve expires In
the erection of a tire-proof brick
April. Col. H. Chester l'erkins, Bently Grlndle, Albert Perl-ins.
to The letter from Mexico is the flrst of a series on M.
Sprague, of Auburn, waa reappointed Penalon Those not absent one half day: Miaii Perkins,
be used for the State
and the storage of life amt manners and customs In that country'.
Agent for the term of two years.
Carrie Green and Scot

power.*
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levy

Bodwell's

Message.

|

In the

of Edmund F. Webb, adnir. vs. EdFuller, et al. tried last term the Judge
made the following decree :

previously,

j

|

longer

days

ultimately

j

oil'j

|

case

in chancery be appointed to state the amount due
from the defendants to the complainant to which
the case is sent.

Jury reported Thursday afternoon
discharged. They found but lour indict-

The Grand
and

were

ments, as follows:
Martha M. Crockett,

Swanville, for the murder

of her

husband.
Elbridge Rolerson,

Belfast, two indictments.

of

One for an assault on Policeman Packard, and
for an assault on Policeman Frisbee.

one

that if

insane person, w hether or not a pauper,
is sent to the asylum it must lie done by the city
authorities and the city is liable for the bill. If the
an

person is a pauper of course the city is liable, and
if not a pauper then the city looks to other parties

reimbursement.

for

During the term of Mr. Hay-

ford’s contract three persons were sent to the asylum, whom Mr. Hay fold claims were not paupers
and

not

were

so

adjudged by

the

overseers

of the

poor. Belfast paid the bills and deducted the
from Mr. liayford's account. lie protested.

defence is that Hayford
tract and it

his business.

was

It is

The

murder of her

con-

question of

a

and goes to the law court on report.
for pi ft’. Williamson for deft.
On Saturday Mrs. Martha M. Crockett
law

raigned for the
guilty.

same

liable under the

was

Fogler
was ar-

husband, and plead-

guilty

The

to

case

Treat,

an

It

$50

Mathews vs. James M.
referee, was reported to the

.a

fishing privilege

fora

The referees returned

a

verdict of

John 1). Bust
relate

to

houses

on

Fred Bussell.

vs.

W. F.

vs.

These two

cases

The

defendants

own

matters.

same

Belmont avenue, Belfast. The
formerly owned by Axel Hayford.

was

parties levied
Bust, of
Axel

claim.

property
Several

liayford’s property when John
Rock port, and a sister, bought the
Hayford conveyed the property to
upon

Mary

The latter sold the lot in

Hodges

et. als., vs. Ambrose F. ai d
Lineolnville parties. An action of
trespass in rutting wood on a certain tract of land.
Verdict for deft. Thompson & Dunton for pill*.
K.

Annie S. Heal.

Fogler

for deft.

George <). Bailey vs. Inhabitants of Belfast. An
action to recover $2,000 for the value of the trotting
horse Geo. <>., which was accidentally killed
through an alleged defect in the street, March 12,
18S.-J. Mr. Bailey had bargained to sell the horse
for $.'>,000, the purchaser's agent being in town.
Mr. Bailey took the gentleman into the sleigh before six o’clock in the morning to .show oft* the
horse prior to the departure of the train.
He
drove down Church street. When near the house
of

the late Mrs. Lowney the horse shied, the
sleigh striking the hard snow at one side of the
road and overturned throwing both men out. The
horse ran to the opposite side, w here Mr. Bailey
lost control of ldm, and then dashed dow n Church
street to the

of Grove where he

corner

ran

upon

the picket fence at the (.apt. .Joseph Thumbs
house. One of the iron jackets entered the horse’s
hind leg, from the effects of w hich lie died. The
plff- alleges that the street was defective in being
too narrow, with high banks upon either side, that
he was using ordinary care and that the horse was
safe and kind.

The dofts. claimed that the way
not defective,-that the horse was a vicious

was

animal, a bolter, and that Mr. Bailey was not exercising due and ordinary care. Tlu* street was
broken out witi? a triangle nearly twelve f et wide,
when the statute only requires the apparatus t * * be
ten feet wide.

Judge

The

ruled that

evidence

no

against the character of the lmrse was admissible
prior to one year from the time of the accident.
This shut out a vast amount of evidence again.-t
the horse. Verdict for plff. at $:i'>(;..'»s. Fogler for
plff. Williamson for deft.
Geo. 11. Emerson, of Castine, vs. Edward II.
Bates, Belfast. An action to recover on three
promissory notes of $loocach. Deft, claimed that
lie made payments of notes from third parties
w hich were endorsed by plff.
Verdict for plff. for
$2i4.7U. Rogers for plff. Brown for deft.
Terrence Gwen, Belfast, was admitted to American citizenship.
%

j

cross’any

"I

Legislature,

liquor

by

railway

gaiu

hostility

justly

public

supply,

“imperfect

by increasing

sobriety

punished

debt,

laboring

corporations

by

absolutely
day,

tree-planting holiday.
Legislature
House,

Cooney

Lyinburner,

building

library

Lymburner.

office,

courteous

manner

One of Tuttle's

photographs on

china

was

Mary

L. Nickerson

vs.

Rufus L. Nickerson and

A

delighted

all
to

put it

lovely

It is

with it.

and 1

am

tilled he shall allow

are

no more

people

in the

room.

orchestra of this city went to Liberty
Monday and played for a dance in the evening.
About a dozen Belfast people accompanied the
Sanborn’s

the transfer of the mails from the train
office.

lowed

About
and

used the road

sleighing

The

snow.

machines

was

The Commercial says that

one

not

Brunswiek to attend the medical

of the wealthiest

Mr.

handsome seal

very

died

The animal became

and

easily hauled

was

entangled in

taken to Bangor. It
had a line coat of fur.

Thompson,
finds

of this

city,

in

overhauling

remainder.
do well

The

A well

came

Althea E.
fast

from Osborne

Gardner, from Israel Gardner.

Bel-

parties.

Attention is called
tor’s

son-in

bring

law, left Wednesday for Augusta and will
remains home for burial. Mr. Cottrell

taken to

was

Augusta

the 5th inst. and

on

railway

w as

directors

the
W.

Frederick, II. A. Carter, Ceorge L. Wight and

h

I-.

New York

Anthony Andrews, of this city, was taken
violently ill Saturday and was threatened with
paralysis. Her two sons, Henry at Natick, and

and

•Julius

His wife

the

at

>undn\ train

no

they paid

for

.-=.'>»•

a

As there is

them down.

a

Hon.

s.

L. 51 illiken has secured

improving

know

made

Monday

Wednesday evening

the

We wish the

hay buyer for a
concern every suea

new

Oui) Fkllows Installation.

Lodge,

Waldo

No.

12,

The officers of

publicly installed at
Odd Fellows hall Oil Frida y evening last, and it
proved to he the most enjoyable society meeting
this winter. Before the hour appointed the stairwere

way was crowded from High street to the fourth
story of McClintock’s Block. Four hundred peo-

ple were

in

performed

were

W.

seated, in the

Haney, 1). I).
appeared in

lodge

room.

creditable

a

Cl. M.

The services

manner

by

Mr. C.

The officers for the first

regalia. Alter the ceremony
adjourned to the Belfast Opera House

time
the

new

company
where oysters, doughnuts and coffee

served.

were

Mr. Albert Roix made the stews, which were exHe said he served out 400. Ten gall. us of

and

corner

ran

|
|
|

I

Tm: I’iukman's Ball. The benefit and hail of
No.
engine e« mpany at the Belfast Opera House
last week was a grand success. The citizens
re-

sponded liberally with food and money. A large
company sat down to the supper tables, and after
every one was served the floor was cleared and
the company danced to music
by Sanborn’s orchestra. Mrs. Hiram Jones presented the
company
with a handsome guess cake,

beautifully frosted,

and with the

figure ‘‘.V on the top. The cake was
by Mr. Thomas Jlaugh and Mr. Charles X.
Black. The engine company realized about *12").

the Council hoard.

Noth'*.

of

the

at

l

Capt. Darius Doak, of this city, died
on

Saturday, aged 73 years.
taken with paralysis,

was

which he. died.

Capt. Doak

at

his

home

Two weeks ago he
from the efleets of
was an

oldtime

ship

at

Bros.

It

was one

County

of the best times of the

Estimates.

The

county commissioners have made their estimates for the county expenses for the
years 1887
and 1888, and will submit them to the
legislature.
The figures are $10,000 for each
year. In the estimates for each year are $2,500 for the reduction of
the county debt. The estimates made for the ears
y
1885 and 188(5 were $21,000 and $26,000
respectively,
but were cut down by the
legislature to $17,000 for
each year. It is to be hoped that the
legislature
will allow the figures to stand as the commissioners have made them. The board understands
the
wants of the county better than does the
legislature. A jailer’s house ought to he built, and if the
estimates are not cut down there will he
enough,
doubtless, to erect a suitable dwelling. Other improvements are also necessary.

and

Tuesday.

good ship master
among tin* odder captains «*f whom we

was

Liquor Indictments Found.

For the first time in two
years flic Grand .Jury of
Waldo county at the present term found no

liquor

indictments. It was a surprise to every body when
was remembered that the same Grand
Jury
brought in thirty-one indictments at the October
term of court.
In justice to the new County
Attorney, Mr. Itunton, it should be stated that the
temperance people say he performed his whole
duty. He asked for and received the names of
many witnesses, had them summoned and gave
them a close examination, yet the Grand
Jury
failed to find an indictment. We do not know
where the difficulty lies—whether it was the fault
of the witnesses or of the Grand
Jury itself. Two
of the jurymen were abseut,
leaving the number
sixteen, and if five saw fit to vote against indictments, the remaining eleven were powerless.
it

James II. Brown,
the Tide, Belfast,

police officer at

was

the Head of

before the Police Court

took

widow of the late Frank Lane and has a
Brown was chastizing her son when she
stick for the purpose of protecting him.

the

son.

a

Brown took the stick from her and struck her
across the
temple. Brown said he was

by

the

pestered

Lane and other boys and attempted to

rect him.

a

CrsroM Horst: Ai*i*oin

ing has made

appointments. Capt. Joseph Cohut recently of 1 annleii, is deputy for Belfast. He is a retired sea captain, has
had much experience in custom house
matters,
«>t this

nant

and

w

ill

no

two

city

.loiiht make

etlieient ofliecr. He is
one of the
very few among tin* very many applicants for the position w ho is considered
competent.
I here is naturally some dissatisfaction
among the
Democrats who favored other
candidates, but it
would be d illicit It to so distribute tin: loaves and
Ashes as to please
everybody. A Democrat w hen
an

asked

recently who he thought would be appoint
ed janitor, replied, ■*< Hi, some
good man from Camden 1 suppose.” Mr. Thomas A.
Hunt, of Camden,
has been appointed
deputy for Camden. Mr. Hunt
is a lawyer, twenty nine
years of age, is the first
selectman of Camden, and a
very popular man.
He is a son of Thomas Hunt, of Camden.
steamer

Penobscot

appearance than ever before....The
a heavy down freight last week and
take fill that offered on her return
...The low

course

departure of the steamer

now un-

Katahdin had
unable to
trip to Boston
was

of tides

delayed the
Queen City from Sandy

Point for Providence
She sailed last Mondav_
kept. Farnsworth, pilot of the steamer
who has until recently resided in Boston lias
decid-

Penobscot",

Bangor

his future

home_Capt.

Otis

Ingraham has returned from Boston to his home in
Rockland, to remain until the Penobscot comes out.
.The Katahdin got around on time last week
and
...

left at the usual hour for Boston.
hard winter for steamlioatihg.

It

has been

a

Personal. Mr. Albert tv. Thompson left last
week for Tramperas, New Mexico ..Mr.
Thomas
A. Hunt, the new
deputy collector for Camden, was
in Belfast last week....Mr. Paul
Kalisii, of this
city, left last Monday for Kansas City
Mr. W. P.
Thompson, of this city, was nominated
the Hem
ocratsof the

legislature

by

Councillor for Waldo
Penobscot counties_Hon. Edw.
Cashing

and

fur

Bangor last week and was the guest of F.
illsbun Esq
Mr. John Knight,
formerly
of Belfast, now of the Thorndike Hotel
Rockland,
was in this
Miss Charlotte T.
city last week
Colburn and Miss Starred went to Boston
Monday.
visited

A. II. 1

—

—

Mrs. Brown

came

at him with

a

cor-

stick

and in taking it from her he accidentally hit her in
the face. Brown was lined #10 and costs, appealed.

studies....Mr. Charles T. Sibley of Fox Creek,
Nebraska, is visiting Ids relatives in this city.
Mayor Baker is a member of the executive committee of tlie reorganized Democratic State Committee— Mr. J. Y. Cottrell has been confined to
the house
Colson

by

lias

illness but is

improving....Dr.

removed from the

Hicks house

Wilson Hill to Mr. David Pierce's brick house
Primrose llill ...Mr.
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B. Parker says he is

eandhlate for the twist office at Bucksport....
Pensions have been allowed to Siirali P., mother of
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Beldon, Palermo; Abagall I,., mother of AlII. Clements, Winterport; Jason Cordon, Belfast; and Joseph B. Thompson, East Knox.
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marriage.

bv custom, too much taken the

place of the old fashioned jollification, they were
in doubt about
celebrating their golden wedding
at all; but the
suggestion of relatives coining uninvited with a picnic supper has been accepted as

the

appropriate thing.

Swanville. Edwin Greeley’s two horse team
left for “up river” on
Tuesday. They expect to
find employment at Milford. G. T. Nickerson will
send two 2-horse teams the last of the week_Mr.
Judson B. Weed hands us the
following item in regard to keeping poultry : “We sold $177 worth of
eggs from our ninety hens, and set and used in the
family fifty dozen; also sold $25.71 worth of poultry, and now have on hand as
a flock as we

good
had one year ago. The time extends from Jan.
1,
1886, to Jan. 1, 1887.” Mr. Weed estimates the expense of keeping liens
is driving team for

at

$1 each.... David

Piper

Twombly Bros., Monroe....
Tripp, of Chicago, 111., is in town visiting

Willie P.
friends....Mrs. J. 8. Cole is in town.Mr. Simmons, of Belfast, is having another cancer removed from his lip by Dr. Cole....Mr.
W.C. Maiden
Is home from Bristol, Me., where he
has been
teaching. Mr. M. had a very pleasant school there
but was obliged to close on account of
measles_
Charles It. Nickerson surprised the
people in this
on
vicinity
Wednesday morning by blowing his
steam whistle from his steam mill for the first
time.
He shows the sum enterprise In placing the whistle in his mill that has characterized his improve
ments from the start.
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dergoing repairs in Boston is being lilted up in
magnificent style. Elegant new cabin carpets and
draperies are being put in with all new paint and
gilding and the boat will present a far handsomer
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Miss Colburn has gone to continue her musical

a

Wednesday, on complaint of his wife for assault
and battery on her. She had a black
eye to show
for it. The affair occurred
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government vessel and sold by order of Den. Butlor. Capt. Doak leaves a wife and four children—
two suns and two daughters. The
captain was a
native of Searsport and his remains were buried
there
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signatures of a number ot deaf mutes to
petition for the establishment ot such an iiwtii u

Masonic. Last Thursday evening was the annual meeting of Timothy Chase Lodge of Masons.
The following were elected officers for the ensuing
year: 8. A. Barker, W. M.; C. A. Harriman, S. W.;
F. H. Welch, »J. W.; W. B. Washburnc, See.; tleo.
A. Quimby, Treas.; Chas. B. Bean, s. !>.; !•;. L.
Cook, J. !>.; .John T. Frost, Tyler.
The following were elected Monday evening,
officers of Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter, for the
ensuing year: (•• B. Hall, 11. B.; C. W. Haney,
K.; K. 8. Carter, S. ; J. F. Fcrnald, C. of II.; F. A.
Hoyt, B. S.; N. F. Houston, Treas.; W. B. Washburn, Sec.
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morning, will lie: “The Ministry of .b»hn tin- Baptist."-1 ‘reaching at Poor's Mills next Sunday
forenoon by Rev. i,ni. 1'.. Tufts ...Rev. .lames
Washburn will preach at Morrill next Sunday_
law. R. T. Hack of Bangor will preaeh at the
North Church next Sunday morning and evening.
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next Sunday “The Law of Inheritance.'’
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were publicly installed at Odd Fellows
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Belfast, on Tuesday evening, by■ c. W. Haney, 1).
D. Cl. 31. After installation a picnic
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tiase

(

during the past week.

-Hon. I.

have sold out to

d. Paul.
The new firm
Swift At Paul. The transfer was

and

Miss

was a

hr.

Dr. Wallace.The «dimers elect

ind-Sadie

well

was stove, the horse’s leg
badly cut, and the -lullof the pung broken. The animal belonged t..
Amos We-t and was in the keeping ..i Pchiaii

Thomas & Mitchell, grocers and

n as

was

horse took the side walk below Mnsouh I.
ran until he struck a barrel of tlour and
tides in front of Baker A shale- -t.*re.

improvement of Belfast harbor, concerning which we give further facts in

will he

Mr. Hobble

.-ailing

Friday,

On

lias been sick for

Bella.-t, where |» taught

known in

Iielfast and has since resided in N.

Chase’s

and harbor bill for the

Temple,

the Waldo

A runaway horse attached to a pong .-ame
.u
ing down Primros. Hill Wedne-da> ... inn,. •!

constructed and the channel between Bodiek Island
and 511. Desert Island be
deepened. 5lr. Milliken
has also had an appropriation inserted in the river

A M:\v Fium.

as

eek-

l.u-ine--

n>

■

<

a survey, with a
the Kennebec river, but the rehas
not
been
made. A report on Bar Harbor
port
has been made and recommends that harbor as
worthy of improvement and that a breakwater be
to

I

Montana, sent b* II. K. McDonald t this city for
repair two watches. The watches were put-in order and returned by registered mail hut were destroyed with other mail matter by recent railroad
accident.
The package not reaching its destination was traced by the department and the Belfast
office has just been notified of tin- lo.-s .is de-ci
ed

Several Belfast

recover.

view

known

High School fora number of years.

some

special train
people who
were at Burnham came down and
helped out the
Andrews hoys. Mr
Andrews is better and will

bring

City. Jan. 7th.

favorably

left

Boston, were telegraphed to come home
immediately. They left Saturday evening and

to

was

er two w

n

turn

ri

.1.

li.

Ship Tdlic L. starbuek. ( apt.
made the passage from
Liverpool to'
Nvu York in
twenty -lavs. This for the ...
the year is called verv remarkable. We
ongratn
late our genial captain for the line sm-ecss
he i'
having in the iron ship.

Lodge. F A A. M., were installed by In
Webster, I*. M.. on Thursday evening-.. .'Hie

Hr

Mr. Frank A. (Flkey, of this city, has received
advices which state that Mr. W. II. Jlobbie died at

Mrs.

Sunday morning.

what

D-cr Isle

at

<-M

1

>pof

etor

here.

County grange store, and are doing hu.-im-s there.
They keep first class goods at reasonable prices, ami
deliver goods free to all parts of the city.

fast.

Societies.

respected by all who knew him.

who conducted

An annual dividend of six percent, was declared.
The affairs of the corporation are in excellent condition, and its future prospects bright.

arrived at Burnham

;

advertisement of J. Y.
published in another column. Since
the fire they have bought our Mr. F. II. Haney,

The directors chose W. B. Swan
and Ldward Sibley clerk and treasurer.

Boston linn.

Secret

much

by

dressed

us

Cottrell A Co.

Triggs.

president,

day.

to hi.- home

went

Revenue

resting place on Saturcapable shipmaster and

was a

es-

Hancock

their last

The deceased

the board ...( olh

ot

pillowing
ear

Mark Ward is grow ing famous for
slaughtering
large cattle. Last week he killed a steer that
dre-sed Hat) lbs., and this week he
purchased a
pair of oxen from the t arver place for beef that
weighed two and one-half tons on the hoof. Arc
any ot the butchers in this viciuitv doing better'

our

our

tin

eii'inn,

i'.d. H. l.ane. A

February.

pleased to bear that

are

ili he landed...

W.

Attention is called to the

meeting of the Merchants Marine

held last week. The following are
l’or the ensuing year: W. B. Swan, J.

was

county treasurer. Dr. .1. M. Fletcher, decommendation for his faithful performance

to

We

the

l"r

passing from the house to tin* barnwittia pail of
hot water, his foot slipped on the ice and he fell,
spilling a part of the water on hi- right arm. b n
scalding it. He came to the village and had it

they

very
violent at times, i I is age is about 50 years. He
leaves a wife and one married daughter.
The annual

vn

I

consigned

were

Lodge

their goods here.

s

a

day afternoon

(.rimlle, having landed freight In-re. -ail.J for
IJuckspnrt mi Friday, yvheie the 'bland freight

field, died when

the

session in

|;,idg. (
presented him by Mr. A. T. guiui-

was

meeting «»f the stockholder'of the s.amport
National Hank liehi at their hanking rooms I,..'

this
apt. \\ 11. Mi
i',»r the
place, has been hauled up at Haleb
winter- Sell. Kmma \V. Day, ( apt. M.
.-n

to have it.

( apt. Samuel Bartlett of the hark James Pitch
one day from port at Hong
Kong.
His remains were brought to Orington where

Babcock, his

At

ion and training, and

at

principal speaker.-at

Rockland, commanded by

Navy in the ( i\ii War, pub-

duty during his term of office. Promptness, accuracy and close attention to detail characterized
his administration, and his accounts were turned
over in good shape to his successor.

the

and

by> who liandh

stenograph:,

a

the laud that he formerh had

out

education and char-

ago. and has not been able to
account of illness-The la-t

the notice of Admiral por

to

of the

line dim

a

lor one <»t

of the ablc-t

one

ford

7

at

ho ha-

w

\sti\f.

be

of

in the

Mr.

hand

on

attend

are to

m ploughing
ploughing tjK. st.a<

-neci

in

teemed townsman, (.. M. Warren. F.-»p. has seeur
ed the p< iiion for which he ha- been yvorking. vi/..
Governor's Councillor fr.-m thi- di.-triet. He will

The late
serves

the Canadian road.

Asylum at Augusta.

(

«

a

the Insane

History

history ought

Insane Asvei m. Mayor ISakcrretelegram Wednesday morning announcing
Frank Cottrell, of this city, had just died in

that

The shook

lished under tin; head of Literature on the fourth
page. Mr. Kelley is canvassing Belfast aid Scarsport and is meeting with success. Fvery lover

will strike the Maine Central at
Mattawamkcag
and will come into Portland over the Ogdensburg
line. This may be all correct but President Sewall
Died

Di.-triet

companies withdraw.

All members will lie

a man

is hooked

sharp.

P. M.

the Maine Central. He thinks that Belfast’s chances
better, but believes that the Canadian road

Robert t. Stevens, Bel

Laura 1». Stevens from

ular session.

arc no

ceived

is

Lodge No. .‘io added six new members at
its last meeting, and proposes to treat itself to a
dam dmwder next Monday evening after the reg-

President Sewall of the Maine Central scouts the
idea of building a line to Wiscasset parallel with

building

the

or

< apt W illiavn \
lingers has settled in I.ugonia,
al. and will heroine a ranchman. We extend eonirr,,t u la tie n- to the
captain, and w ish him the same
1

< oiin

Dorman

ladies of

arc

enjoyable

f«»r the visitors.

ot the villager- go with
Templar Lodge is ihuirishiug
as usual.
Last -aturday eve. Dr. Mitchell, who
ha- lately joined us, made a powerful speech,
lie

Belfast

Belfast last week for

is not

doubled

will he

ommanderv, of Belfast, tire to visit
to-morrow ;Fridayt evening, sir Knight
Griitncll will c-ater to tlic-ir wants at the
Searsport
House-. No doubt it will be an
occasion

them-our Good

gentleman while at Boston last w ee',.
with several insurance men w ho inform
ed him that unless Iielfast hires a steam engine until the water works are completed insurance rati

to

P il. dim- (

our town

stud the bc-t wi.-hes

acter

A Belfast

parties are well known and will
goods.

dressed, intelligent Scotchman

Palatka.

Both

at

ami

Mrs.

on

Club of

only took -upper

-a;

of tin* brave -d

Lila

>hakc<peaie

s

I’he agent of the American
L.xpress here hangs
the banner calendar for IssT. it was issued bv
Hie Cnion Metallic <
of
artridge <
it.

memory

—

They

dan. Sth.

school.

eon verson

return the

to

urday

came over

stolen at the time of the lire. The latest is a
part
of a mattress. Mr. T. says he wishes the
parties
would bring the section hack or come and
get the

the

Black says, “this i- close connection."

c otne over.

Killings
Both speakers paid

Govven.
to

Minneapoli-

A

Belfast, composed of
the Searsport House
Wednesday. This is the com-et thing for all the
clubs and societies of our big neighbor to dm

Dr. A. -F.

Miss Ora F. tinweii left In rail for Boston

of orange box shocks for
the railroad.

were

W.

F.

tributes

dier, John A. Logan

to

came

Sell. Palatka, ('apt. Chaples, is now at this poit
finishing cargo, having taken on board at Cam leu
a quantity of lime.
She will load here a quamitv

weighed 150 pounds and

many articles missing that

The remains

speeches hv

earnest

i’ruf.

glowing

Tuesday night the vessel was
in Portland, and may be expected at this port lie
morning.

smelt net
in and killed. The seal

was

and

coster three times.

a

The

la<ii<

A Gram! Army entertainment was
(.range hall Friday eve.. Fan. 7th. The

tions and

Sdi. Prescott llazcltine left Boston Frida\ in
tow, but owing to stress of weather put into Clou

was

"'ind.-iv

was well tilled with yotmg and old.
The entertainment consisted of music, reading, derlama

died at

board sclir. Petrel.

on

Harvest

hall

was

Belfast.

captured in Penobscot river, between \Vinterport
and Hampden, by a smelt iisherman named
silencer.

having

iRice and < s. Pendleton, w ho
bough! tiekof .1. w. Blac k, our local
agent, took supper
here Thursdav evening and dined .-it

Fukf.pom.
at

(

(

paid twenty-five cents each for the priv ieating with them-Ritchie (.range vvi.l

of

held

Kcllar, "f tliis city, recenth reported
Boston, was only ill lor about
fifteen minut js of intlammatiou of the bowels. IP

store.
a

public library

William If.

as

column of local news, including a
review of the year at Sandy Point and our Prospect correspondent's report of the talk in a country

weather—silver

< b

ets

on his father’s anvil when it slipped from
tongs and went into his boot. There \va< oiih
an older brother in the shop with him—a bov of
ten years—and being unable to -rt the bo. t ofi', he
got him into the shop tub and cooled tin* iron, hut
not until the boy was badly burned.

$8,77.1.

a

a

hot iron

Bowdoin.

eour.se at

Pottle, the successful bidder

Mr. James T.

w as born Jan .'*th. to the- wife of <
apt.
\ppleby, and lias been named Florence- Vr
ongratulations are in order when you meet
the grandfather, ( apt. A. Ib ('• deed'd.

II

wintering well ami !.:«v going

cold

charm.

a

daughter

A

the

was incorrectly given last week through
typographical error. It was $8,7JW>, and that of

a

works like

install their officers in about two weeks ...One* of
Fred Clement’s boys was hammering a piece of

building

filjsi I* ABE. Maine news; sketch of The Cow
boy
bv Hev. T. (ierrish, a communication on the cider
question, the first of a series on Folk-Lore, corre-

spondence and

lege

Gould is studying for the medical profession.

The bid of Durham A Hall for the

former resident of Belfast.

a

for

<build, the popular organ agent, after
putting his present business in shape will go to

prominent citizens of Bucksport is about
to take unto himself a wife, his
prospective bride
being a well known and highly esteemed lady of
is
It
understood
Bangor.
that the lady in the case
is

Wednesday

left

Mr. E. W.

and most

Magoon has discovered a new method
extracting teeth without pain. Those who have
had occasion to try the doctor say the invention

the Bros,

Dodge, of this city,

California, and will make his first stop at Los AnHe intends to visit several sections of the
state, returning home in the spring.

drift,

this

forthcoming.

I>r. M. L.

veiling.

<

our

that the usual numbered' calendars

are not

son Roy, who we nt to Koko
week, inform us by le tter they have
both secured line positions with good wages.

range installed their officers lust Thursday evening. The sisters furnished a baskit supper and

dance.

a

stock

fast

away

House to be fol-

geles.

the streets to level the
never better than before

on

this fall of snow, which
fortunately did
so that the going is still
good.

by

Mr. S. L.

eighteen inches of snow fell Sunday night,
Monday morning street commissioner Pierce

T. with

(..

good deal of complaint amongst

a

men

Col. last

me*.

elected officers of Cnitv

of

with

P. Curtis and his

G.

publicly
family furnished Say ward Lodge
Wai.no.

Searsport

for 1»7

b tta.

Knights Templar Masons, of Belfast, will
sleighride to Searsport Friday evening. Supper
will be served at the

There is
busine^-

No.

pleasingentertainim nt last Saturdav

Tuesday evening

day.

installed Feb. :5d-C. W. Bradford ami

very

sociable met

Capt. W. G. Nichols sailed in steamship Ge rmania from New York for (Queenstown last Satur-

colder; :k'> below Sunday
Ward, reported last week in

were

pereeptably lengthening.

are

William Sullivan left by boat Thursday for New
to go second otlic-er of ship Gov. Itohic.

of

The

to the

Cong,

58, F. Jt A. M., at their last regular
meeting Jan. (>th: Kdwin Corn forth, W.M.; 1.
M. Hamilton, S. W.; K. A. Ward, J. W.
Beni.
Ames, Treas.; John N. Tilton, See.; Alon/.o Higgins, s. l).; H. V. Ward, J. I). The officers will be

orchestra.

post office is not a dead head but
profit to the government, and it would
if some steps might be taken to expedite

seem as

last

The

still
M.

following

The

...

Lodge

Osborne, sailmakers of this
week put an attachment on sell. George
Shattock at Searsport. The vessel belongs here.

Belfast
a

on

Messrs. Thombs &

city,

Tuttle, last week photographed Willie
and Fred Johnson, two little colored hoys. The
boys held snow balls in their hands and with the
snowy background made an interesting picture.
pays

published

clays

York

failing health, died Monday. Funeral Thur.-day at
10 o'clock. Mr. Ward leaves a wife and one child.

the fourth page and the countv
commissioners accounts on the third page.

Mr. W. C.

was

Reynolds, of Burnham,
Reynolds, of JIullowell.

Emma F.
L.

Thorn like,

abstract of criminal

Attention is called to tin*
costs

Crockett, the principal witness
in the coming murder trial, has been in this city
since the arrest of her step-mother. She is at the
house of Mrs. J. F. Wilson.

proprietors left for Boston
DIVOKC'K.S.

next

nni>n

going

exhibition.”

on

confectioners at Masonic
Charles F. Swift and .i.

the Court House

will

Tlu?

Capt. and Mrs. James G. Pendleton.

The officers of Marsh Itivcr

morning-N.

Little Nellie E.

ton, and ilarriinan for deft.

Crockettt, for the murder of
her husband, the Judge says that after the seats in

naaom1ilia4

of

coimsi*

Searsport Locals.

Lodge
No. in*2 F. & A. M. were installed by P. M., Rev.
I)..Brackett on Wednesday the nth inst. as follows :
C. A. Levansaler, W.'M.; Kdward Jenkins, s. w.;
Isaac Leathers, J. W.; J. <;. 11 an ling, S. I).; J. 11.
Webber, J. I).; L. Rowe, Treas.; M. 8. Stiles, Jr.,
Sec'y; J. McTaggart, Tyler.

a

fsolwt

The

—

Brooks.

Ottawa, Canada, and the recipient writes: “We are

another article.

At the trial of Mrs.

please

Goodenough, of Santa Clara, Cal., recentpaper before the Pacific Coast I’nitarian
Conference, at San Francisco.

sent to

for

season

being hauled from Palermo to Augusta....A
protracted meeting has been held at the Methodist
church the past two weeks.

Uev. S.

ly read

lias

excellent

an

good sleighing for about
Western Uni: n telegraph poles

are

sent with

Shaw, 13 main St. Belfast, advertises a
great clearance of hootsand shoes and quotes some
marvellously low prices.

made many friends.

Dwelling House ln.-uranee Co. trustee. on trial.
Thompson A Dunton for plff. Robinson, of Bos-

cheerfully

as*they

quiet,

and her

fringed,

and

We have had
it has been

as

four weeks

F. II.

employment. He said he was
a currier and had conic
through from St. John, but
question to Triggs, giving him a warrantee deed. could
tind no employment. He was out of money
Triggs sold to Russel. Harrison Hayford is the and
applied to the city marshal for assistance. He
real defendant. A portion of the levy rests on
was a strictly temperate- man and McDonald sent
these lots. The Court ordered judgment in favor
him to the hotel, raised a subscription for him, and
of pill'. Williamson & Brown for pill’. Fogler for
sent him rejoicing to Portland.
defts.
brother Harrison.

his

April.
doylcy, white

cake to fireman’s supper, is missing. Finder
return to II. J. Locke.

Mrs. Wadlin, the wife of Mr. Tileston Wadlin,
Clerk of Courts, assists her husband in the duties
of his

Palermo.

business,

2nd, and Easter Sunday will

March

the 10th of

on

A small

Frohoek, of Lineolnvillc, a trader at the
Beach, has gone into insolvency, individually, and
as a co partner of Abbic B. Frohoek.

his stock

Triggs.

be

R. s.

Mr. J.C.

John D. Bust

week

last

Sarah F., widow

pension lias been granted to
of Charles Bridges of Stockton.

plff.

for

D.

the

damages

for

was

Stockton.

at

on

of Janies I).

heard before

court.

arraigned and pleaded
city marshal.

also

was

assault

again searched

Granges crowded out this week.

begins

Lent

found.

Saturday morning

Collins

Thomas
not

nothing

was

A

ed not

--

property,*to

but

The

Thomas Collins, unknown, for an assault on City
Marshal McDonald.
Harrison Hayford vs. city of Belfast. An action
to recover $<145.14, balance due on contract for supporting the poor of the city. May 10, IfvSl, Mr. Ilayford made a contract with the city to support the
poor for three years at $5,000 per year. The law is

1

destroyed

large

to l*e tried -'..id upon consider-

cas'j came on

ation it is ordered and decreed that the verdict rendered by the jury upon the issues submitted to them
be confirmed ; and that the defendants account to
the complainant for all moneys, stocks, bonds and
other property by them received as alleged in the
bill, and for a 11 profits, dividends and iriconie derived by them from the same; and that they deliver
up and transfer to the complainant all said bonds,
stocks and other property received by them from
the intestate as alleged in the bill and now held by
them, and that they shall pay over to the complainant the proceeds of all said property which they
have sold or otherwise disposed of, and all profits
and gains which they have received from the use
thereof as prayed for in the bill; and that a master

j
|

O'Ccnncll’s saloon

mund A.
The

News of the

News of Belfast and Vicinity.
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p-

Ir

rt a

I-.. P.

at

••

Were

did

leipie-ted
It

so,

was

to repeat it Wolid.t
the hr-t mtertaimm at

here for
to

a Ion# time, and retb-ete.l
the mumi#vr.s and the children.

J

e 11 11
we

m*

h:i\

-real er»

.lit

Mr. Pert

Tasker, who wa rmplo,
Mill, Lowell, Mas- met .< id.
aeeident. which came verv near result in# -rrmii.N\ liile
traversin# hi- beat a- ni#ht watch he walk,
•d

ks.»n.

the Law

into a

km»w

renee

scuttle

|ed#e
iracturin#

that had been *«.• ft

and
some

fell

to

of

his

muscles of his back

-pen w idiom
the see.md floor b. k
ribs

ami

injurin#

lie armed h*mu last

h;w

d

e

week

A. IL and W. IL

and is #cttin# alon# .juin cmforta ■!v
(
lie ha",
been away from home i>ni a l. w n r. k-and waThursday
evening of last weak and the billowing otlirer- employed as "spare hand -Idecta P.. wife f
were installed: I). Met., spencer, Com.
d. W.
Mussel t.. Hamlin, died th. mil in-t. a#ed
y. n
Kveleth, s. V.
.I
Freeman Thompson, d. V. <
>11'. Carter Keene.
Kt eedom, is teaehin# 11*,
winter term of scho. I .if the villa#e
W. ( arleton, (Juar.; W. A. Howe, o. p
\. K.
I'he ela~in dam-itii; i- leporlc! a- mnkiii# tint*
K. 11 Colson,
Fernald, A»I j' t; t. Downs, O.
pro#tv-<?
under the instruction of Prof. Whitten_Mi I
tjuar. Sergt.; B. Sullivan, sergt. Maj.: B. 11 i>nn
ton, ( hap.; B. IK Dudley Surgeon, t)Hirers of the ., !*.>##. our school supervisor, is
teaeiiin# a trim
Corps. Mrs. Correlia Arey. Pres.; Mrs. AI menu of school in the Mutton Corner" distri f
Katon. s. V. p.; Miss Josie Duuton.d. \. 1*.. Mrs. i
I.in'
i.\\ii
it i- rumored that Messr-. \.
Kinily Howe, Sec.; Mrs. Abl>ie Fernald, TivaI.. ,S: W
I* n>ho< k have failed, witli liabilities <>f
Mrs. Clara Merrill, Coil.. Mi s. Nellie Thomas, A --t.
iImuii jflu.oou.
A horse belonging to (
apt.. .1. \\.
Con.; Miss Jennie Brant, Buard. The iu-t,illation IVndleton got
away from his hitching post about
eeremony was performed by Dept. <«. II Dudley
,,im: ‘idles from home last
Sunday evening and
After tin* services wen* over, refre-hnients wen*
miim' in on double
quick time without a driver. N<>
and
a
nni.-ie
itime
followed
goo
gain.
served,
by
M-ri.Mis damage was done to either horse or
sleigh
generally.... Misses Blauehr and flmvin e Tyler,
The winter term o» school in the Martin
I>ist,
<
arrie
Mrs.
eeh
of
lei.
brated
twin daughters
Ty
under the instruction of Miss Flora Carver, clo>cd
their birthday on Timrsday of last xveek by giving
dan.
7.
Miss
Carver is a lirst class teacher
Friday
The
a party to a number of their schoolmates.
and gives entire satisfaction wherever she teaches.
weather proving unpleasant prevented some who
-It looks rather rough on Lincolnville to see the
were invited from attending but those who went
B.

had their installations at their hall

on

...

...

—

pronounce it

“one

_Mr. John

of the best times”
and Miss Julia

they ever bad
Fitzgerald were

Kelly
united in marriage by Uev. Father Phelan at the
After the ceremony a
Catholic Church Jan. !>th.
reception was held at tin* resilience of the bride’s
uncle, Capt. Thomas Morrissey, where tin* young
couple received not only the congratulations and
good wishes of their many friends hut also many
beautiful and useful presents as tokens of their
good will....Mrs. Carrie Dudley of Canker City,
Kansas, is visiting friends in town
Capt. A.J.

towns all around

us

steadily,

quite rapidly growing,

as

and

some

of tin

m

Camden is for

instance,
u hile our ow n town, in
nearly the same ratio, Is be
coining depopulated. We cun see no good reason
why this should be so as we have as good resources
at our command as most of our neighboring towns.
We have as good farming land, and under the sur

face there are large quantities of lirst quality lime
stone which might be made quite a source of wealth
to the town if some of our men with
money had
sutlieicnt “goahead.” Also, why cannot Lincoln
Crocker has returned from his trip south_Web.f \illc* become a summer resort ?
it lias
Certainly,
ber’s Boston Comedy Co. which lias been
playing as many natural attractions, such as mountain and
here for several nights, presented their
“The hay scenery, and fresh or salt water lisliing as any
play
American Flag” on Monday night to a large audiplace on the coast. We sincerely hope that a rear
ence and gave one-fourth of'the
proceeds to War- lion will soon take place in favor of Lincolnville so
ren Post.
This company has given verv good sat- that our citizens will not !*e
obliged to go out of
isfaction
their stay in town.
town for employment.
—

during

I

Hood

AT

Sarsaparilla

s

Combines, in a manner peculiar to itself, the
best blood-purifying and strengthening remedies of the vegetable kingdom. You will find
this wonderful remedy effective where other
medicines have failed. Try it now. It will
purify your blood, regulate the digestion,
and give new life and vigor to the entire body.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla did me great good,
I was tired out from overwork, and it toned
Mbs. G. E. Simmons, Cohoes, N. Y.
me up.*’
I suffered three years from Mood poison.
I took Hood's Sarsaparilla and think I am
Mbs. M. J. Davis, Brockport, N. Y.
cured.”

WELLS’ !

F.

Please Notice for 30
All Goods

•*

For the

5 and 10 Cts. Counters will be 4 and 9 Cts.

on

HAMBTJRCS! I

In order to close out our large and varied assortment of Hamburgs
before taking stock, ire have marked dotrn every piece at prices that
trill ensure a quick sale. Please give us a call.

..

■

;

Our cheapest One Hollar Switches marked down to
large stock of XE W GOODS, including many GRA Y
SWITCHES, which are about HALE Cl! ICE.

All worked down.

II

4i'*c.

hare

e

<

'!

1

w<

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Doses

KOCO’S

I hi.- i- w hat I propose to do. and mean to do just w hat I sa\
Having a larger stock on hand than 1
can handle with spring good?*. ! will oiler 'l’K( IA I. IN DI’CKM ENTS to the citizens ol' Belfast and
vicinitN. In addition to mv regular stock 1 have a lot ol goods SEIHIITLY DAMABKH BY WATER,
which are (.kEAT BARGAINS.

naRSaeaRfLLft

Ladies, hisses & Children's, Mens, Boys and Youths’ Boots & Shoes

Co,, Belfast, Me.

Hurts «(•

A.

Of BOOTS cfc SHOES.

Dollar.

Wholesale and Retail b)

Sold

i.

One

i

w.'vO

Calf nand

Men's
I hi
i 11:
"1

Nearly the entire population of the
111 regard :<> politic-or religion.-e\
very mueh graiilied to learn that our

i:is.
u

_•

wa-

•’ige.

re-pe.-i -d tow
th« 1.'utiv.

W. 11. Hunt, is to he one of
>iuiia!
W e regret that the honors

a-inar..
<

SALE

GREATCLEARANCE

r $.*>.
Made
Bold by all druggists. ?! ;
1. liooi) & CO., how.-ll. Mass.
only by

SOO

Street.

Main

WELLS,

Ian. <», 1^x7---!\\ 1

Belfast.

Mreel, New V«»ik

B.» .k

l. o

a

F.

B.

*»ai>:irilla M-ais all others, and
il.t ia g.
i Babkina: ion,

S

i

SWITCHES.

HAIR

!

**

AT A WHEAT RKDICTION IIS PRICKS UNTIL MARCH 1st.
Sewed Shoes.Worth $5.00, at $4.00.
•'

Machine

•'

\
Ladies*

3.50, •«
3.00,
2.00,
5.00,
3.50,
3.25,
2 75,“
2.25,
1.75,
2.75,
2.00.
1.75,
1.25,
1.15.

'•

|

French
Cur.

hid Button Boats.
..
••

'1 he la lies entertain
ilf h, i.i'iit

iit tor

'. i<

veiling ia-t !*:••-.
net

11

Wore

j>ri•!
>*f tin>

-In

|;:.pti-i ehureh on Tuesry pleasantly. The

oil

•*

dollars

:i .T*

a

..

Misses kid Button High Cut Boots..
..
Solid Brain Button

.The o«d<iest

3.00.
2.50.
2.00.

4.00.

••
1

1.50.
3.75.
3.00.

2.75.
2.40.
1.90.
1.40.
2.35.
1.00.
1.40.
1.00.
.95.

Minday the ‘»»!i ii:.-t.,
deg. in some plan
j
11n
in
tow i, on t hat da.The music• hy Mm horn's ;
Children's Kid. Coat and drain Hutton Hoots. Heel and Spring Heel.
* ‘i«
-:
the
..it.
-:ra at
and Mai; Monday evening
J
the I>ith di.-l was ah dial w a
AH in the same proportion. Al-o look at our FLANNEL LINER BOORS.
exported and a very ;
me w a- I ad, hut t.\\ mg to the
a Idt
-Irifting
('till ettr/t/ autt secure your first choice., da
4w2
R,j X<> trouble to show t/oot/s.
"ie w
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many present a- it was ;
re
..ii-.; he. i here w. ro al>"Ut >(• eouplfs
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iay

the tlierni

<

-.-a ->•»•

wa-

tailing

'inot'

!•> :in

1

le.t.

nt

en;. e>

-m

th<

ig.

BELFAST
Correct! if

SHIP NEWS.
»i:t
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<

d

hklfa>t.

AltKIV
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I.
——

HI

Puritan, "argent. Mt. Hesort: FleetI »eer I-ie Maria Adtdaido.-, I4ns-

ran* i-.
n.

Mi

s

Weekly for

SARtiKNT,

II.

r.

PRICE

l*.

CURRANT.
the Journal.
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Pork P tb.
Plaster P 1*1*1..
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Rye Meal, P lb,
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10 20-21.
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Nov. 17-is.
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MV hare some a rtiefes
smoke
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tlamiujeil by
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make a
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sell (n
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customers ot

our

Thompson & Son,
Msiln

Stroot.

RINGS
III' every

description. All kinds of Stone and Plain
Kings, including some braulil'ul IIIAMOMI SKI!POT ItIMiS. I bate and Intend to make Kings.
Hatches, t locks and Sprctarles a specially, and by
buying largely I am able In sell llirm al remarkably loa prices. I have some beautiful

Liitli(‘i>>

< 'oil

Pints !

Jewels,

Cuff

SCISSORS and SHEARS

<

■

WATCHES,

v

H. E. McDonald. Masonic

Temple.

■

BARGAINS

POWDER
Absolutely

■

OiL

a

well-known

Aug.

j

The Latest and Best Issues

when

people,” who don't want

they

can

get the best for art

ets.

to

per bottle.

SCOTCH OIL
Tie Best stable Liniment in tie World
For

Spawn*, splints. Curbs, Ringbones, and
nil Innatural Fnlargemrms.
Send 2-rent stamp for eight picture cards.
N. A, GILBERT SC CO>, Proprietors,
KNOSBIIRGH FALLS, VT.
Iyr2

©ME

Kick Jleitdnchc a* 1 relieve all the troubles laddent to a bill >u* Mate of the system, such as Dinzincs*. Nausea, Drowsiness. Distress after eating,
Pain in the Side, Arc.
While their most remarkable success ha* been sh iwu in curing

SICK

THE

Waldo

and will continue the grocery business as
fore. Our former stand, as is well known,
cently destroyed by tire.

HEAD

pills

Sept. 13-14.

ACHE

Pille are very null at*

or two
pftlt makes dose.
strictly vegetable end do aot grpe or
their
gentle action please air wb*
purge, but by

very easy
are

85 cents; tve fort!.
everywhere, or asnt by mail.
at

miOur old customers
stand.

are

deliver them

requested to call at

our

J. Y. COTTRELL «C* CO.

J. W. FREDERICK & CO., Belfast, Me.

25f. per box for the best; just what you want
—try one. 1 box free for a club of 6.

BOM

Watches, Clocks &
If you want

H. IJ.

anything In

the

LADIES!

23-24.

Oct. 2-3.

< >‘‘t.

8.

(h't. 9.

-IF YOU WANT YOUROct. 14-15.
Jit the

LOWEST PRICES go to
Oct. 19-20-21.

ST ARRETT’S.
as

44

MCDONALD'S, Masonic Temple.

For

Perfect Fitting
CORSET

City*
GO

a

TO

44

the
Nov. 18.

The

Greatest

CLOTHING, HATS, CAPS,
tSc.
Furnishing Goods,

44

Deo.

lately occupied by A. Harris,
Belfast, Jan. 0, 1H8H.—(inil

ENGLISH."
The Original and Only Omnlne.
Reliable.

to

for

Beware of

worthless Imitations.

-cSEKSEA
fc£jUil%d 4A/3J!?£& £
Stamps)
aa

particulars

in tetter

by

retar*

STARR ETTS

Sept. 11.

2 00
2 40

2 00

Sept. 20.

Sept. 2.» to 29.
2 40
4 00

7.

Oct.
2 10

2 00
Oct. 8.
2 40

<

let. 11.

no

00

Nov. IS.

4 <K>
Dee. 14-15-111.
3 20
o on

10 00

Dec. 21 to 31.
Dec. 10.

2 40

*Itcm dated Ort. 7.

44

To5daysat Belfast,Aug.

To 24 miles' travel from
home and return.
To ldayat Belfast to contract for indexing deeds
To 24 miles’ travel to Belfast and return.
To 2 days at Belfast to
notify Governor of vacancy in Clerk’s office,
and taking care of
Clerk’s office.
To 24 miles’ travel to Belfast ai)d return.
To 2 days at Belfast In
care of Clerk’s office..
To 48 miles’ travel from
home to Belfast twice..
To 1 day at Belfast executing napers for inTo 24 miles’ travel to Bidfast and return.
To 2
at Itelfast in
care of Clerk’s office..
To 24 miles’ travel to Bel
fast and return.
To 2 days at Belfast in
care of Clerk’s office...
To 24 miles’ travel to Belfast and return
To 1 day at Belfast on petition of citizens of

days

To 24 miles’ travel to Belfast and return.
To 1 day at Belfast in care
of Clerk’s office.
To 24 miles’ travel to Belfast and return........
To 2 days at Belfast in
care of Clerk’s office..
To 24 miles’ travel to Belfast and return.
To 3 days at Belfast, adjourned term.
To 24 miles' travel to Bel.
fast and return.
To 1 day setting monuments on Bradtett hill
To 12 miles travel from
home and return.
To 3 days at Belfast settling accounts.
To 48 miles’ travel from
home and return each

day.

Term bills 10 days.
travel from home and
return...

2 00

<m>

1 92

4 00

2 00

j
80
8 00

4 00

mus case.

*2 00

To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To I day at Belfast on
Winterport ferry mat-

so

2 00

so

loo
1
2

"

10

“

Black Cashmere at
Splendid quality

“

5

50c.,

and sold at 62 1-2c.

Black Cashmere at 62', 75c. & $1,
A Reduction of 15 per cent.

1000 Yds. Best

This

0 00

so

2 00

32
fi oo

SO
20 00

SO

$148 03
Co. Atty.. $2 so

Waldo SS.

to

secure

Dress Goods at

a mere

1 if>
1000

“

1 92

40

All Kinds of Chains.
>K™,,vS

2 00

2 00

-AND

EVERYTHING IX JEWELRY.-

at

$1.00 1 Lot Table Linen, Cream, 50c. worth 67c.

4

“

“

“

at

$1.25 100 Doz.
Napkins All Linen, 3-4, $1.50

To 9 days at Uecember
adjourned term.
To Jo miles' travel, Belmont to Belfast and re.
turn.
To I day at Belfast, look.
Ins after repairs on
Court House.
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and re-

Always

3 Pcs.

sold at $1.50.

Worth $2.25.

Splendid Black Rhadames

at $1. 50 Dz. Bleached “"“Jo!0 Towels 25c. Each.

-SWEEPING REDUCTIONS MADZ OK-

1 90

Spectacles

Eye Glasses.

NOVELTIES IN PLUSH CLOCKS !
-with

1 oo
9 00
l 92

or

without

plush

As

we

intend to close the lot.

-:||o||

and in short

I

1 Lot Astrachan Jackets at
1 Lot Newmarkets at

Sold

Jackets

as

low

sfltKHT,

BELFAST.

C.&W.,$1.00

1 Lot 10-4

“

“

$2.00

1 Case Color ed

1 Lot

$1.75

QUILTS !

Heavy Homespun Cassimere

Less than wholesale

-§o§Send 3 2-cent stamps at once and by return mail
you will receive circulars, samples of cloth, direction for self-measurement, the very unique progressive labor picture card representing labor in
’7(>, ’8«i, 1W, and a line linen tape measure. The
pants we offer at $3, are wonderfully cheap, onlv a
manufacturer buying goods direct from the mills,
would pretend to give such line goods at so low a
figure. Pocket the middlemen’s profits yourself
by sending your order to

W. k. CLARK. Belfast, Me.,
ftjjf'It is for the interest of every experienced

Pants maker within *25 miles to send
dress. (jiood prices ami spot cash.

me

their ad6m46

1 92
4 00
1 92

Quilts, Bought as Samples, Cheap.
1 Lot Marseilles Quilts, 11-4, at $1.25

at

50c.,

CARPETS!

d, Beautiful Carpets

prices.

--:MI:-

50 Doz. Ladies’
20
15

“

“

“

Watch This

1 92

1

92

Par

Space!

will be far yoar Interest to do so, ud buy
something useful us well us ornamental for your

All

Vests, Silk Clocked, 37 l-2c.
Oil
“
50c.
Heavy Merino,

t9“#5,GOO

6 00

worth of bankrupt stock to be sold at retail at

192

J. B. Wad tin's, 37 Main St.
Belfast, Dec. IB, lSSfi_3ui50

2 00

4 Cases Ladies’ Wool Hose 20c.

Former Price

2 Cases Embroidered Corsets 25c.

1KH0.

4 00
NO
9 00

Each.

AT

MANUFACTURERS’ PRICES.

50 Doz. Gents’ Cotton Shirts at 50c.

For Sale in Monroe.
Tho subscribers otter tor sale
the homestead of the late I1ENJ.
WILDES. This place Is In the
village, comprises 17 acres of mow.
Ing field and pasture. House,
stable and joiners or carriage shop all In excellent
repair; two cisterns of water, Ac. Cuts 14 tons of
hay and raised considerable frnit.
SARAH D. WILDES, Monroe.
ANNIE L. WILDES, Belfast.
4wl*

&c.,

Cheap.

At

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00

to $3.50.

Our

Spring

PAPERS!

stock received and sold at manufacturers prices.
-:

||u||

HAMBURGS !
be

sacrificed.

Come and

see

them.

Each,

4 BALES READY MADE COMFORTERS
The subscriber offers for sale
his house and lot at Lincolnville
lleach. House is finished through
out. one and one-half stories, with
ell ahd outbuildings, and is in first
class condition. The situation on the shore of the
beautiful Penobscot Bay makes it very desirable
for a summer residence. It is in the center of the
village, near the shops and school house. A good
bargain will lie offered to a purchaser. The reason
for selling is the owner is to move out of towu.
Enquire on the premises for terms, Ac.
FRED S. DYER.
Lincolnville, Jan. 4, 1887.—ltf

& 67 l-2c.

RUGS !

Our entire stock to

Sold at 75c.

House for Sale.

Mattings,

ROOM

33c.

HATHAWAY’S COTTON UNDERWEAR

0 00

128

Cloths,

37 l-2c.

[wool, $1.00. Smyrna Rugs, $3, $4, $4.50 & $7 Each,
From $1.50 to $3 less than sold in this city by peddlers.
10 “ Gents’ Contocook A Shirts, $1.25
2 Cases Gents’ Underwear only 50c., worth 75c.

90

3 84
20 00

Heavy Carpets at
Wool Carpets at 62 l-2c.

Gents’ Scarlet Shirts & Drawers, all

It

-IHOLIDAY PRESENTS !h

25c.

at

Extra

2 00

4 00

$2.50

Close.

to

$3 PANTS
15 Part Pieces from 25c. to 75c. Per Ya
In Stock or Made to Order.

4 00

l 92

$1.25

TREMENDOUS BARGAINS, SLIGHTLY DAMAGED.

Worth 67 1-2c.

3 84

2 00

Blankets,

ALL BR9XEM LOTA SACRIFICED 131 PRICE.

2 00

1 92

as

Woolens for Men anil Boys’ Wear!

192

2 00

«

1 Lot Bed

Iyis44

1 90

1 92

“

at $30.

THAYER & ADAMS,

1000

4 00

1 Lot 10-4

$22.50,

everywhere

$2.50

1 Case Pink Col. Blankets, 11-4,

4 Plush Garments at

2 00

4 00

$9.00,

Sold for $15.00.

2 41

1 92

$3.40,

Sold for $5.00.

2 00

>00

1 Lot 11-4 White Blankets at

anything and everything selling low.
HIGH

1 92

BLANKETS!

:-

!

cases.-

Butters, Spoon Holders, Cake
Dishes, Vases, Castors, Berry Dishes,
Knives, Forks, Child’s Sets, Napkin
Rings, Silver Pocket Match Safes,

100 Dz. Oat Meal Towels, m,;«T1?&.,£S.,25c.

PLAIN PLUSHES, FANCY VELVETS,

-FINE GOLD BOWED-

and

17c

«

Fjne pjns & £ar jewels.

2 40

12 l-2c.

“

four

WATCHES,

“

“

“

Have the LARGEST and FINEST line in the
--city of-

LADIES & GENTS’

7c.

5

(thayerY&Iadams]

2 00

5c.

-:||(,||:-

)

seventv

8c.

trifle

“

TlLKSTON WAIILIX, Click.

(#524.74.)

6 3-4c.

Ginghams,
3
Henrietta Cloths at $1, worth $1.2.5 2000
20 In. Linen Crash,
opportunity
rarely happens.
1000
Bleached Crash,
1 Lot Cotton Flannels,
BLACK SILKS awl MIMIES!
1
Heavy,
5 Pieces Black Silk at
75c. 1 Lot Table Linen 46 Inch,

00

OQUJITT OF WALDO, Dr.,
To HIRAM P. PARROW.
la_
4*»po.

Jan, 4,

3

6-4 Dress Goods, 75c.
Canvas All Wool 6-4,
75c.

Homespun

“

2 (HI

SO

hundred and twentv-four dollars and

Worth 12 1-2c.

“

Office, Corvrv Commissioners, J
Dee. 29, A. I). ISS0.
)
I hereby certify that the above are true copies,
respectively, of the accounts of the County Commissioners* of said County, for the year ending
December 31, isso, duly examined, audited and allowed, amounting in the whole to the sum of live
cents

mIL

For your Hamburgs

5 Pcs.

80

Waldo SS.—Belfast, Dee. 29, ISHJ.
Subscribed and sworn t<» before me.
B. W. Roueks, Co. Atty.
Audited, examined and allowed.
B. W. Roukrs, Co. Attv.
TlLKSTON WADL1N, Clerk.

l 92

7c.

Yds. 42 In. Remnant Cottons, 8c.

Sold Earlier at $1.00.

STATE OF MAINE.

4

Worth

80

so

disallowed 1

“

III BAM 1\ FA BROW.

Subscribed and sworn to before me.
R- W. Kogkkh, Co. Atty.
Audited, examined and allowed.
B. W. Kogkks, Co. Atty.
TIMCSTOS WADI.IN, Clerk.

"

“

0 00

$145 28

STATE OF MAINE.

WAI.DO 38.—Belfast, l»cc. 29,

Wen. 0. Woodwin 4 C#.. Boston, Wholesale Agfa.
jyr»
Jan. |-9,

20 Pcs. All Wool Hair Lined Stripes, 50c.
1000
10 Pcs.
Gilbert Stripes, 62 l-2c.,

80

80

To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 1 day setting monuments *on Brackett lull
road.
To 4 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 3 days at Belfast, settlement of accounts....
To lo miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To lo davs’ attendance
I>ec. term at Belfast...
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return

I 12

2 40

Former Price 75c.

To 3

'*

Dry Goods Trade.

1000 Yds. Fine Brown Mon, 28 In.,
44
44
5 Bales m <
Vide11 5c.

“

2 00

days at Belfast, A ug.
adjourned term.

19-20-21.

2 40
2

80

turn
< )ct.

“

10 00

ter.“..

on

10 Pcs. All Wool Cashmere,
37 l-2c.
I Case
Serges, Heavy, 50c.,

1 12

To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 1 day at Belfast, rare
of CleVk's office.
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and re-

2 00

store, which will undoubtedly create the GREATEST EXCITE-

our

MENT in the retail

2 00

turn

4 00

department of

2 24

To 2 days at Belfast, care
of Clerk's office.
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 1 day at Belfast on
Geo. White’s manda-

<)ct. 4 5.
2 40

In every

2 00

To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
lo 4 days at Belfast, care
of Clerk’s office.
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and re-

0 00

2 10

80

dexing.

2 40

season

BARGAINS !—-

-—LEADING

3 04
0 00

To 3 days at Belfast, care
of Clerk’s office.
To 10 miles travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 1 day at Belfast, completing contract for in-

Sept. 15 10-17.

previous

2 00

turn

2 00

$172 88
I. B. THOMPSON.

PENNYROYAL
PHIS
"CHICHESTER’S
always

31.

2 00

0

2 24

To

Store

Safe and

Aug.

We intend for the next few weeks to eclipse in amount the sales of any
since we commenced business, and to do this, shall give

2 00

2 00

road.

Bargains

Jewelry,

above line cgll at

lo 00

1 12

1 12

...

Winterport.

-AUE TO BE FOUND AT-

Eabroidery Silk1“Waste!”

4 00

4

2 00

specting repairs on Higgins road.

A ug. 17 to 21.

2 00

2 24

To 14 miles’ travel, Belmont to Morrill and return
To 5days at Belfast, Aug.
term.
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 1 day at Belfast on
matter of indexing records
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 1 day at Belfast on
matter of indexing records.
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and re-

2 00

2 40

176
2 00

A full line of

dexing (feeds.

Dec. 14-15-19.

Belfast, Jan. 1*2,1887*—2

CABTEB MEDICINE CO.,
New York
lyrtSt.rm

Sept. 17-18.

was re-

HOWARD CO., 3d* Bridge fit., Brooklyn g.f.

U (be bane of bo many liven that here is whets Wf
mike onr great bout. On pills cue ft whil*

by druggists

Sept. 11.

Sept.

First Mortgage, Guarantee, Water Works Bonds,
netting 5 I -2 to « per eeat. Interest; ns good and
safe Investments as esn be found; held by Massachusetts and other havings Banks.
3wl

June 20.

3 24

2 40

2 00

2 40

dexing.

E. P. FROST & OO.’S, 78 Main Street.,

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in so msny ways that they will not be willing
to do without them. But after all sick heed

In vials

liought and Sold.

We GUARANTEE our goods as cheap
hereto- cheapest and satisfaction guaranteed.

new

cotl^l

them.

County Grange Store,

trr keep only first-class {foods and
FREE to any part of the city.

Headache, yet Carter Lit t le I-iver Pills arc equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, white* they also
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liw
an 1 regulate the bowels.
E\ cn if they only cured

nee

Aug. .‘91.

44

undersigned have bought out Mr. K. IV.
HANEY at the place formerly known as the

2 40
2

80

..

term of Court.
To 24 miles' travel to Belfast and return.
To 1 day at Belfast examining the job of in-

RAILROAD aid WATER BONDS

R-E-M-O-V-A-L!

They

17-18-19-20-21.

Sept. 20.

give $1.00

CARTER’S

Uver
'"csrtCT's'bittle
to take. One

1.

-OP-

ington. say■■ Ihdi's sarsaparilla gives the best
with tin*

000

oo

80
8 00

...

June 10.

Clearance Sale!-

2 00

Elegant Sterling Silver Ware,

To 30 miles’ travel from
home to Monroe.
To I day at Mom 11 on
petition of Knowlton..
To 20 miles' travel from
home to Scarsmont,
thence to Belfast town
line and return.

SECURITIES!

itisfaetion, and the popular price .'>0 cents; takes

4 Cs

80

2 00

Nickerson.

Overcoats at

Prices,

June 15-10-17.

4 00

days’Court

days

Sidnoy Ksilihili,

druggist of Farm-

3 20

80
4 00

Clerk’s

To 2

..

OVERCOATS!

SPECIAL NOTICES.

P. NY. Hubbard,

2 00

WADI.IX, Clerk.

Dec. adjmmied term.
To 24 miles’ travel from
home and return.
Jail. 29-27.
To 2 days at Belfast to
make arrangements for
power to contract loan,
To 24 miles' travel from
home and return.
Fell. Hi IT.
To 2 days adjourned term
of Court.
To 24 miles travel from
home and return.
March 29.
To 1 day assessing County tax.
To 24 miles’ travel from
home and return.
Apr. 13-14-15-19-17. To5days attending court
To 24 miles’ travel from
home and return.
To 1 day on petition of D.
May 2S.
W. Bennett.
To 5 miles travel from
home and return.
June 2.
To 1 day on petition of
James Nickerson.
To 30 miles’ travel from
home to Brooks and return.
June 4.
To l day on petition of
Knowlton, of Liberty..
To 20 miles’ travel from
home to Belfast town
line, thence to Searsmont town line and return
June 7.
To 1 day at Monroe on
petition of J. K. Littlefield
To 30 miles’ travel from
home to Monroe and return
J11 lie II.
To 1 day at Thorndike on
petition of Selectine
To 20 miles’ travel from
home to Thorndike and
return.
June 15-19-17.
To 3
at Belfast,
April adjourned term..
To 24 miles’ travel to Belfast ami return.
June 19.
To 1 day locating road
on petition of James

•Inly

Reduced

.1 une 11.

4 00

COUNTY OF WALDO, Dr.,
To I. B THOMPSON.

Stylish Suits, Reefers ant Ulsters

Liniment.

fell Knew Dealer.

2 00

to before me.
li. W. Km.Kits, ( o. Attv.
exatnineil and allowed.
II. W. I!im;i:i;s, Co. Attv.

1889.
•Ian. 1-2.

r,« ii;.<t. Jjim. i::. iss7.—:iin2

■

a

3 24

-Grand

4 00

sworn

TII.KSTON

J (\

.1 une 7.

2 00

STATIC OK MAIM!.
Wai.imi sS.—llelfaKt, I In-, ill, issti.

Amliteil,

1

From

0 00
5 12

*200 58
COODINC (.BANT.

Subm-ribctl anil

CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

'|

Household

31.

c.

lininy

prices,

I n
Ie. tin- fity
v ( apt.
Darin- Doak. aged 7J
years.
In this
Pri.-eilla B. Ileal, aged OA
ty. Jan.
year-.
In Boston. Dee. 2s. William II. Keilar. age*I ”»s
year-.
In \ .rth -*c.trsport, Jan. 7. Mary L. Hawes, aged
'.7 ears. In month- and 27 day-.
In« amden. J.-m. :>. Mr-. II trriet ilosun-t. w idow
of the late ( apt. Lphraim W. Ilo-mer.
In Buck port, Jan. I. Julia A., wife of (apt.
Thotna- Perry, aged A4 year-. 2 month-. 7 day-.
In IJoekville, Dee. 2", Frank B Turner, aged JO
x ear.-. 7 months. .A
day s.
i lloekland. Jan. ti. Hatti* "argent. daughter of
Mr-. Joseph ( urrier. aged 7 year-.
month-.
In K’oekland. Jan. 2. \nna. widow of Charles
shields, a native of Ireland, aged 77 vears, 2 mos.
-'lav-.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 2. Lucinda, widow ol Herman Pitcher, and daughteref James Winehenhaeh.
aged A> y ear-, in month-. 2<> day-.
In lloekland. .Ian. I. Major James I 'liner, aged >1
year-. A months.
In lloekland. Dee. :'.o. Mary A. McNeill, aged 1"
years. 10 month-. 20 da;, s.
In Washington. Dot lh. Jane, widow of Joseph
Bust, aged !•."* year-.
In Washington. IVe.Jl. Lo-ter Lincoln, aged l:>
year.-.
At the s. ldier-* Home Togtts. Jan. 2,William B.
• a-h ot LID worth.
aged 7*'' years.

--

Ih

.In one no miter of our jinn is in the
\etr York market all the time, no- yet the
XE WEST ST YEES. mol Lttyiny to the Lest

Olh_LJ

SCOTCH

Dec. 14-15-10.

it t; IWVTH>S.

/;/<r;

o

s

To 14 miles' travel from
home and return.
To 2 days in Belfast in
care of Clerk’s otliee..
To 30 miles' travel from
Prospect ai d return...
To 3days at Belfast Aug.
adjourned term.
To 30 miles’ travel from
Prospect am 1 return...
To 1 "O.V <oi petition of
F.C. Arey, Winterport.
To 14 miles’ travel from
home and returnTo 2 days setting road
monuments, Belfast....
To 40 miles’ travel from
Prospect to Fast Belmont and return.
To 3 days settling accounts, Belfast...._
To 3o miles’ travel from
home and return.
To 10days attending Dec.
term Court, Belfast_
To 30 miles’ travel from
home and return.

June 4.

2 40

Ferryman.*..

Oct. 13-14.

In Burnham. I>«•
21. by Bex
John Cook. Mr.
Franklin Dan forth, of Freedom. ami Miss Hattie
\l-o Mr. I.e.-ter Perry ami
\ lam-, ol Burnham.
Mi-- Mati'l < do, b"th .,f Burnham.
In Thorndike. Jan. 7. !>\ Bex
D. Brackett MiFrank W. "teuart.of Wm-low. ami Mis- Ivnma
N Hunt, ol Lee. Me.
In A1, on. \ v. 21. at the re-idenee of the bride's
1 -tor of Phillip-. Mr.
father, by lb v. c. W
( ha-. T. "anborn. of Weld, and MisSelina J.
Haines. «.t A on Me.
In Warren. Dee. 2*1. Win. Ileal of Searsniont.and
Flora W elt of WaMolioro.
In Waldoboro. Jan. :». Ldward J. II Miller, ol
Bo-ton, ;snd < arrie A "torer. ot WaMolioro.
In Lllsworth. J:.n 1. Mr. Jame- W Met oilmn
an 1 Mr>. Lydia l». Milliken. both of Lllsworth.
In Lll-w or'h. Jan. i. Mr. f rank L. Brewer, ami
'Ii-- Aliliie L. I*:iiriijiiin. hotli ot Bar Harhor.
In Lil-worth. Jan. J, Mr. Joseph shea, and Miss
< ora la e. both ot Lll-woi-tii.
In orland. Dee.
\. took, of
i. Mr. Harvey
Pro\ imetow n. Mr-- and Mis- -n.-ie M. Bieh, of
< »rland.
In siirr;. Dee :>l, Mr. ( d rone Young,of Lllsworth
ami Mis- Liorenee \ Toney, of Surry.

s

2 40
10 00

To 30 miles' travel from
Prospect to Belfast and
return.
To 1 day to Winterport on
petition of K. (J. A rev,

Oct. 12.

J une 2.

4 00

terport. Ferryman.

»V ARRlED.

o

2 40

....

I**’ii»I!• ■!• »ii. for I.hei
eoili-i..n w :th -hi].
Khlch arc very stylish and do not cost much. Also
'A
I •'..«■!
M
in
-..in
Francisco I m
;
every style of
Feet F:*• ! w ;th new -par- and rigging, and
sail'd for I.m rj.. Tih inst.
Ear
Collar JHuttons,
I:
I. iiian N\ ill.'.. at t.la-gow from llangor
w
-pool -to:1 report- t! i; on tin* voyage over a
and many oilier articles too numerous to mena -;> a. i. and '•■>ard>‘ ! tin
\e--e! -weeping- o\ei-.
tion, al KKII Kill k prices. I also havr the
ill t'
anifii—!.’ -iiert Flandcr-. of l;« >«*k 1:; ml.
KINKsT LINK of
Nit-. A
I.’ \|i-i>ona. !. ■! llangor, and Heir,nidi
t Ilami-nig. t.«
rii:any—all of wIumii witc
ElELit and OEERA GLASSES
-!.
M'd*oial<l liei-mgi"! in the Produces hut
in this city, made expressly lor me by LKiiai h •' from llangor.
MAIKK in trance, which I have marked LOHKK
I
i'dfphone line between H eklaud and tin'
than ever.
N\
i
life
llt'.itl
-.aving siaiion is ..mpUm d. \
•'hi
-.-t ion- connect- tin* -tatimi with the •
STERLING SILVER Z
a
l.
mail;
It wi 1 i he f great bene lit t*. marinera-tin-along that 'langeroti- locality.
I have some elegant designs In solid silver. It is a
I'lotidei. before reported out ol time, wa- in |
pleasure to look at them. Silver Plated Ware of
1
'If |.»\ver burbot .Fan. •_>. «. apt. K*■_;« rknives. Porks, Spoons, Carvers,
every description
-a
ed from liango** M« V.\ jj. f..r N\ ell
p"!
Bread knives. Crumb knives, take knives. Pie
’: et. < .,|Cfti.
Has been most .f tiie linit* in
knives. Tea Sets, cake Baskets, Spoon Holders, In
I' rt I :.
I lo\V4*r harbor. unable to get out— the vefact everything found in a first class Jewelry store.
i*t iog almost unmanageable owing t«. heavv
•It ck io;,d of -pars.
I in' North Apantie Pilot chart for January nm
ii■- i'i*nior.antla nt the pa.-t month and prediction
<>r ihr ,rry best quality ; every pair warranted.
■•
a
r.ago
weather 1
the present month. he
o' be looketl for m 4-rt.—in- tin* oee.-m on
ma d
tin*
CLOCKS & JEWELRY
i-h.a! -.ii!;11_ eoiir.-e. A Id toot rook ha- been di"t1 in l a-t Hirer. New York, between Law
repaired ai short notlre In workmanlike mnnner,
P“">ami the Middu- l.rouml .sunken
at the lowest prlees, and warranted.
Me;, h w shoal lei-.y. The shea lest water bearfrom N »rtli L;. diet Lighthouse N. F. by F. n;;i.'i
fatal- elid'd \Y-rt Point llitiff, southeast siile t.|
\N :.• 'i'- 1-laml, '. NY
NY. westerly !_*oo yards;
Belfast, Jan. (i, Jssy.—1
-.•utiie’ai extremity o- L'amiaH's I-land, NY. N. NY.
NY \t e-terl \. Id-Jo ards.
d'ln P ,rt laud sninlas Time- -ay- ('apt (iritVm
•i tin
tii" L
A. Ileiknap bail a had night «>f it
while bringing tin* se|.nerd. I- Merrow from
port-nioiit h to ii,:- port. Helen I’ortstnotitlt at
rlock Fri la; night, ami lamied In'
at II o'clock
The .Mert -iw w as leakingso bndh that
;. e-tei 'iar
Pore.
nt
Nieki'i -t.n wa- oldigetl to keep four extra
Tni- powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
at the pump- all night.
tin
Tie- w:nd was wrv
-trength and wholesomeness. More ceonoinieai j
high and it wa- inten-ely cold.
For two hours
In order to reduce my stock and make room
than the ordinary kind-, and cannot he sold in com !
during tin iii-iit the tight to get ahead was alino-t
for sl’BINi. t«ooi»> 1 shall oiler iny stock of
h< |" le--. and f«>r that lane ( apt. (."iiliii says be
petition with the multitude ol the low test, short
weight, alum or piio-phate powder-. Sohl only in
d dn'l hat:go In- bearing-. The;, made me so rap
■/ins.
Ih»vAt. I»akin<• l’<»wi»i:u ( «»., ]<n; Wall m.,
idi\ that despite all the\ e mid do the tug settled
NY.
six inelu
forward. < apt. (iritlin -ays;
It was
lyr.Vi
Now is the time to buy if you wish to save
tit* wor-t night I've --en
-r a longtime
past.*’
money. A good assortment of
l ul l'.in s
Tim NYeekly Freight ( iivular of
nimv, a Hinge--. New York for the week ending
J tn. sth reportCoa-twi-e Lumber freight has
otVereil more liberally during the wi*ek. and under
THF BEST
the i nil lienee there has been a -light hardening of
rati*-, but tin im-im
AT BKDl'CKI) PRICES.
r,nnplidi'd has been small,
aowner-, in anticipation of doing betti*r, an*
48 Miiiu St.
rather ri*servi*d in tlicit offerings. Coal freights
FOR ALL LAMLNLSS anil SORlNKNS. HHKIMA''•main jtiiet. btisine-- having been brought t" a
TOM.
Belfast. Jan. (>, lss7.—4wl
NKIRUlilA.
TOOTHACHL,
FILLS,
stami b; tin* ••-triki'" at the -liipping points.
CHILBLAINS. Hr.
,

I-

**

Oct. 0-7.

May 28.

4 00

To 30 miles’ travel from
home and return.
To 1 day at Bedfast care
of Clerk’s office
To 30 miles’ travel from
home and return.
To 3 days’ at Belfast in
care of Clerk’s ottice..
To 30 miles’ travel from
Prospect to Belfast and
return.
To 2 days in Belfast in
care of Clerk’s office..
To 30 miles’ travel from
Prospect to Belfast and
return
To 2 days in Belfast in
care of Clerk's office..
To 30 miles’ travel from
Prospect to Beifastand
return.
To I day at Belfast on petition of lull’s of Win-

Sept. 29 30.

7 g.w
I" Veal P ib,
12 y 14 Wool, w ashed Ptt*, :42y:«
J" Wool,unwashed!:* tb.24yJa
s|2 Wood. hard.
4.ooy.'*.nn
1*2 ft!4 Wood, soft,
.LnOg.LfiO

tV.

14.

Apr. 13-14-15-17.

2 40

To 30 miles’ travel from
home and return.
To 1 day to Belfast to notify (Governor of Clerk's

■

Fetai.'imiina. dan.
Arrived -eh. Nettie Lang,
don. I lag it-y d ,< k-w.v die
I
-videiiet da11. •>.
•"ailed -eh. Karl P. Mason.
N leker—.n. N. w
»r;eaus.
lit -;
eh. Florida, War
Itoothiiay dam 7.
1 ell
He!;a -t for d: ksonv ill.,
P rt I >w t.-em!. Lee J7.
An ivt-1 hark Fniiiia
1’ < row, Ii I'endh ton. \ ietoria.
"t
Aagu-tme. Fla., arrived tdf the l»nr:>d. sell.
Lidgevvootl. Weaver. Hangor.
,.i; vest,,a. da a. |u. cleared hark Kivvarl Cush
iug. Hi- km-Te. p.‘in;ii-i|a.
P. dr dan. _* \r;m>d. hip hlvwipl O' Hrien.
I a.
New < a -111 *, N
-. W
W
h>
-1. la:
P. Arrived
dr. "t i.a M. Ken
Williams. New York for Pensacola.

"■

ail' "kin>
I lin k P tb,

<

rt»i;|s.

26.

2 00
2 80

deeds.

Sept.

March

4 00

ments to obtain loan...
To travel for same.
To 30 miles’ travel from
home and return.
Feb. lfS-17.
To 2 days court adjourn
cd term..
To 30 miles’ travel from
home and return.
To 2 days assessing counMarch 20-27.
ty tax.
To 30 miles’ travel from
home and return.
Apr. 13-14-15-10-17. To 5 days attending court
To 30 miles’ travel from
home and return.
To 3 days on petition of
May 27-28 20.
W. Ben: ett, Montville,
To 04 miles’ travel from
home and return.
June 2.
To 1 day on petition of
James Nickerson.
To 38 miles’ travel from
home and return.
m
June 4.
To 1 day on petition of A.
Knowlton, Morrill.
To 50 miles’ travel from
home and return.
June 7.
To 1 day on petition of J.
It. Littlefield Brooks..
To 40 miles’ travel from
home and return.
To 2 days on petition of
June 11-12.
Selectmen Thorndike..
To 58 miles’ travel from
Prospect to Thorndike
and return.
June 15-10-17.
To 3 days April adjourned term.
To 30 miles' travel from
home and return.
June 10.
To 1 day to Brooks locating road
To 38 miles’ travel from
home to Brooks and return
June 25.
To 1 day at Morrill examining road.
To 50 miles’ travel from
Prospect to Morrill and
return.
Aug. 17-18-19-20-21. To5 days adjourned term
of Court...
To 30 miles’ travel from
home and return.
To 1 day to Belfast in reAug. 31.
lation to indexing Register of Deeds.
To 30 miles’ travel from
Prospect and return....
To 1 day at Belfast con8ept. II.
tracting for indexing

Sept. 20-21-22.

•.

.7

l.ii

Jan. 20.

Sept. 17.

SfVIOKE!

••

Feb. 10-17.

Two days' court, adjournetl term. $
To 1 day making arrange-

80

days at Belfast mak

obtaining loan.
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 2 days at Belfast, Dec.
adjourned term.
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 1 day at Belfast assessing County tax....
To 10 miles' travel, to
Belfast and return.
To 4 days at Belfast,
April term.
To 10 miles travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 1 day at Montville on
petition of 1). W. Bennett
To 22 miles travel, from
Belmont and return....
To 1 day at Brooks on petition of Jas. Nickerson
To 28 miles’ travel, Belmont to Brooks and return
To 1 day at Morrill on petition of Alfred Knowlton.
To 14 miles travel, Belmont to Morrill ami return
To 1 day at Monroe on petition of J.K. Littlefield,
To 28 miles’ travel, Belmont to Monroe and return
To 1 day at Thorndike on
petition of Selectmen
of Thorndike.
To 38 miles’ travel, Belmont to Thorndike and
return.
To 3 days at Belfast,
A pril a< Ijourned term..
To 10 miles’ travel, Belmont to Belfast and return
To 1 day at Brooks, locating road on petition
of Jas. Nickerson.
To 28 miles’ travel, Belmont to Brooks and return
To 1 day at Morrill in-

To

12.IMI

7y7L
.ffl I 1 lilies P It*.
T«s
.**0<| l.To Land* P It*.
i*it diuni,
soy!..*o,
1.40yL.'»u Land* skins,
\< lieu
LilO
Mutton
tr
II*.
eyes,l.'20y
Joaia Oats p Lush,
Rioter P tt>,
.‘{Sg4o ;
4."».“*o j
1 ?(•(•! p tb,
*>yS Potatoes,
<*«<!
R:irU". P Lush,
oOgiin Round Hojf P It*.
<*.<mi«7.uo !
(. lxr-e P It.
loglj Straw P t**n,
14«1<‘»
Chi'-ken P It*.
iOy 14 Turkey, P tb,

Year 1ftSO.

death.

FIRE!

STKKKT.

Price Paid

Product Market.

HI).

in. ">•!;. ( ha lit y. Mage*
Portland: Louisa
ThoflldiUe. do.
ii. P; latka. » hapies. ( atmleti.
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COUNTY OF WALDO, Dr.,
To GOODING GRANT.
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Jan. 1-2.
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Hood's Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three ]ecua..ri;ios : 1st. 1:
tuition of
remedial agents; iM, il.o
or!ion; 3d, the
;.n’,\e medicinal
2>rocess <f semiring th.
<iualitios. Tin* result is ;• mrdlriac of unusual
strength. <*!h*i*ting euro*; hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
Hood's s
*'.*earilla tones up my system,
slur; t*us mv’apiYtifo. nnu
>•
Ill*
:
.1. V. Til--Ml* >.'N
It '.i'll l' I 1 >i'•*:!>, huWeil, M.:* -.
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turn.
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We shall make a good quality
Dormet Flannel, 6 l-4c.

7Sc-’ $100 and $1.28, 28

Per

Cent. Discount.

We

cordially thank the public for making the year 1886 our BANNER YEAR. And if a
large stock, low prices and courteous treatment will ensure its continuance we shall be satisfied. Samples sent by mail on application. Usual discount made to DRESS MAKERS.

No Trouble to Show Goods and Our Prices

Speak for

GEORGE W. BURKETT

Themselves.

tCTTYXBLOCK.1

RULED BY PREJUDICE.

they

persons

are

Every-Day

I

realize how thoroughly
controlled by prejudice even to

Few

their own disadvantage, b or many years
tlie treatment of rheumatism, neuralgia,
sciatica and headache has been by some
outward application, and, therefore, without stopping to think that the origin of
these troubles mutt, from necessity, be internal, the weary sulierer continues to rub,
rub and find no relief. Athlophoros is taken
internally, and as a proof that this is the
correct principle, it cures surely and quickly. The statement of those who have been
cured ought to convince the incredulous.

!
jI!

Shall

1 recommend it to all who are suffering
from these diseases.
Ciias. II. Atkinson, Asst.Postmaster.

recommend the
rheumatism.

as a

sure

Every druggist should keep Athlophoros
Athlophoros Pills, but where they cannot be bought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112 Wall St., New York, will
send either (carriage paid) on receipt of
regular price, which is §1.00 per bottle
for Athlophoros and 50c. for Pills.
and

kidney diseases, dyspepsia, innervous debility, diseases
women, constipation, headache, impure
blood, Ac., Athlophoros Fills are unequaled. 1
For liver and

digestion, weakness,
of

Yours for Health
Years
liecord.

20

LYD8A E.
\ PeriKhAM’S

/

S/J

VEGETABLE

\ C Jy.PCUKD.
/

Is

a

Posit ivc Cure

For ALL of those Painful
Delicate Complaints ar.d
Complicased troubles and
Weaknesses so common
among our W'ves, Mothers,
er.u

Daughters.
ry I’LHASANT TO TUT.
T A S T H, EFFICACK>U3,

J^pWEI'IATE

LAST-

AND

^k.INQ IN 173 EFFECT.
3 ill ok
^4/In Liquid,

Lozenge f<um, (6
Foa $3.) Eitiieb

/

*

CJ

*

r v

.'Xz'/C/i-L.-

CURE FROM OBSERVATI

^

OF TrrE latter

jF/y

SENT BY

51 AIL SII-

OX RECEIPT OF

V,

PRICE.

Mrs. Pinkham’s ‘(Juide to Health”

and coxfidenTIAXi CI'.'.CUL.VR MAILED TO ANY LADY SENDING ADDRESS
AND STAMP TO LYNX. MASS. Ilentiu'.l this Fi)*r.

ITS
^ZZTIt is

MERITS KEEP UP THE SALE.

a Blessing to overworked women.
It removes FAINTNESS. FLATULENCY, ALL < RAVING FOR STIMULANTS, AND RELIEVES WEAKNESS OF THE STOMACH. Cl'RES
Leucorrhcea. Menstrual periods passed without pain.

Phy6lclan3 Ucc It and Proscribo It.
£ylT REVIVES THE DROOPING SPIRITS, INVIGORATES AND
HARM NIZES THE ORGANIC FUNCTIONS, GIVES ELASTICITY
AND FIRMNESS T< > Till: STEP. REST* RES THE NATURAL LU'T I.E
TO THE EYE, AN I» 1 LANTS < >N Ti 1K PALE C III.I K F W« >MANTHh
FRESH ROSES OF LIFE’S SPICING AND EARLY SUMMER TIME.

WEARY WOMEN

PRAISE IT.

Its

purpose is solely fur the legitimate healing of disand the relief if pain, and it does all it claims todo.
It u-ill cure entirely all ovarian or

ease

vaginal troubles,

Inflammation and Ulceration. Falling ami !>ispl<:enncn!s:
and consequent Spinal
Weakness, and is jKirticularly
adapted to the Change of Life.
AN AWCEL CF MERCY.
The Woman’s Sure Friend for all DELICATE and complicated TKt 'UBI.ES. Ladies it will not perform surgical
OPERATIONS OR CURE

CANCER, BUT IT WILL UNDER AIL CIR-

ACT IN IIARMOVY WITH THE LAWS OF NATURE.
i'HAT FEELING <>F BEARING I)< >WX, CAUSING
I’AIN, WEIGHT

CUMSTANCES,
A e

«XD BACKACHE. IS ALWa YS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS
USE.

Solti by Druggists.'^
MRS. riNKIIAM'S LIVER 1’ILLS cure Constipation.
Biliousness and Torpidity of the Livf.r, 25 cents.

PRGF.CKS.LUDWIGVON SEEGER,

Professor of Medicine at the Royal T7viversity f
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
('mini Knight ('onimainh rof fin Royal ,sjianish
((rdrr of Isabella Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order of thr Red. Ragle; Chevalier oj the
Legion of
Honor, tl r., d'C., says
CO’S COCA BEEF TOXIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
cure alls.
It is in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. I r.m thoroughly conversant with its
mo :.- -if
preparation and know it to bo not only a
h.-giti mat pharmaceutical product,but also
worthy
of tiie high commendations it has received in ail
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
toea. Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which aredis>lved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
■=

Sherry.’*
Invaluable to all who arc Run Down, Nervous,

Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious

afflicted with
Beware of Imitations.
or

w»alc kidneys.
222 MAJESTY'S FA7QBI7E CC2METI3 CL7CE2IHE.
I sctl by Her Royal High ness
thrtPrinccss o f Wales
nod tne nobility. For t he Skin.
Complexion. Eruptions,* hapj >ing. Roughness. $1.00. Of druggists.
I'lEHIi; CO’S (•(‘inline Syrup of Samvn filial. is guaranteed as tile best
Sarsaparilla in
the market.

FJ- Y. Dspot 38 MURRAY STREET.
lvr.Mirm

For

t) RHEUMATISM,
lj NEURALGIA and

IY NERVOUS PROSTRATION.
/Though

do not claim that
Vegetink will cure every case
of rheumatism, there is positive
proof that it lias cured many. In fact,
s power to correct the acid condition
I chemical changes in the blood which
produce the disease has become remarkab’e.
You can use nothing with greater certainty
success. It lias cured when other rem©dies failed, t'sc Vegftine with, perfect eonfldincofor any blond impurity. For Canknr in tho
Mouth and Stomach, I'leers,
Pimples, Boils
and all skin diseases, it always gives
satisfaction
For
dyspepsia, female weakness,and d.hilitv. there i- ,mt a
medicine known that equals it. Evidence from thousands ot the best families in the conntrv substantiate this
statement. It purifies the blood, and that is the secret of
its great value as a vitalizer of the exhausted
functions.
we

^n§QpTpiLLS)B ILan°dUS

—XIVER PILLS

Cure Headache, Sideachc, Coated
Tongue,
Constipation. and Bitter Taste in the Mouth.
1 lie liest Liver Regulator known. 25c.: 5
boxes,
$1.00.
lty all I»ruggists and bv Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston.
lyrnrtnT
°m4S

QUALITY
The S. S.

proved

so

esc, our

of the

Sleeper

counts.

& Co.

popular that, although

factory

is

largest‘in

& 8.” Elgars have
one

now one

of the young.

ife

New

England. The superiority of
these goods over all other
10c. cigars in the market,

a3*

created an almost overwhelming demand from the start.
•Sold
all dealers. Ask for =
S. s. Sleeper A Co.’s **X, A
8.” sold by all dealers.

by

S. S. SLEEPER &

CO., Factory, Boston.
I’m the “Happy Thought*

Tobacco,

A nd nol* nly can deny
That when you've got mo
►
in your tor.th
There’s laughter In your
eye.
I’m the “Happy Thought*

Tobacco,

And without me you
will lose
One half your life; bo tako
me,
Blow or quickly, as you
cheat.
•"With cheek

by Jowl, by

We'l? I

IXappy,’* you

Hi

and I;
xor wnen ymrve rot mo n your tootn,
.There's iuusic in your eye.

(I am children, wife, and sweetheart,
1 am all you want to see:
Pm the Happy Thought” Tobacco,
You had better bet I be.
'“HAPPY THOUGHT** Ware line Pin*
Tobacco. Sold everywhere In Ten Cent
pieced. A single trial proves It far superior to any
other brand In the market. Tky it omcjb akd bujk.

COCKLE’S
ANTI-BILIOUS

-£Btfd!b
For Liver. Bile, Indigestion, etc. Free from Mercury ; contains only Pure Vegetable Ingredient*
Agent: C. N. CKJTTENTON, New York.

Iy40

MURPHY,

RIPLEY & CO.,

BANKERS uiBKOKEM,
QOQEBIC IKON STOCKS A SPECIALTY.
The uoet extendve development of Beesemer Heaultta Ore In the world. A great opportunity to
make money. Safe a. Government Bondi.

foraupa.niieaa.eie.
MWH mm, MINI, MAH.
w
C. X. Xcarwr.

bells;

The Book of Life the

Literary

J

shining

record tells.

News and Notes.

Pouter's Naval History or the War.
A full, complete, and authentic, history of tin*
marvelous growth, mighty achievements, ami
daring deeds of our Xav/ during the memorable years of the civil war, written by Admiral David 1>. Porter, 1'. S. Navy. The imposing
volume, richly and beautifully hound and ornamented, in which Admiral Porter tells the story
of the part taken by the navy during tlie civil
war is one to instantly command attention and
enlist lively interest. The military story of the
war has heretofore largely occupied the public
mind, and the achievements of the navy, though
not forgotten, have sometimes become obscured and the great services our gallant seamen
and their commanders did the country have
not always been properlv appreciated.
The
record furnished by Admiral Porter, himself
one of the conspicuous ti_rures of the war.
seems to meet the want tiii now untilled—a
continuous narrative of naval operations from
the beginning to the end of the conflict. Thithe admiral lias given is with an amplitude of
detail, a precision of statement and minuteness
of description that con hi only come from exact
personal knowledge, painstaking observation
and access to otlieial :tr< hi\es. All these advantages, facilities ami*qualifications Admiral Porter has hail in his possession or been able to
command. The result is a work of the highest
value to the patriotic American, of the deepest
interest to the historical student, and of incalculable worth as a compilation of facts hearing
upon the great strife for national existence.
The author has been moved by no envious
spirit. He accords full and merited praise to
the noble army which fought our battles upon
lamb blit, he says with a sailor's pride, ‘‘the
part performed by the navy, when placed in its
true light before the world, will show to advantage. compare it as you may, with any other branch of public service.”
He claims no
credit or ability as a historian. He has merely
the
in
records
put
plain shape, and written
them down in plain Knglish. The task lias
been one of love, doubtless, for one recognizes
tlie fervor of the sailor as he speaks of the battles in which our etticient but singularly incongruous navy participated. The whole* tale i>
there, from the creation «*f a navy for use in
blockade and expedition duty, the Monitor and
Merrimae tight, the various operations along the
Atlantic coast, the tights at New Orleans and
Mobile, the experiences on the Mississippi,
< Miio, Tennessee and
Cumberland, the story of
the confederate cruisers and their capture, and
instances
and
incidents
of personal and
many
collective heroism, to the close of tlie war and
the reduction of the naval equipment, and the
author ends with a timely appeal for the construction of a navy that shall be adequate to
protect our national honor, alluding earnestly
to our present humiliating condition, without a
first-class war vessel at our command. The
hook is complete in one quarto volume of about
sb> pages, illustrated by three hundred engravings from original sketches by Rear Admiral
Walke, Carl J. Becker, and others. These include portraits, plans of battles, maps and battle scenes, sketches of bombardments of forts,
of famous naval engagements, scenes of the
terrible work of the confederate cruisers,
scenes of individual heroic daring and achievements, etc. Charles I*. Hatch. Hartford, is the
publisher and the work i> sold onlv by subscription. Mr. K. 11. Kelley is agent tor Belfast and Sears port.
Pimm's Saints.
By .lames SI. Nichols
Rev. James II. l’erry was a pastor of the
Pacific Street SI. E. church, in Brooklyn, at
the breaking out of the war. lie had been
educated at West Point, and when the war
broke out resigned his pastorship ami offered
his services to the government. He was appointed to the command of a regiment recruited in New York, at first known as the Continental Guards, but afterwards known as the
tsth New York State Volunteer*. They were
called the "Die No .Mores,” from the fact that
while at Fort Pulaski in their social meetings,
tile hymn of which this forms a part was their
favorite. Eater they became known as "Perry's
Saints." The regiment formed a part of the
Port Royal expedition, saw its next service in
Florida, then was incorporated into the army
of the Janies, took part in the attack on Fort
Fisher, and finally formed a portion of Sherman's army during the march to the sea. 'I he
story is told with a good deal of spirit, and
will be read with pleasure by every reader who
took active part, or who was personally interested in tile war. It is illustrated from drawings by a distinguished army officer. D.
Lotlirop ,Y Co., publishers, Boston. Price
xi

ms.

The Wide Awake in its prospectus for ]Ss7.
announces a story. ‘*A Yankee School .Mistress,” by Mrs. II. G. Rowe of Bangor.
The Brooklyn Magazine for January contains many short articles and poems, making
it an interesting number. A prominent feature
in this magazine is the publication of some of
Beecher's sermons in every number.
The January number of “Our Little Men
and Women” is full of pretty'pietures and
bright stories for children. The magazine for
j 1NN7 will lie a nice
holiday present which
children would be delighted tii receive.
Mr. R. II. Stanley of Bangor, is writing a
hook to be called “Eastern Maine and the Rebellion.” It will be a work of 400 pages, and
will give an account of the part the soldiers of
the Eastern part of the State took in the Civil
\\ ar. ’The book will be issued in the
spring.
The Cosmopolitan is coming to the front as
one of the
leading magazines of the country.
It is published ill Rochester. N. Y., lint it is
rumored is soon to change its headquarters to
New I ork City, and enter the held in
competition with Harper’s, the Century and the new
Scribner's.
The January number of the New England
Monthly opens with an illustrated article on
Smith College and gives a portrait of President
Seeyle. Rev. Henry M. Dexter contributes tile
first of a series on Religious Denominations.
The departments are well maintained and close
with an index of Magazine Literature. Published at 30 Bromlield street, Boston.
The January (monthly part) of Golden Days
contains continuations o'f the serials before noticed, and the opening chapters of a serial, the
scene of which is laid in
Maine, entitled “The
Young Couriers; or, Ten Days on Snow Shoes.”
The usual departments arc'kept up and there
are profuse illustrations. Janies
Elverson, pub-

lisher, Philadelphia.

The principle articles in the Church Review
for Decemlier are: “The Paradox of Christian
Union,” “Socialism.” “The American Church
and its name,” “The Pilgrims of Plvmoutb
and the Puritans of Boston,” “Hymns and
llymn Tunes.” Notices of Cotemporary Literature occupy the closing pages.
Houghton.
Mifflin ,V Co., Boston.
Three excellent publications issued bv the
II. D. Wal soil Puli. Co., of Greenfield. Mass.,
are Good Cheer, Our
Country Homes, and The
Housewife—all monthlies. Good Cheer is well
named. It is a literary paper, bright in contents and pure in tone; Our Country Homes is
devoted to agriculture and The Housewife to
the affairs of the household. All are meritorious and the subscription price is
only SO cents
each, or less if combined.
The January F’oru.otnos freighted with
articles discussing timely and important questions, by writers of talent. The contents are.
“National Divorce Legislation,” “Unsolved
problems in Woman Suffrage"; “How I was
Educated, by President James B. Angell; “The

SO.\’G OF THE HAPPY THOUGHT.

Write
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E. X. Kiplet.

THE BEST BAKING POWDER IN THE WORLD.

They arc enforcing

the

Orleans.

Sunday

law In Sew

Madagascar

lias secured

loan of $3,000,000

a

in Paris.

one

The sweetest lives are those to duty wed.
Whose deeds, both great and small,
Are close-knit strands of an unbroken thread,
Where love ennobles all.
The world mav sound no trumpets, ring no

1886.

relief for
Arthur B. .Smith.

same

and then.

Better the steady flow; the torrent’s dash
Soon leaves its rent track dry,
The light we love is not the lightning flash
From out a midnight sky,
But the sweet sun? hint'. whose unfailing ray
From its calm throne of blue lights every day.

me.

Manchester, X. IF. March 15, 1886.
Having suffered for some time from
rheumatic difficulty 1 was induced to try a
bottle of Athlophoros, and am happy to

now

sit idle through long days of peace,
Waiting for walls to scale?
Or lie in port until some Golden Fleece
Lures him to face the gale?
There’s work enough; why, idly, then delay?
His work counts most who labors every day.
A torrent sweeps down the mountain’s brow
With foam and flash and roar,
Anon its strength is spent, where is it now?
Its one short day is over.
But the clear stream that through the meadow
flows
All the summer on its mission goes.

I have suffered a great deal with rheumatism and neuralgia, and Athlophoros is
the only remedy that would aflbrd relief.
1 have had rheumatism in my hip so that
T could hardly walk, and three or four
doses of Athlophoros would entirely cure

Waterville, Me., April 17,

Generalities.
French spoliation claims may be filed until
Jan. 20.

men

Find opportunities but

Skowhcgan, Me., April 10, 1886.

I used two bottles of Athlophoros, in
those two single bottles I found more.merit
and got more relief than l ever got from
all the medicines I ever took for my rheumatism, with w hich disease I was afflicted
for ten years, suffering most intensely.
Athlophoros soon dro\e away both pain
and rheumatism, and 1 recommend it as a
( iias. F. Miller.
valuable remedy.

Work.

Great deeds are trumpeted, loud bells are rung,
And men turn round to see;
The high peaks echo to the paans sung
O’er some great victory.
And yet great deeds are few. The mightiest

Religion of a Rationalist”; “Submarine Navigation”; “The Convict System of Georgia”; “Suts.
stitutCN for the Caueus”; “The Morality of
Ministers”; “Literary Log-Rolling”; “Confes-

sions of a Congregationalist”; “A Letter to
the People of Philadelphia.”

One of the liest literary publications in the
country is Family Fiction, an international
weekly story paper, published at Washington,
D. C. It is not a storv paper of the flashy
order, but one suited for family reading, containing the best of foreign and'American literature. In size it is convenient for reading
and for binding. The subscription price is $2
a year and as a premium each subscriber’s life is
insured to the amount of $50 for one
year. K.
C. Hancock, an able aud experienced journalist, is the manager.

Babyhood

The losses by fire In New York city In 1880
were

$3.300,409.

The new color of scarlet Is
popular in New York.
Frank Stockton wants to
near

Washington.

already

buy

a

Abstract of Griiaal Costs Boston and

Prof. Horsford’s Bread

Preparation, made by the only process
that produces a baking powder of any nutritive value.
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required bp the system.

SWIFT’S SPECIFIC

voted un-

The semi-annual dividends payable In January in Boston amount to $10,585,105.
James Ten Eyck, the oarsman, says America
leads the world in boats and scullers".
the amount of $15,000
is believed to be ill circulation in Bostou.
to

One of the leaders of the Bay View, Milwaukee. riots of last spring, has been found guilty.

It is

A new steel rail mill, costing $1,000,000. is to
be erected at Bradford, Pa., by Carnegie Broth-

recommen

It contains

ers.

paper called the Cementarian Is Issued
weekly from Buffalo to advocate burial in
A

led

For sale

Thomas Stevens, the bicyclist, has completed
his three years’ journey around the world on
his wheel.

tartar, alum,

or

any adulteration whatever.

warranted.

Itumforcl Chemical Works, Providence, It. 1.

Sheridan’s

lvr2S

PowderI
is absolutely pure and highly concentrated.
One
omu*e is worth a pound of any other kind.
It is
strictly a medicine to be given with food. Nothing
on earth will make bens lay like it.
It cures chicken cholera and all diseases of hens.
Is worth its

A defalcation involving threeor four thousand
dollars, is reported in R. II. White’s dry goods
establishment, Boston.
thousand people in the droughtTwenty
stricken districts of Texas arc in immediate
need of food and clothing.

for

The fire loss in the United Slates for IS86 Is
estimated at $116,600,000. This is largely in
excess of any previous
figures.

Infants

XU.

"

Castoria Is so well adapted to children that
t recommend it as superior to any
prescription
known to me.”
B. A. Axcasa, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, K. T.

The total output of the Colorado gold, silver
and copper mines was $20,794,688, an increase
of more than two millions over 1885.
I ll*' Suez canal will be ready in February for
'liftlit traffic through its entire length. Vessels
are to be provided with electric
lights.

Cutorlt cures Colic, Const tpati^n,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Killa Worms, gives sleep, and promotes digestion.
Without injurious medication.

According
arguments
counsel for the
Andover professors, the heterodoxy of which
are accused
largely permeates Xew England orthodoxy.

Den. B. F. Kelley, formerly of West Virginia. whose pension Congress lias voted to into £100 a month, is a native of Xew
Hampton. X. H.

crease

About £45,0<)0 lias been recovered of the
money stolen several weeks aero from tile Adams
Express Company at the West bv the ‘‘.11111
Cummings” gang.
A farmer of Santa Barbara. Cal., derives an
income of £50.000 from his olive grove of 6000
trees, which yield 50,000 bottles of oil, worth £1
per bottle, annually.
The I.ouisville Courier-Journal (Dcm.) declares that there has never been such insolence
in office as marks 'lie present situation in the

departments

at

Washington.

The Waverly Hotel at Fredericton. X.
B.,
burned at 3 o’clock A. M. December 30th, the
mercury •'fills 20 below zero. The guests escaped in their night clothes.
Fx-Governor

William

Smith of

(“Extra Billy,”) although nearly

Virginia

old.
is "till ambitious, and wants to succeed Mr.
as
fnited .States Senator.
Kiddleberger
00 years

SHE It Mi X A-

of cider for tippling purposes, and will also re*
port a bill to prevent the furnishing of intoxieating liquors to minors, and a Gill to make a
single sale of intoxicating liquor punishable by
tine and imprisonment. The penalties proposed will not be excessive, but will be sure, and

IS

successfully

Gems of

1

j

Thought.

-.-.-..""

Boston, October lit, 1870.
11. H. EDDY ^sq.—Dear sir: You procured for
in 1.-K), my first patent. Since then, you have
acted for ami advised me in hundreds of cases, and
procured many patents, re-issues, and extensions.
I have occasionally employed tin- best agencies in
New York. Philadelphia, and Washington, hut I
still give you almost the w hole of my business, in
your line, and advise others to employ vou.
Yours truly,
DEO PDF' DWAPKK.
me,

K. If. HANKY has

rooms over the
w here she is

Belfast,

faces brighten anew and we can rest assured
that if buying goods low will prolong life, those
who patronize E. L. KEAN & ( o. will live to the
age of Methuselah. The following named prices
confirms the above :

MAKINGY

DRESS
MKS.

our

“Inventors cannot employ a person more trustworthy or more capable of seen ring for them an
earlv and favorable consideration at the Patent
Office.”
EDM IN D BCKKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.

opened dressmaking!
Grange store, Main street, !
prepared to cut. lit and make

dresses in the best and most fashionable manner
Call and see her well fitted apartment.
Mils. K. li. IIAN1A
Belfast, Nov.188(5.—44

Boston, January 1, 1887.—lyrl

<.e*».

Belfast Gas 11111101131?.

VOTK'K is hereby given that the annual
Hors ford's Bread Preparation 16c. per !1 of the above corporation will he heldmeeting
at the
otliee
of the treasurer (Belfast >a\ings Bank) on
\ packa ye.
1
Jan. IT, 1SST, at 4 o'clock i\ M., for choice
Monday,
Frank Siddall's Soap sV*. per cake.
of directors and to tran>aet such other bmdness as j
! Kirk's American Family Simp 5c. per cake. may legally come before said meeting.
lVr Order.
.JOHN II. L>CIMBY, Clerk.
j\ Babbitt's Best Soap 5c. per coke, fi cakes
Belfast, ,Ja»i. 4, 1S>T.—-iwl
for 25c.

C MIN BROS, ten 3
N'“"

■

Best Crackers 5c. per lit.
B. F.. Tobacco 44c. per lb.

j

F*or

Good Molasses 25c. per gallon.
One. Gallon Queen Oil Co ns.Tic.
A lb. o f good Tea for 50c.. and your choice
of the foWncing named articles: Hat. Lamp.
Cup. or Saucer and Baking Powder. This
is a fjoss trade.
Good Prints at 4c. per yard.
56 in. Sheeting 5 l-2c. per yard, a
bargain.

Boston,

Stale !

nass.'"-'^

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman and SSIIc

Curtain*,

\TE MAKE THE

WALKER & LITTLEFIELD,
Rockland, Maine.

state

vs.

vs.

[WHOLESALED

Granulated Sugar. 17 lbs. for $1.00.
__lvrl<»_
Russia lias concluded arrangements for obGood Brown Sugar. 22 lbs. for $1.0(6
taining from tlu* Hcrzants of l*aris a loan of
The best prayer at the beginning of a day is
one package each of sugar to a customer
i.t.oiMi.ooo francs. The
money is to be expend- that we may lose no moments, and the liest j at (Only
a time as this is a public benefit.)
d in constructing a canal from the eastern exMasonic Temple,
graee before meal the consciousness that we |
Belfast, Me.
tremity of the Gulf of Rerckop, in the Black justly earned our dinner, [ltuskin.
1>U. (i. W. STODDARD,
-A GREAT REDUCTION INDK. A. O. STODDARD.
!
>t-a, across the neck of laud adjoining the
Crimea to the mainland to the Sea of Azov, in
“Keep thy tongue from evil, and thy lips
April 211, liSSO.—17tf
Madi- Clotliinji',
order to afford a direct water route from the from speaking guile. Depart front evil, and do Read}
River Don to tic; Black Sea.
good; seek peace and pursue it.” What a hap1 HAVE A NICE LOT OF
Holiday Goods, .V <*.
Only Direct Line from New England to
py life to those who observe and keep these inGen. Logan once lost a good chance of bespired precepts!
c will give you more for
Savannah,
your
money,
a
millionaire.
He
coming
and John L. Routt,
considered, than anv other conrern in
How often it is difficult to be wisely charita- everything
afterward Governor ot Colorado, were joint
Connecting there with till Ihiil anil Water Lines.
VVahlo County. So take advantage of this
opporowners of a Lcadville mine, but Logan became ble, to do good without multiplying the sources t unity, as the above named prices are for THIRTY
Wlii. il 1 will SI-11 one dollar cheaper than
any
disgusted with it and sold his share to Routt for of evil. To give alms is nothing' unless you give O.VYS ONLY. All kinds of country produce
FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
other man will of the same kind in Brooks.
a
promissory note of £300. Routt afterward thought also. It is written, not “Blessed is he taken in exchange.
n.
e.
staples.
Iron steamships “CATC CITY" mnl “CITY (IF
took s2.ooo.ono out of the mine, now known as that feedeth the poor,” lint “Blessed is he that
-ml.
Wall siren. Brooks, .Maine.
YOU US l{ESP Hi 1 FULLY,
M AID i.N" leav ing Savannah Pier, <ongre<s street.
the famous “Morning Star,” ami subsequently eonsidereth the poor." A little thought and a
Boston, EVERY THlRSRAY, at:»o'clock. For freight
little kindness are often worth more than a
sold out to New Yorkers for £1,S00,000.
or passage, apply to
great deal of money.
E.
L.
A.
DeW.HAYIPSON, -01 Washington St., Boston, or to
James R. Keene and other speculators in
Thirteen saloons and one Sunday-school were
KIlHABIMlN A BARN A III), Agents, Boston, hn.2
|nso formed a lard pool.
Searsmont, Jan. ♦>, 1887.—I2tf
They quarreled found in a village of 200 inhabitants which was
among themselves and charged that their brok- less than a month old and had
grown up on a
ers bad defrauded them.
The case came before new railroad. The
slept in the tent
Enquire of nearest coupon ticket agent for smith's
Judge Daniels of the New York Supreme Court which was used for missionaryservices
and SunCalifornia Excursions, or address
preaching
ami he not only refused to order the brokers to
and during the night he often heard
<». E. SMITH, Manager,
day-school,
disgorge but read Mr. Keene a very severe les- the report of revolvers. Whcti the songs of
•hn..!i
I (Mi W ashington st., Boston, Mass.
son in moral ethics,
winding up tSv declaring praise more often rise to God, the pistol shot
HAVE REIirCEU THE l’RICE HE OCR
that his transactions were little better than actwill lie less frequently heard. [Sunday-school WE line confectionery from 60c. to ode.
per lb.,
ual robbery.
World.
giving exactly the same qualitv of goods we have
HE UNIFORM
M. I*. WOODCOCK & SON.
always sold.
EXCELLENCE OF
The Alabama Conference of the M. E. Church
PROF HAUPT-BERUM
Belfast, Dec. 31, 1880.—3w52
THESE PIANOS
An eight-hour movement is again under conGW MORGAN
NY
South, iu session at
IN TONE,FINISH
has

Jumpers

and

vs.

Co.

Pungs

•'

sideration in
a

I’ulaski (X. Y.) merchants propose to boycott
railroad for charging excessive freight rates.

A young woman, while singing lullaby to
her infant in Fredericton, X. B., was accidentally shot dead.
The restrictions imposed in 1884 on the transshipment of American cattle on the Thames

h.

The City Clerk of Cambridge, Mass., unable
to make gooi l the amount of his defalcation (82,G00), committ al suicide.

McDonald.

Spectacles & Eye
of

C

cleansing the Skin and Scalp of Disfiguring
Humors, for allaying Itching, Burning and Inflammation, lor curing the first symptoms of Eczema,
Psoriasis, Milk Crust, Scaly Head, Scrofula, and
other inherited Skin Jand Blood Diseases, C(?ti<
i:a. the great skin Cure, and fCuTictrRA
soai»,
an exquisite skin Itcautificr,
externally, and CUTI
<
i:a Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, internally, are infallible.
A

COMPLETE CURE.

I have suffered all my life with skin diseases of
different kinds, and have never found permanent
relief, until, by the advice of a lady friend, I used
your valuable Cuticura Remedies. 1 gave them
a thorough trial, using six bottles of the Cl'Tl• tua Resolvent, two boxes of Cuticura and
seven cakes ol Cuticura Soap, and the result was
just what 1 had been told it would 1h»—a complete
cure.
BEElE WADE, Richmond, Va.
Reference, (i. W. Latimer, Druggist, Richmond, Va.

SALT
I

RHEUM CURED.

troubled with Salt Rlicuin for a numlier of
so that the skin
entirely came off one of mv
years,
hands from the linger tips to the wrist. 1 tried
remedies and doctors’ prescriptions to no purpose
until I commenced taking Cuticura Remedies,
and now l am entirely cured.
E. T. PARKER, 379 Northampton St., Boston.
was

DRUGGISTS

ENDORSE THEM.

Have sold a quantity of your Cuticura Remedies.
Due of my customers, Mrs. Henry Kintz, who had
tetter on her hands to such an extent as to cause
the skin to peel off, and for eight years she suffered
greatly, was completely cured by the use of your
medicine.
C. X. N’YE, Druggist, Canton, Ohio.

ITCHING, SCALY, PIMPLY.
For the last year I have had a species of
itching,
scaly and pimply humors on mv face to which 1
have applied a great many methods of treatment
without success, and which was speedily ami entirely cured by Cuticura.
Mrs. ISAAC PHELPS, Ravenna, O.

NO MEDICINE

LIKE THEM.

We have sold your Cuticura Remedies for the
last six years, and no medicines on our shelves
give letter satisfaction.
C. F. ATHERTON', Druggist, Albany, X. Y.

During the pas* year nve millions of dollars
have been expended in the erection of public
buildings in Western Massachusetts, Northern
Connecticut and Southern Vermont.
The Chilian Minister's residence in Washington was robbed Thursday night of money and
#7,000 worth of jewelry by a former servant,
who was arrested,: nd the money recovered.
The Arlieiter Zcii ung of Chicago is preaching the necessity of bloodshed to right alleged
wrongs of work'iuginen, and the attention [of
the authorities has been directed to the matter.
Extensive preparations are being made for
the eighth national convention of the American
Agricultural and Dairv Association, which is
to be held in New York on the 8th and !)th of

Spring Streets,
MAINE.
tfl

TEAMS.
WANTED
dress orcomeand
SEVERAL

see

««0

job.

MUSICAL

HUN

AUTHORITlS

ORGANS PIANO
AND

|
J.

F.

FRYE &

the

A\!>

WIIOLKSALK

|»KA L.KK3

Ad-

A. H. It I /./.ELL k SON, Amherst, Me

of

tin* outlet

to Qunntehacook pond in the town
on my own land, for the
purpose of
culture.
II. E. Woodcock.
Dee. 23, issi;.—3\\52

Searsmont,

cranberry

Belfast,

;

GRIiae

head for “How to Cure

Pimples, Skin Blemishes, and Baby
Humors, cured by Cuticura Soap.

Catarrh to

Consumption.

dragglnta,

PAINS
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1

Maine Central R. R.
rlT3IK-TAI{LK.
|

j

On and after Monday. Oft. *25, 1 ssd, trains « <mnecting at Burnham with through trains for Bangor, Water\ille, Portland and Boston, will run atollow s:
m

VST

1“

Ili'liMI v>t.

Freight.

Leave.

a. m.

p. m.
3 43

Belfa.-t.. 7.U.3
itv Point.7 Id
Brooks

p. m.
7 13
7.3d

3.3n
I i3

Waldo.7.23
1

7.37

1.17
(.33

s.|7
S.33

Thorndike. >.n2

1.12

12

Knits.-.12
l.eonard's.s.23
Burnham, arr.s.33

1.32
3.0.3
3.13

s.32
<u*3
U.13

l’.l 1JNII \M

a. m.
o.oo
o.es
IJ.23

M3

.-

Knox.7.33

0.43
7. K»
7 22
7.17
>.c2
-.13

TO UK 1.1 AST.

Freight.

Leave.

a. in.

a. m.
3u

Burnham.4.no

THE GREAT

German

1 s7

Tried by .1. I>. lam son, Ksq.
Francis ami \lvin Douglass.
Joseph Stringer.

Case Tried by J. 0. Johnson
Mathew .I. Creasey.

For those
deathly] La lies i:i delicate
Bi.ious Sprite, do-Ehcauh, who arc all
pend on Sri.rnuR rundown, ho;:’ 1 use
Bitters, it will cure Sulituts Fitters.
mu
Ml— ■
you.
"•
11
■■■'
$l,uuO will be paid
The Giant i)y. pep- foracaec where Sclsia is cured bvu. ing rnvrt IP iters will
SuLrnun Fitters, net aw! tor cure. It
—■'
"
never i.hlo,

$2 11
4

William Jackson.
Charles Jackson.
William Waters.
J hn smith.
Jacob Primrose.
John Turner..
( harle- Craut..
Thomas spinney.
licorice W alker
John Wilev.
Ktlwunl ( olhy.
Timmas M urphy.
Beniamin ■'inter..
Frank Miller.
Frami- Somers.
Charles Bailey.
ileorire Browi..
Benjamin Kiehanls....

Remedy.

TROTHS F83 THE SICK,
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C muse the vitiated
tho
I x iwhen you sec
Cirr
i.win
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shops;
impurities burstdo not proevro suf- ing through the skin
Orient excrci. \ m 1 in Pimples, Blotches,
allwhoaro on hard and Seres. Rely on
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Sri.r::rrt Bitters,
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to A. 1\ Crtvny & Co.,
SendlvcoSc.
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cards free.
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WHO IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OP TKiJ
COUNTRY WILL SEE DY EXAMINING THIS MAP THAT THE
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TtfY BALL’S CORSETS.
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WEAR BALLS CORSETS..
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flunrantees Speed,

Co:-if. it nml S.-f tv t-> those who
travel over if. it roadbed -t h--r->::L-idy 1 alla -ted. Its
truck is of heavy si,-el. It-; rid
mv *--lid struetuies
ef stone and iron. 1: rolling to* I; i- pei t. et as human
hkill ean ma !.«• if
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i. < s.-f. tv appliances that
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world.
All Kxpress 1 uns between Chicago and the Mias-uirf
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Pullman Palre-o Parlor and Sleeping Car
:• -••■r
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Reclining Chair Cars.
The Famous Albert Lea Route

Is tho direct, favorite line between Chicago and MinnP
ute solid Fast Kxpr. ,-s
apolis ami St. Paul. On this
Trains run daily to the summer iv*<>rt.-:, picturesque
localities an hu:i‘ m :
ii. hin gr,•und*
1 >u a nn 1
Minnesota. Tho ri T
t 11 -Ids a ml grazing land :, (
interior link, ta
vnehed vi Watertown. V hln.it,
1
desirable route, mSjciie.-v mid K .nkakce., :Tei
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Tior inducement to travelers he; •-.ven cm* itimit i. u
nn. :i
P.h.t.k St .!.
dianapoli-f. l.afavette m.1
h, I
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M
i..
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:-t.
Atchison, Leavenworth, Kan
ir>.
.‘t p-ir ms,
Paul and intermediate point'.
All la
j
IV m
and ehildn u. l•
especially famii; —, I win
ollieials and employes ..f lb»**k eland trains pn-teetiou,
respectful courtesy and kindly attention.
j\,r Tiek-ets, Maps, P -lders— de ilimM, at all principal
Ticket «>;llccs in tho I'nitcd State* uudCanada—or any
♦.sired information, address,
l-.R. CARLE.
t CHICAGO ! E. ST. JOHN.
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Smart Weed afhl Belladonna combined with the
other ingredients used in the best porous plasters
make Carter’s 8. W. A B. Backache Plasters the
best In the market. Price 25 cents.
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Rleces

KIDNEY

<>\e, at
Brnok-silie 1". (a-line io.13 for Belfast.
-ame day at 2 p. m.
V\ 1.1»M.-I> V A -\\ ill. lea ve I -ic-boro. Ryder" < o\ e,
at >.3o a. m., ( a-tine !U3, f..i Belfast. 'Leaves Bel
fa-t same da•. at 2 n. in.
Tin it-1»A A
\\ ill h ave Isle-boro. Ryder’s ( ove,
at s.3n, I’.ieoksville a 3u ( a-tim- it. |3,‘foi
Belia-t
Leaves Belfa.-t -ame gay at 2 p. m.
SA Tt'KI'AA
Will lea s
ve at s.30!l. 111.,
R
Cast i no l».13, for Belfa.-t. Leas,
R.-lia-t same da\
at 12 in.
4f.v Steamer arrives in Belfa.-t each trip in time
for Bangor and Bo-Pm Boat-going We-t.
Steamer will not make trios slonuv or i. v
weather.
( apt. S. R. RAKBOCR, Manager.
Dec. 13, lsso.—14; f

j( Leaves Belfast

LADIES!

Does.

for January contains a number of I Catarrh in its destructive force stands next to
doctor Toinelf
popular medical articles which all parents and undoubtedly leads on to consumption. It is
to
read.
I)r. Delavan points out “The therefore singular that those afflicted with this and save money, and )>erhaps your life. Send three
ought
Causes and Prevention of Chronic Troubles of fearful disease should not make it the object of 2-cent stamps to pay postage to A. P. Ordway A
the Throat in Children;” Dr. Bissell illustrates their lives to rid themselves of it. Deceptive rem- Co., Boston, Mass., and receive a copy of Dr. Kaufedies concocted by ignorant pretenders to medical mann’s great Medical Work, 100 pages, elegant
graphically “Pigeon Breast” and kindred de2wl
knowledge have weakened the confidence of the colored plates.
formities; Dr. Yale, ill his talk on “Fever,” great
of sufferers in all advertised reme1 see in the
tells mothers just what and what not to do in dies. majority
that three tons of yarn are
liecome
to
a
paper
life of misery
They
resigned
used in tne manufacture of base-balls,” oborder to ascertain the intensity of fever; and rather than torture themselves with doubtful
pal- yearly
served Fangle. “I suppose that is the reason so
Dr. Walker continues the valuable series of liatives.
clubs
many
get worsted,” replied Snooper.
But tills will never do. Catarrh must be met at
“Domestic Treatment of Slight Ailments of
Children.”
In addition, “l'he Punishment every stage and combatted with all our might. In
HALTS
HONEY
is the best Cough Cure, 25, 50c., fl.
cases the disease has assumed
dangerous
Ledger” relates entertainingly how a father re- many
GLENN'S SULPHUR SOAP heals and lieautifics, 25c.
symptoms. The bones and cartilage of the nose,
corded the punishments of his children, and the
of seeing and of tasting so
organs of
GERMAN CORN REMOVER kills Corns A Bunions, 25c.
their effects; “Muttergartens” and the Kinder affected as to hearing,
be useless, the nvula so elongated,
garten series offer practical suggestions to the throat so inflamed and irritated as to produce HILL'S HAIR A WHISKER DYE—Black & Brown, 60c.
PUTS TOOTHACHE DROPS cure in 1 Minute, 25c.
mothers anxious to study Kindergarten meth- a constant and distressing cough.
Sanford's Radical Cure meets
DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS are a sure cure, 50c.
ods; and there arc many useful hints in the
every phase of
from
a
Catarrh,
head
cokl
to
the
most
loathsimple
departments of “Baby’s Wardrobe,” “Nursery some and destructive
lrrio
It Is local and constages.
and
and
“The
Mothers’
Novelties,”
Helps
stitutional. Instant In relieving, permanent in curFor Revenue Only_She was looking for piece,
Parliament.” Under “Nursery Observations” ing, safe, economical and
for • crazy quilt. “'Could you tear off a few little
never-falling.
are described “A Musical Prodigy,” “A WhistEach package contains one bottle of the Radifrom
silk patterns?” “I should he dcling Babe,” “The Vanity of an Art Critic,” cal Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent, and an ghted to dothose
so." replied the clerk, “but you see
“A Natural Poet,” “Somnambulism in a Child,” Improved Inhaler, with treatise; price, $1.
this hoaae la In favor of a tear-off for revenue
and other interesting experiences of observing
only.”
Potter Drug k Chemical Co., Boston.
mothers.
“Nursery Problems” offer the usual
careful medical advice. 15 cents a number:
r
$1.50 a year. Babvhood, 5 Beckman Street,
I
New York.
hall who wo suffering from the errors and
And that weary, lifeless, allgoae sensaM«n ever present with those of Inflamed
Indtorn*ion, of youth, nervous weakness, early
The removal of snow which fell in the late
Kidneys, Weak Back and Loins, Aching
decay, loeaof manhood, he., I will send a recipe
1
storm in Germany, has revealed an appalling
flips and Sides, overworked or worn out
that will cure you, FREE OF CHARGE. This great
loss of life. Many travellers were overtaken by disease, debllltr or dissipation, are lettered la
Minnie and are speedily cured by the Callcara
remedy waa discovered by a missionary in South
by the storm. Fifty bodies have been found aae
iall Pala Planter, a new, original, elegant and InAmerica. Band a self-addressed envelope to the
in Saxony; 80 In Thuringia; and 40 in South- falllble antidote
to pain and Inflammation. At all
■«v. Jonn T.
ern Germany. It la estimated that the loas of
D, trm jvk oug.
ISe.; Are tor *1.00.; or of Pottor Drug
life will be nearly 300.

DECKER.
Mo'M'.va -Will leave Islesboro, Ryder’.- (

1

other valuable
known for
and purifying the blood. It will cure, when in the
power of medicine, Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Dyspepsia, Headache, Constipation, Biliousness, General
Debility, i'aids in the Back, Kidney Complaint,
Catarrh, Female Weakness, Cancerous Humors,
Humors of the Face, Ringworm, Pimples, Ulcers,
Sores, Tumors, Scald Head, and all diseases arising
from an impure state or low condition of the blotxF.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is made by C. 1. Hood A Co.,
Lowell, Mass. Sold by all druggists. $1, six for

slouchy gait while

FLORENCE,

^.30 a. m.,

hr.

ursi, dock, and
cherry bark,
medicinal agents long .and favortheir power in eradicating disease

One reason
Is that they
In and acquire a

4

Cnpt.

--lIMUBIHUIHIHHIMIIHfflnBalll

sarsaparilla, danSarsaparilla is made ofuva
delion, mandrake,

men

Per Week.

9 John and 5 Barrett Streets, Boston
CorrcsponiltMiee ami consignments solicited,
lioston, Aug. <!, Ism;.—1 yr:>-2*

Cuticura Remedies are sold everywhere. Price,
We are
hearing of people who barely
continually
Cuticura, 50 cents; RekolPent, $1.00. Soap,25 escaped with
their lives. Did any one ever hear of
cents. Prepared by the Potter Druo and Chema person who escaped without his life?
ical Co., Boston, Mass.
Mill Diseases.”

Trips

,fcE£

!
j

Fouml

IN

Hood’s

ably

1

4

General Commission Merchants

Legislative Notice.

termined to remain on the Bench
his name to lie used as a candidate for the Presidency. lie believes that Mr. Blaine will be nominated and elected ill 1888.
The Fenians have issued another manifesto
against Rossa reiterating their denunciations of
their former executive. Rossa found some defenders, and lest this should have a had effect
the second manifesto is issued.
Gen. William W. Boring,an old regnlararmy
officer who fought on the Southern side in the
Rebellion and had held since a high rank in the
service of the Khedive of Egypt, died Dec. 30th
in New York City, aged about 70 rears.
It

Property.

Belfast, Dec.. .51, issh.

CO.,

to ha redeami not allow

Is—What

1

ItELFAST.

5 1*1

7 o7
21
o7
2 87
2 87
2 >7
2 >7
5 17
5 17
4 5o

J< BIN M. FLKTC

CO*

Judge Gresham of Indiana is said

It

I

TO

BQSTON.MAaS'
PRICES.MLNTI3N PAPER-

February.

What

>

Total..*1 ,o|u 7:.

Established 1878.

st.

IsSesbaro, Casting, and Brocksvi!le

.*14' 24

I vreowS

McKAHLAXP,

Produce Com. Mereliant, 111 South Market
Boston.
ow 40

across

I

ANO

ORCOSOF OTHER

j
1

G
s

Fraitk Morgan.

AN3 OURABIL!T*f HAVE ESTABLISHEO A 3FPU—
TATION UNCOUAIU0
ANY NAMIFACTURER-

»•

531
TREMONT ST.
SEND TOR CATAluGUE

WANTED.
C. S.

LANG -BOSTON

Arrangement

-FROM-

undersigned, herein* give notice that 1 shall | Flour, Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Beans,
I petition
the next legislature of the State of]
HAY, POTATOES, FISH, GAME, POI LTKY, Jtf.
Maim- for the right to erect and maintain dams

Bark Haulers!

For

20, ISsli.—3otf

r«>NSI<!XMEyrs Of APPLES, lmth green ami
dried, POTATOES, (sacks and barrels only,)
EGGS, BEANS, POULTRY and GAME.

DENTIST,
Corner Church

1:10.000 ounces under that of 1885.

July

Y7

P. LOMBARD
and

3J

CARL ZtRAAiN

to
JOHN S. RAMETT,
li. S. Shipping Commissioner, Rorklnint, Mr.1

every description. I carrv an immense
stock at BKI FROCK PRICKS.

Returns from Victoria show that the yield of
Cleansed, Purified! and Beautified by the
gold in that British colony during the past year _BELFAST.
Cuticura; Remedies.
was

Glasses

Coasting.

Apply

Call’at my store, MASONIC TEMPLE, for

have been removed.

SKIN and SCALP

e.

For

Knight...

Frank Kiehanls.
'I’honui' Murph\..
IJIwanl Nicker-on.
Henry Webber.
PelefT (‘rocker.
John shephenl.
Frank Cliilonl.
William W alterhrown...
( harles Hamilton.»._
John • >' Brion.
Frank 1 mujjlas.
Michael McKnah.
Thomas Niles
John Burns.
Frank ( ummings.

Confectionery.

Chicago.

j

/'/ME.

—

...

SEAMEN WANTED!

declared
unanimously in favor of submitting to the peoa
ple constitutional amendment prohibiting the
sale or manufacture of liquor in that State.
The growth of the prohibition sentiment in Alabama has been most marked within the past
three years, and the ministers of the various
religious denominations are taking the lead in
the light against license to sell liquor.

Winter

p. m.
p m.
3.30
;.,13
l.eonard's.4.11
h.ol
‘..11
3.2S
5 7«»
Foils.1.23
3.33
!I.|3
3.73
5
j Thorndike.4.33
h.23
a.03
4 12
s *;•_’ f Knox.4.41
'.*.31
0.11
4.34
G os j Brook-.4.3'.».ls
0.2S
3.20
G os
W'aldo.3.11
ltud
0.41
3.p
< its Point.3.24
G "5
In. 14
0.34
o.oo
Bel fa-t. arr.3.3o
5 os
Id.20
7.on
*;.io
G 85
Limbed ticket- for lio.-ton are nosv sold at S3
5 21
from Bella
and all stations op Branch.
F. I.. I’.OO’l IlliV,
5 7*>
I* WMIN T( ( KI R,
ib-ii'l Pass, and Ticket Ag;
5 Pi
(.cn'l Manager.
s G2
Belfast, (>ct. 1.3, 1 sslI. 1 v 1
7 45
G21
7 22
7 52
G21
5 48

....

Monthly
CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS.

Montgomery,

LOCAL

j

Cases Tried b> Wajlami Know lion. Ksq.
Satte

BEAN & Co., Low Priced

Fine

landings

5 2!

Intoxicating Liquors.

Boston &. Savannah

Steamship

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays tit 4 r. m.
From Rockland, Wednesdays and Saturdays at
at all landings.
M.,
i
j From touehing
Bueksport. Monday.- and Thursdays at II
as ice will permit.
Ii a. m., touching at such
j FRKI) W. POTK, Agent.Belfast.
i CALVIN Al’MTIN. Agent. Boston.
WILLIAM H. KILL, Jr., C!<*n. Manager.Boston,
0 a

4 p;
5s;
Pi 2
71»7
5 21

ROLLER,

State

upon arrival of steamer from Be.-ton.
RKTPRN1NG TO BKLFAST.

or

I

$21 hi

and our Stop Roller I>* Standard.
B37“Ask your Dealer for them, take no other.

DENTISTS,

a. m

Cases

ONI.Y

GENUINE

For Sear-port, Bueksport ar.d Winterport, if iee
permits, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 'about' S»

*"74 74

UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.

Bueksport.

from

er

7 <>7
5 21
5 70
5 4G
4 4G
4 4*)
5 os
5 08
5 >5
5 s5
g 45
5 21
7 15

Intoxicating Liquors.

AND

and 1 \carling .JERSEY Bl'LL, and 1 three years
"Id, and 1 yearling .JERSEY HEIFER. These are
very handsome, well bred, and desirable animals,
and are sold to make room for other stock. Call
at the farm, or address

1

!

1; os
5 4G
g 45

Thomas Cannon.
John Shannon.
George Andrews..
Thomas Haugh..
Fretl Carter.
( harles * >‘<.'onnell.
“Dodge' Saloon (s«*-calle«l;-.
Intoxirating Liquors.
Stolen

While the Penobscot River iselosed by Ice, weathpermitting, steamers will leave Belfast for Camden, Itockland and Boston, Mondays and Thursj days at about 12.30 t\ m., or upon arrival of steamer

7u
; 1 *7
5 p;

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtures,

4 T ELMWOOD FARM (otherwise known as the
7l Cell. Ayer farm) in Montville, 1 two years old,

•J"tf

84 Hawley St.,

1
1

1
5

Richard Ray..
Dan < fConnor.
Peter Man b n..
John A. Barlow.
Michael McMahan.
Geo. Cole.
John Star.
Charles Rohlnns.
Frank Gallagher.
John Harmon.
.John Hammond.
Horace Kllis...
Kucius Wing.
William Callahan.
Albert Harvtyv.
John Burke.
Charles Thompson.
Thomas Finagan..
Thomas Berry..
William Wou'lsey.
Thomas Boulter...
John Carter
Joseph Moore.
Kdward Mitchell.
.James Chirk...

“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable
and successful practitioners with w hom I have had
official intercourse.”
t HAS. MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.

!

defeat rumsell-

What unthankfulness it is to forget our consolations, and to look only upon matters of
grievance; to think so much upon two or three
crosses as to forget a hundred blessings. [Sibbes.

DEAD.

Such news easts a wave of sadness over our land,
lint as we glance over the advertisement of

|

be necessary to

MITCHELL,

unuinghain.

Joseph Winslow.
Michael (joinlan.

s

have moved their shop from over Baker A: Shales,
to the room in City Block over K. 11.
Moody’s drug
store.
Barbering in all its branches done in tinbest possible manner.
ttaCaU and see our Xew Rooms.
SI IK KM AN & MITCIIKU..
Belfast, Dec. (5. 188(5.—3in4U

j

ing in the cities.”

EDDY,

Re-

I BARBERS. !

propose an amendment to the law to prevent
the sale of cider for tippling purposes, and such
other amendments as are advisable, have finally
decided upon a new restriction upon the sale i
of cider, entitled an act to prevent the sale !I

to

New York yacht men expect that the challenge ot Mr. ]{. T. Bush, owner of the Coronet,
for a race with
any American keel schooner
yacht from Sandy Hook to Queenstown, will
be accepted by the owners of the Dauntless of
New York and of the Fortuna and Gitana of
Boston.

H.

TESTIMONIALS.

to

keep no
liquors, except clear alcohol for compounding
Lr.
S.
medicines; making
liquor tax, dumps,
advertisements. Arc., prima facie evidence of
violation. Arc., all of which have been found

R.

R XU 3VE OVAL

Proposed Temperance Legislation.

to

PATENTS.

i‘Ki:i,Ai;t:» to i><>-—

t

Morris Richardson.
Horace Kllis.
Henry A rev.
James Nugent.
Frank Campbell.
William Chandler.
John Hale.
Adam Williams.
William Mcllale.
John Clay.
Patrick Hanley..
Joint Byron.
Frank Harvey
Joseph Hartford.
'I homas ( al ter.
t.eorge Sidney.
Peter Riley.

Xo. 7tf State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston,
Secures Patents in the I’nited States; also in Drea
Britain, France, and other foreign countries. Copies
-AT TIIF. BQOMS OVKItof the claims of any Patent furnished l>v remitting
dollar. Assignments record* d in W ashington.
H. H. JOHNSON’S STORE, HIGH STREET. one
A " Ayency in the I’nited States possesses superior
Belfast, Dee,. 22, 188(5.—tff»l
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of in rent ions.
it. II. EDDY, Solicitor of Patents.

The committee appointed by the Grand Lodge
of Good Templars of the State and instructed

deputy sheriffs; allowing druggists

Barney,

Cutting, Cleaning, Pressing,
pairing, Ac.,

Iyr38

violators of the law will find no loopholes for
escape as heretofore. The Temperance Record
says further: “It is probable that quite a nuinher of other amendments will be reported and
asked for from the Legislature, among which
may be fees for attorneys of complainants in
search and seizure cases; for evidence leading
to conviction, Are., all to be paid from lines and
costs assessed the rumsellers; higher penalties
for all forms of violation; allowing special constables the same fees paid in same manner as

M.

-1 am

was

they

Margaret

TAILOR.

Th» Cotacb Coupakt, 183 Fulton Street, N. T.

Burcliard A. Hayes, soil of Ex-Prco. Haves,
married to Mis's Mary Sliernian at Norwalk,
<>.. Dec. 30th. They started that
night on a
trip East.

•*

*•

Iyr42

Children.

and

..

...

weight in gold. Illustrated hook by mail free.
Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25 cents in
stamps. 2 1-4 1b. air-tight tin cans. 8*1.00: by mail,
8*1.20.
Six cans by express, prepaid, for 8*5.00,
DR. I. S. JOHSSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

seven

of

Cures
Chicken
Cholera.

Condition

There are thirty-seven persons and corporation-in Boston who are taxed on one million
of dollars or more.

to

John MeGyer.
John Hase
William Fames...
James Reeves...
James Williams.
John McDonald.
James Cummings.
William Cuddy...
George Williams.
Charles Haugh..
Geo. Sweeney.
John Carleton.
Austin Me Keen.
Tiiomas Collins..
Frank Douglas.
John Hurley.
William Flyn.
James Irving.
John Kane.
J. R. Simmons.
Thomas Collins.
Henry Watson.
James < >' IJrieu.
( harles Kenney.
Walter Brier.
John Hinds.
Joseph Hartlield.
William Smith.
James Warren.
James Woods
Kdward Welch.
John Welch..
Daniel McCarty.
John Smith_’.
George Bancroft.
William (Quinlan.
John True.
Daniel smith.
John Flanagan.
<ico. Brown.
William Hamlin.
Benjamin Rilev.
I- rank Hart

by all dealers.

Oook Book free.

7 45
G 88
G 45
5 os
7 07
7 45
5 os
7 45
G 58
5 00
7 55
5 8.5
0 24
0 o4
8 21
4 28
5 21
5 21
7 45
7 07
7 07
G s5
7 07
5 85
5 85
s o7
7 o7
7 4 »
2 84
o :»l
7 07
s 45
5 85
7 45
7 07
I s5
7 45
s 07
r. *>5
8 57
G 47
0 45
8 o7
5 21
G2I
7 o7
7 o7
G.45
*-45
0 45
7 o7
s o7
7 07
G ;5
7 07
s o7
*; 45
G 45
G 7o

Patrick Kelley.
James Rogers.

POWDEB!

!

$G08

.James Kelley.
James Bryant.
Kohert Grover..
John Kelley..
Frank Cummings..
John Martin.
Thomas Niles.
Harold Steanson.
Gust Kechel.
Charles Lundy.
Charles Lampher.
Andrew Wilson.
William styles.

CONDITION

In the United States treasury arc263 millions
in gold 102 millions in silver aiid total cash of
about 530 millions.

subscribed.

vs.

SHERIDAN’S

The holiday trade in Yew York was greater
than ever before known, anil is estimated at
live millions.

Forty-seven thousand dollars out of the £50(SKI necessary to erect a new
building for the
Methodist Seminary in Tilton, X. 11. has been

state

111130

powder.

physicians.

eminent

by

no cream

Every package

cement.

any other

Arrangement.

—

Tried by Judge Boardman.
Charles Jones.
George Wentworth.

....

shortening than

less

requires

Co.

Cases

For over two years I suffered intensely with muscular rheumatism. I became almost
helpless, and had to be helped out of bed. At times I was unable to turn myself in bed,
and had to be handled as tenderly as an infant. My chest was involved, and the puin
was intolerable at times.
All the old and well-known remedies were exhausted, but no
permanent relief was obtained. About a year ago I was induced by a friend to try Swift’s
The
effect
has
been
magical. My friends scarcely recognize me. My rheumaSpecific.
tism is entirely gone, my general health is superb, and I am weighing time y pounds more
than when I commenced taking S. S. S. I am able to attend to all my ministerial work.
I am devoutly grateful for my restoration to health, which I owe. under the blessing of
Rev. J. M. Lowby.
God, to Swift’s Specific.
Hampton, Ga., April 20, 1886.
Treatise on Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free*
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ca.

Michael Ilavitt was married to Miss Marie
Yore in Oakland, Cal., Thursday.

Winter

DEC. TERM, 1886.

CURES RHEUMATISM!

country bouse

The cost of new buildings, alterations, etc.,
in Boston the past year was $12,040,003.

County£Com]IIissioners, Court,

Clark, •*a member of the South Georgia Methodist Conference, writes from
Tatnall County, Ga.: Oue year ago I was taken with rheumatism, anti became almost
helpless for over three months. All the remedies utied seemed to fail until I commenced
the use of Swift’s Specific. I have taken five bottles, and am perfectly sound and well
again. I wonld have written sooner, but waited to see if the cure was permanent. And
now I unhesitatingly recommend 8. S. S. as a safe aud reliable remedy for rheumatism.
I have all confidence in its virtue.”

Bangor

Ntcanitiihip

s

Rev. C. T.

The new river and harbor bill appropriate
about ten millions.

Spurious silver coin

AS ALLOWED BY

The above is the title of a new and valuable book on
poultry raising for profit. This book answers in advance every possible question
in respect to keeping and caring for
and
gives in the plainest
poultry,
manner all needed instructions to enable
beginners or old
possible
hands to carry oil the business successfully, and make
money. If you
desire to know bow to make hens lay the year round; how to fatten
market poultry quickly; how to dress and ship
poultry and sell eggs
to obtain the highest prices; how to build
lien bouses and
inexpensive
yards; how to discover, prevent and cure all diseases of poultry: how
to select and obtain choice breeds, and how men and women of
long
experience in the business make money, then send at once for a copy
of iiik Farmers' Poultry Raising Guide,
bv I. S. Johnpublished
son & Co., 22 Custom House St., Roaton, Mass.
Price 25 cents.
This book is profusely illustrated with engravings of model
poultry

| houses and runs, also many of the best breeds of hens, ducks turkeys
» matter of
supreme importammto
ov'r.^'T'
work„Presen,s
but especially
evcrjbodv, w"S
to
cliildren
women,
and invalids, for thero
probably no way by winch a small but constant cash income can bo
secured with so little effort as
by keeping acd caring for liens From
now until next March the
price of eggs will advance
anil higher
each month. l)o not, therefore,
delay, but send at once and get a copy
of this valuable book.
During the season of high prices the hens
shouhl lie kept busy. For 60 cents in
Johnson &
send postpaid a copy of Tit* Farmers’ stamps
Poii.try 11 vising Ouii.r and
two -a-ct. packs of Sheridan’s Powder to
make bens lav, or they will
s< nd a 2 1-4
pound tin can of Powder at regular rate (*1/20) and a
copy of the GuiDB/rec.
I. S. JOHNSON ft (;p
22 Custom House Street, Horton, Maps.
is

liigher

"o will

Women,
Judge

Children,

Money.

Everybody.

propose* to assist the (jrant Monu-

nient Fund by organizing a grand
competition on
word-building (making the largest numherof Fmr
lisii words from a given sentence b\
transposing
and using letters to suit the purpose)* using for the
theme the sentence “Who will he our next l’roi
dent?” and offering ( ash prizes to successful com
petitors, each of whom will have to pnv Fifty (5ib
cents on presentation of his competitive
paper.
The money received will he applied as follows:
Twenty live cents is at once credited to tin Grant
Fund.
The remaining twenty-live cents, after
deducting
the legitimate expenses of advertising names with
their respective answers, etc., etc., w ill he placed
In a common fund to lie equally divided among the
six successful competitors,
the six persons
(sending in the largest li#of Fnglish words (proper
nouns included) made from the sentence “Who
will he our next President?”
The magnitude of the prizes w ill depend on the
amount of money received, or in other words on
the number of competitors. Communications
open
until February 15, 1SS7, 12 o’clock.
This is not a new tiling. In Fngland
sums
large
of money have been raised for
this
method, and those who have participated and incidentally helped a worthy object have won a prize
high as $10,000 as a reward for mental activit\.
The names of
will he published from
week to week in Judge as they may come in. This
will not
serve as an
of the
receipt of the money, etc., but will also serve to
show'the weekly progress of the fund.
Governing
rules in this week’s Judge.

I

tl845.
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AN&WMism
The Ilest

|

Medicines Ever Invented For

Perfect and Immediate Relief in Cases of

|

PAIN AND INFLAMMATION,
both Externally and Internally. It is safo and P
certain in its action. For burns. Poisoning, Ery B
sipelas. Inflammation oi tho Eyes or Bowels, B
Earache, Deafness, Rheumatism, Pains in Side, ■
Back or Shoulders, Piles, Sore Throat, Croup, fl
or Bronchitis. Price 25 eta. and $1. at druggists. I
K. MORGAN & iOSS, Proprietors, Provldcaeo, R. I,
I

1>r. J. Miller’s Vegetable Expectorant is in-I
valuable for Coughs & Colds, 35*’. & $ 1. at Druggists.
Gm44

Charity'by

only

competitors
acknowledgment

Address

...

4w«z

THK JUDtiR rUBMSMXti CO,
fatter iNlMJag, New lark City.

I

Wewil!

(told In
nav"one huiulmTdollars
weeks' trial of

i'reminms for

Sheridan's
Pay. Send your name and
I
S. JOHNSON A CO.,
post-office for particulars.
yj custom llot sK SJtkkkt, Boston, Mass.
3m47
elitht
best results
l'owdor to Make Hens
from

